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by Roger A. Svehla and Bonnie J. McBride
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
A FORTRAN IV computer program for the calculation of the thermodynamic and
transport properties of complex mixtures is described. This program (TRAN72) was
developed by combining a program for the transport properties calculation with another
program (CEC71), published in NASA SP-273, for the thermodynamic properties
calculation.
Equations for the calculation of the transport properties are given and explained.
Equations for the calculation of the thermodynamic properties can be found in NASA
SP-273. Input data, included with the program, are explained.
The program has the capability of performing calculations such as (1) chemical equi-
librium for assigned thermodynamic states, (2) theoretical rocket performance for both
equilibrium and frozen compositions during expansion, (3) incident and reflected shock
properties, and (4) Chapman-Jouguet detonation properties. Condensed species, as well
as gaseous species, are considered in the thermodynamic calculations. However, only
gaseous species are considered in the transport property calculations.
The program is available for external distribution. Further information on obtaining
the program may be had from the authors.
INTRODUCTION
Many processes in existence today involve complex chemical mixtures, frequently at
high temperatures. Some of these mixtures result from combustion processes such as
occur in automobiles, aircraft, and rockets. Others occur in processing equipment in
the chemical, petroleum, and natural-gas industries. Research equipment, such as
shock tubes, also involves high-temperature gas mixtures. _
The need frequently arises for the thermodynamic and transport properties of these
mixtures, particularly for use in heat- and mass-transfer calculations. Usually, the
temperatures of the gases involved are quite high, too high for the properties to be meas-
ured directly. Consequently, the properties are calculated. As a result, a number of
different computer programs have been written for the property calculations. In general,
most of the programs now in existence are designed to calculate either the thermody-
namic properties or the transport properties, but not both. These programs are not re-
viewed herein. References 1 to 4 are a starting point for a review of the programs for
calculating the thermodynamic properties. Some programs have also been written for
calculating the transport properties (refs. 5 to 9); however, each has its limitations.
Some of these programs Use approximate equations (refs. 5 to 8). One is limited in the
choice of the intermolecular potential energy function (ref. 7). Two programs are de'
signed primarily for ionized gases (refs. 8 and 9).
We have developed a computer program which is designed to avoid these limita-
tions. Rigorous equations are used in the transport calculations, and the transport cross
sections are not restricted to any specific potential energy form. The program is a gen-
eral one, capable of handling any chemical system. However, it does not include ioniza-
tion, although it is capable of handling incipient ionization. Other important features of
this program include simplicity of input, storage of all thermodynamic and transport
property data on a master tape, and elimination of any need for advance knowledge of
which species will be important. The program is a combination of the NASA Lewis Re-
search Center Chemical Equilibrium Calculations Program (ref. 1) with additional rou-
tines to do the transport property calculations. The program will handle a variety of
problems. It has the capability for doing calculations such as (1) chemical equilibrium
for assigned thermodynamic states (T,P), (H,P), (S,P), (T,V), (U,V), or (S,V); (2)
theoretical rocket performance for both equilibrium and frozen compositions during ex-
pansion; (3) incident and reflected shock properties; and (4) Chapman-Jouguet detonation
properties.
The thermodynamic properties which are tabulated include pressure, temperature,
density, enthalpy, entropy, molecular weight, (_ In V/_ lu P)T' (_ In V/_ In T)p, spe-
cific heat at constant pressure, isentropic exponent, sonic velocity, and composition.
The calculated transport properties are viscosity and thermal conductivity. Specific heat
and thermal conductivity are calculated for both frozen and equilibrium conditions.
Prandtl and Lewis numbers are included. Other properties which are characteristic of
the type of problem being run are also calculated. (See the sample problems in
appendix D. )
The present report does not cover the equations and numerical techniques used for
the calculation of the thermodynamic properties. These are given in NASA SP-273
(ref. 1), which discusses the details of the thermodynamic calculations. The present re-
port does give the equations used in the transport calculations, however. These are
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covered in the section TRANSPORT PROPERTY EQUATIONS. Sources of the transport
data are given in the section SOURCES OF TRANSPORT AND RELAXATION DATA.
Symbols are defined in appendix A. Variables, indices, and constants used in the trans-
port subroutines are given in appendix B. A listing of the entire program is shown in
appendix C, and sample problems are shown in appendix D. The sample problems were
selected to illustrate many of the various capabilities of the program. Flow charts of
some routines are included.
COMPUTER PROGRAM
The TRAN72 computer program was written in FORTRAN IV. At the Lewis Re-
search Center it was checked out on an IBM 709411/7044 Direct Couple System. It has
been used to generate both thermodynamic and transport properties of a number of chem-
ical systems for internal use at Lewis.
The source program is available to other organizations. Thermodynamic and trans-
port data are provided with the program. However, these data are updated periodically;
as a result, the answers for the sample problems in appendix D may change somewhat
from time to time.
Further information on obtaining the program may be had from the authors.
ASSUMPTIONS AND CAPABILITIES
The program is designed to provide both thermodynamic and transport properties for
a wide range of scientific and engineering applications and for a range of independent var-
iables. Thermodynamic data for a large number of ideal gases and condensed species
are provided with the program for a tempera.tpre range of 300 to 5000 K. Transport data
are provided over a wider range in many cases. See the section SOURCES OF TRANS-
PORT AND RELAXATION DATA for the temperature range for each interaction.
The range of applicability of the thermodynamic calculations is approximately de-
scribed by the limits of applicability of the ideal-gas law. A reduced-state plot of the
thermodynamic properties might give the user an idea of the limits of temperature and
pressure. The lower limit for temperature in the transport calculations occurs when
ternary and higher order molecular collisions become important. This also defines the
upper pressure limit for the transport property calculations. The upper limit for tem-
perature occurs when ionization becomes appreciable. However, incipient ionization can
be included in the calculations. But, for increasing ionization, higher approximations
are needed in the transport calculations (refs. 10 and 11). Additional comments on this
may be found in the discussion of the transport property equations. The lower pressure
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limit is given by the onset of the free molecular flow regime, which occurs whenthe
mean-free-path length is of the same order of magnitudeas the dimensions of the con-
tainer. Under these conditions the equationsfor the transport properties are no longer
applicable.
In the computationof the thermodynamic properties the NASALewis Research
Center CEC71program (ref. 1) is used. The usual equationsfor the conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy are applied (ref. 1, eqs. (93) to (95))and the ideal-gas
law is assumed. The free energy is minimized by using a Newton-Raphsoniteration
technique. Composition and properties are calculated for equilibrium conditions and,
for some situations, for frozen conditions (sometimes called nonreacting). The effects
of chemical kinetics, or finite reaction rates, are not included. TRAN72 handles the
same types of problems as does CECT1, including normal shockwaves, Chapman-
Jouguet detonations, rocket expansionproblems, andproperties at assigned thermody-
namic states. The additional assumptions for eachtype of problem are as follows:
(1) Shockwaves are of negligible thickness and normal to the direction of flow. One-
dimensional flow is assumed.
(2) For Chapman-Jouguetdetonations the Mach number of the wave front, basedon
the speedof soundin the burned gas, is unity. The assumptionsmentioned previously
for shockwaves also apply.
(3) For rocket combustionproblems, it is assumedthat there is complete mixing in
the chamber, adiabatic combustionat constantpressure, isentropic expansionwith com-
plete mixing, and frictionless one-dimensional flow. It is also assumedthat the chamber
is large enoughthat the velocity in the chamber is negligible.
Becauseof storage limitations on the IBM 7094, the maximum allowable number of
species is 100andthe maximum number of elements is 10. This applies to the thermo-
dynamic property calculations and includes gases, liquids, and solids. In doing the
transport calculations, no more than 20 of the species are used. First the composition
obtained from the thermodynamic calculations is searched for the 20 gaseousspecies
with the largest concentrations. However, all gaseousspecies with mole fractions of
less than 10-7 are omitted. Then this gaseouscomposition is normalized by summing
the concentrations of these 20 species and dividing each concentration by the sum. The
mole fractions obtainedby this normalization procedure are the onesused in the trans-
port property calculations.
DESCRIPTIONOF PROGRAMINPUT
The procedure for operating the program is relatively simple and is almost identical
to that for opt:: _:ating the CECT1 program (ref. 1).
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The input specifies the type of problem to be run, the chemical system of interest,
the mixture ratio, and the range of variables. Considerable flexibility is available in
specifying the variables. For example, in a rocket combustion problem, nozzle expan-
sion points can be specified as pressure ratios, area ratios, or a combination of both.
In addition, a number of options are available, such as the following:
(1) The calculated thermodynamic and transport properties may be obtained on
punched cards, as well as printed output.
(2) For rocket and shock problems, both equilibrium and frozen properties are
available. In particular, for rocket expansion problems, freezing can be made to occur
at the chamber, the throat, or any supersonic point in the nozzle. For this type of prob-
lem, equilibrium flow is assumed from the chamber to a previously designated station in
the nozzle. After that station is reached, the composition is frozen.
(3) Input can be specified in a number of different units. For instance, pressure can
be given in mm Hg, atmospheres, psia, or newtons/meter 2.
(4) Species may be omitted from consideration in the calculations through the use of
OMIT cards. Also, certain condensed phases may be included in the initial composition
through the use of INSERT cards. Otherwise, only gases are considered initially, which
may lead to convergence difficulties.
(5) Thermodynamic property calculations can be obtained without including transport
property calculations. If this option is used, the program is essentially the same as the
CEC71 program. The opposite is not possible. Transport properties cannot be calcu-
lated without first doing the thermodynamic property calculations, since the results of
the thermodynamic calculations are needed in the transport calculations.
The input data are discussed under four categories. Three of the categories are re-
quired and one is optional. The three required categories and the code names by which
they are referred to herein are
(1) Library of thermodynamic and transport data for reaction products
(THERMO and TRANSPORT data library)
(2) Data pertaining to reactants (REACTANTS cards)
(3) Namelist data, which include the type of problem, required schedules, and
options (NAMELISTS input)
The optional category of data is the list of chemical formulas of species which are
singled out for special purposes (OMIT and INSERT cards).
Each category of data is discussed in this report. Many of the details are summa-
rized in tables I to VI. Both input and output for 10 sample cases are given in appen-
dix D. These cases are identified by the numbers 51, 52, 122, 123, 679, 950, 1207,
1565, 5612, and 6666. The order of the input is indicated in table H.
THERMOand TRANSPORTDataLibrary
A library of thermodynamic and transport data is included with each program dis-
tributed. The thermodynamic data for reaction products are in the functional form dis-
cussed in the section THERMODYNAMIC DATA. The transport data are in a tabular
form. The order and format of the THERMO and TRANSPORT data are detailed in
table I.
THERMO and TRANSPORT data may be read either from cards or from tape. If the
data are read from cards, the program will write these data on logical tape 4. However,
a permanent tape or disk containing the data may be made during any run by using the re-
quired type of control cards preceding the operating deck. When the data are read from
cards, the data are preceded by a code card which has the word THERMO punched in col-
umns 1 to 6. The sample cases in appendix D assume a permanent tape is available.
Thus, the THERMO code card and the data are omitted and the input data all start with
the RF_ACTANTS cards described in the next section. When data for various species are
added, removed, or changed on the tape, the whole set of THERMO and TRANSPORT
data cards must be included in the input for making a new tape.
These TRANSPORT data follow immediately after the END card for the THERMO
data. No general identification card is needed to indicate the beginning_ of the TRANS-
PORT data.
During a computer run, the appropriate reaction-product data consistent with each
new set of REACTANTS cards will be automatically selected from the data on tape 4 and
stored in core.
REACTANTSCards
This set of cards is required for all problems. The first card in the set contains
the word REACTANTS punched in card columns 1 to 9. The last card in the set is blank.
In between the first and last cards may be any number of cards to a maximum of 15, one
for each reactant species being considered. The cards for each reactant must give the
chemical formula and the relative amount of the reactant. For some problems, enthalpy
values are required. The format and contents of the cards are summarized in table HI.
A list of some REACTANTS cards is given in table IV.
Relative amounts of reactants. - The relative amounts of reactants may be specified
in several ways. They may be specified in terms of moles, mole fraction, or mole per-
cent (by keypunching M in card column 53) or in terms of weight, weight fraction, or
weight percent (blank in column 53). For example, in appendix E, cases 679 and 1207
specify reactants in terms of moles and case 51 specifies them in terms of weight.
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For these cases, the relative amounts of the reactants are completely specified by
the values on the REACTANTScards. However, there are optional variables which may
be set in namelist INPT2 that indicate relative amountsof total fuel to total oxidants.
(Seetable V and section NAMELISTS input. ) For this situation, eachreactant must be
specified as a fuel or an oxidizer by keypunchingan F or O, respectively, in column 72
of the REACTANTScard. The amounts given on the REACTANTScards are relative to
total fuel or total oxidant rather than to total reactant.
Tables V, VI, and VII describe the namelists. Referring to table V, there are four
options in INPT2 for indicating relative amounts of total fuel to total oxidant. They
include
(1) Equivalence ratio, r (ERATIO is TRUE}
(2} Oxidant-to-fuel weight ratio, O/F (OF is TRUE}
(3} Fuel percent by weight, %F (FPCT is TRUE}
(4} Fuel-to-air or fuel-to-oxidant weight ratio, F/A (FA is TRUE)
For each option, the values are given in the MIX array of INPT2. This feature is illus-
trated by cases 52, 122, 950, 5612, and 6666in appendixD. Cases 52 and 950 show
where ERATIO is TRUE (ERATIO = T), and the reactants are identified as fuel or oxidant
in card column 72. Since these cases involve just one fuel and one oxidant, the amounts
of each (as given in columns 46 to 52) are shown as 100. This means that the oxidizer is
100 percent of the total oxidizers and the fuel is 100 percent of the total fuels. Cases
122 and 5612 are examples which have more than one fuel. Case 122 shows that each
fuel is 50 percent (by weight} of the total fuels and the one oxidizer is 100 percent of the
total oxidizer.
The purpose of the previous namelist variables is to permit using one set of reactant
cards with any number of values (maximum, 15) of a variable. Case 950, for example,
specifies three values of equivalence ratio (ERATIO = T).
Reactant enthalpy. - Assigned enthalpy values for initial conditions are required for
assigned enthalpy and pressure (HP), rocket (RKT), detonation (DETN), and shock
(SHOCK} problems. An assigned internal energy is required for the assigned internal
energy and volume (UV) problem. These assigned values for the total reactant are cal-
culated automatically by the program from the enthalpies or internal energies of the in-
dividual reactants. The enthalpy values for the individual reactants are either key-
punched on the REACTANTS cards or calculated from the THERMO datal The choice
varies according to the type of problem as follows:
(1) RKT, UV, and HP problems: Enthalpies or internal energies are taken from the
REACTANTS cards unless zeros are punched in card columns 37 and 38. For each
REACTANTS card with the "00" code, an enthalpy will be calculated for the species from
the THERMO data for the temperature given in card columns 64 to 71. See MgO(s) in
case 51, appendix D.
(2) SHOCK problems: Enthalpies for all the reactants are calculated from the
THERMO data for the temperatures in the T schedule of namelist INPT2 (table V). If
enthalpy values are punched in card columns 64 to 71 (table HI), they will be ignored. It
is not necessary to punch zeros in card columns 37 and 38.
(3) DETN problems: If no T schedule is given in namelist INPT2, the option for
calculating reactant enthalpies is the same as for RKT, UV, and HP problems. How-
ever, if a T schedule is given in INPT2, the enthalpies will be calculated from the
THERMO data for the temperatures in the T schedule, the same as for the SHOCK
problem.
When the program is calculating the individual reactant enthalpy or internal energy
values from the THERMO data, the following two conditions are required:
(1) The reactant must also be one of the species in the set of THERMO data. For
example, NH3(g) is in the set of THERMO data butNH3(Z)is not. Therefore, if NI-I3(g)
is used as a reactant, its enthalpy could be calculated automatically but that of NI-I3 (/)
could not be.
(2) The temperature T must be in the range Tlow/1.2 -< T -< Thig h x 1.2, where
Tlo w to Thig h is the temperature range of the THERMO data.
NAMELISTSInput
As indicated in table H, the NAMELISTS code card precedes the NAMEUSTS input.
The card has the word NAMELISTS punched in card columns 1 to 9. All problems re-
quire an INPT2 input. Rocket and shock problems each require an additional set, namely
RKTINP or SHKINP. The additional set simply follows INPT2 directly.
The variables in each namelist are listed in tables II, V, VI, and VII. Table II indi-
cates which variables are required and which are optional for the various types of prob-
lems. Tables V, VI, and VII give a brief definition of each variable. Some additional
information about some of these variables follows:
Pressure units. - The program assumes the pressure in the P schedule to be in
units of atmospheres unless either PSIA = T, NSQM = T, or MMHG = T.
Relative amounts of fuel (or fuels) and oxidizer (or oxidizers). - These quantities
may be specified by assigning 1 to 15 values for either O/F, %F, F/A, or r. If no
value is assigned for any of these options, the program assumes the relative amounts of
fuel (or fuels) and oxidizer (or oxidizers) to be those specified on the REACTANTS cards.
(See discussion in section REACTANTS Cards. )
Printing mole fractions of trace species. - The program normally prints only the
compositions of those species with mole fractions greater than 5×10 -6 in F-format for
all problems except SHOCK. The TRACE option permits printing smaller mole fractions.
If the variable TRACE is set to some positive value, mole fractions greater than or equal
8
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to this value will be printed. When this option is used, a special E-format for mole frac-
tion output is used automatically. A TRACE value of 1. E-38 is the lowest value allowed
by the program. (See case 1565 in appendix E. )
For SHOCK problems, mole fractions of trace species are often desired. Thus, for
SHOCK problems, the program will set TRACE to 5. E-9 automatically, and the E-format
for output is always used. This value may be changed by using the TRACE option in
INPT2 namelist input. (See case 1207 in appendix E. )
TP, HP, SP, TV, UV, or SV problems. - In these problems, from 1 to 52 values of
T, and from 1 to 26 values of P or V (or RHO) may be assigned. However, only one
value of entropy SO may be assigned in INPT2 for the SP or SV problem. Only one value
of enthalpy is permitted for the HP problem, and only one value of internal energy is per-
mitted for the UV problem. However, these values of enthalpy and internal energy are
not assigned in INPT2 but are calculated by the program. In a TP problem, if 52 values
of T and 26 values of P are assigned in INPT2, properties will be calculated for the 1352
possible P and T combinations. Similarly, as many as 1352 combinations can be calcu-
lated for a TV problem.
DETN problem. - Calculations will be made for all combinations of initial pressure
P and initial temperature T. Initial temperatures may be specified in INPT2 namelist
or on the REACTANTS card.
RKT problem. - At least one chamber pressure value P is required in INPT2, al-
though as many as 26 chamber pressures may be assigned. A complete set of calcula-
tions will be made for each chamber pressure. The RKT problem requires a second
namelist for input, RKTINP, which is discussed in the next section.
RKTINP namelist (RKT problem only). - This namelist is required for RKT prob-
lems. It follows the INPT2 namelist. A list of variables and definitions is given in
table VI. Even though this namelist is required, all variables are optional. If no varia-
bles are assigned, only the chamber and throat conditions will be calculated. Usually, a
pressure ratio schedule (PCP), an area ratio schedule (SUBAR or SUPAR), or some com-
bination of these schedules will be assigned.
Pressure ratio and area ratio schedules must not include values for the chamber and
throat, inasmuch as these values are calculated automatically by the program. If both a
pressure ratio schedule and an area ratio schedule are given in RKTINP, the pressure
ratios will be calculated first. If both schedules are omitted, only chamber and throat
conditions will be calculated.
The program will calculate both equilibrium and frozen performance, unless RKTINP
has the logical variable FROZ set equal to FALSE (FROZ = F) or the logical variable
EQL set equal to FALSE (EQL = F). If FROZ = F, only equilibrium performance will be
calculated. If EQL = F, only frozen performance will be calculated.
If a frozen expansion is being calculated, it is possible to specify the freezing point
by using the variable NFZ. For instance, to freeze immediately after the fifth point, set
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NFZ = 5. If NFZ is not specified in the RKTINP namelist, the program assigns NFZ = 1
(freezing in the chamber). If NFZ = 1 or 2 (NFZ = 2 corresponds to the throat), 22 addi-
tional stations may be assigned in the expansion. If NFZ _ 2, the program will allow
only 11 additional stations. Freezing is permitted in the chamber, the throat, or any
supersonic station but not at a subsonic station.
SHOCK problem. - The program requires a P and T schedule in INPT2, and a sched-
ule of either initial velocities (U1) or Mach numbers (MACH1) in a second namelist,
8HKINP (see table VII). These values of P, T, and either U1 or MACH1 all refer to the
unshocked gas and must correspond one-to-one with each other. Case 1207 in appendix D
is a shock problem. The pressure and temperature schedules are limited to 13 values
for SHOCK problems only. This corresponds to the 13-value limit for U1 or MACH1
schedules.
REACTANTS cards must be only for gaseous reactants that are also included as re-
action species in the THERMO data. This permits the program to calculate enthalpy and
specific-heat values of the reactants from the THERMO data.
SI-IKINP namelist (SHOCK problem only). - A list of variables and definitions is
given in table VII. 8I-IKINP must include from one to 13 values of either U1 or MACH1 of
the unshocked gas. The program will calculate incident shock parameters that assume
both equilibrium and frozen composition unless SI-IKINP has the logical variable INCDEQ
set equal to FALSE (INCDEQ = F) or the logical variable INCDFZ set equal to FALSE
(INCDFZ = F). If INCDEQ = F, only frozen composition will be used. If INCDFZ = F,
only equilibrium composition will be used. In addition, there are options for calculating
reflected shock parameters. For each incident condition called for, reflected shock pa-
rameters will be calculated that assume either a frozen composition (REFLFZ = T), an
equilibrium composition (REFLEQ = T), or both (REFLFZ = T, REFLEQ = T).
OMITand INSERTCards
As indicated in table II, OMIT and/or INSERT cards may follow the REACTANTS
cards. Their inclusion is optional. They contain the names of particular species _n the
library of thermodynamic data for the specific purposes to be discussed. Each card con-
tains the word OMIT (in card columns 1 to 4) or INSERT (in card columns 1 to 6) and the
names of from one to four species starting in columns 16, 31, 46, and 61. The names
must be exactly the same as they appear in the first 12 columns of the THERMO data
cards (see table I).
OMIT cards. - Occasionally, it may be desired to specifically omit one or more
species from consideration as possible species. This omission may be accomplished by
means of OMIT cards containing these species names. See appendixD, cases 51 and 950.
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If OMIT cards are not used, the program will consider as possible species all those
species in the THERMO data which are consistent with the chemical system being
msidered.
INSERT cards. - These cards contain the names of condensed species only. They
have been included as options for the following two reasons:
The first and more important reason for including the INSERT card option is that,
in rare instances, it is impossible to obtain convergence for assigned enthalpy problems
(HP or RKT) without the use of an INSERT card. This occurs because the temperature
sometimes becomes extremely low (several kelvin) when only gases are considered. In
these rare cases, the use of an INSERT card containing the name of the required con-
densed species will eliminate this kind of convergence difficulty. When this difficulty
occurs, the following message is printed by the program: "LOW TEMPERATURE IM-
PLIES CONDENSED SPECIES SHOULD HAVE BEEN INCLUDED ON AN INSERT CARD. "
The second and less important reason is for efficiency of computation. If it is
known that certain condensed species will be present among the final equilibrium compo-
sitions for the first assigned point, a small amount of computer time can be saved by us-
ing an INSERT card. The inserted condensed species will then be considered by the pro-
gram during the initial iterations for the first assigned point. If the INSERT card were
not used, only gaseous species would be considered during the initial iterations. How-
ever, after convergence, the program would automatically insert the appropriate con-
densed species and reconverge. For all other assigned points the inclusion of condensed
species is handled automatically by the program. Therefore, it usually is immaterial
whether or not INSERT cards are used for the purpose of saving computer time.
DESCRIPTIONOF PROGRAMOUTPUT
The program prints four kinds of output: input data used to do the calculations, in-
formation concerning iteration convergence,' tables of results, and optional intermediate
output. " ,
Input Data
Input data have been previously described. The general procedure used in this pro-
gram is to list the input as they are read in and before they are processed by the pro-
gram. The purpose is to show, in as clear a way as possible, what is actually on the in-





(3) INSERT and/or OMIT card data
(4) The word NAMELISTS
(5) All data in namelist INPT2 given in table V (P and RHO use same storage)
Following the INPT2 data is the statement "SPECIES BEING CONSIDERED IN THIS SYS-
TEM. " Each species in the list is preceded by some identification, such as J12/65.
The J refers to JANAF data (JANAF Thermochemical Tables, see ref. 1). The letter L
refers to unpublished data calculated at the Lewis Research Center. The number refers
to the month and the year the data were published or calculated (12/65 is December 1965).
For a rocket problem, the namelist RKTINP data given in table VI are listed. For a
shock problem, the namelist SHKINP data given in table VII are listed.
Following the list of chemical species (or RKTINP or SHKINP data, if any} is the
current value of O/F. This is followed by a listing of the enthalpies or internal energies
of the total fuel and oxidant and of the total reactant. Following this is a list of the
kilogram-atom per kilogram of each element in the total fuel and oxidant in the total
reactant.
Tablesof Thermodynamic Results
The final output of the program is in the form of tables that are designed to be self-
explanatory. Tabulated properties include pressure P, temperature T, density p,
enthalpy h, entropy s, molecular weight M, two partial derivatives (a In V/a In P)T
and (a In V/a In T)p, specific heat Cp, isentropic exponent VS' and velocity of sound a.
(An option is available Lo punch these values on cards. See table V and case 123 in ap-
pendix D. ) Compositions are also included and given in terms of mole fractions. In ad-
dition, rocket, shock, and detonation problems each list additional calculated properties
which are pertinent to each type of problem.
Tablesof Transport Results
The printed output consists of calculated results in tabular form. Punched-card out-
put is also available as an option. With the exception of the heading at the top, the output
for the transport calculations is the same for all types of problems. Viscosities, ther-
mal conductivities, specific heats, Prandtl numbers, and Lewis numbers are calculated
and listed for the same conditions as shown in the results of the thermodynamic
calculations.
Both frozen and equilibrium values are shown for the thermal conductivity, specific
heat, and Prandtl number. The difference between frozen and equilibrium can be de-
scribed in the following way: Consider a system of reactive species initially in chemical
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equilibrium. If heat is then either added or removed, the temperature and pressure will
change. If the composition does not change from the initial state, the system is said to
be frozen. If the composition adjusts to the equilibrium composition of the new temper-
ature and pressure, the system is said to be in equilibrium. But, if the final composi-
"tion is neither of these two conditions, the effects of chemical kinetics must be consid-
ered. As stated previously, however, the effects of chemical kinetics are not included
in the program.
The specific heats shown in the transport properties table are usually identical with
those shown in the thermodynamic properties table. However, differences do frequently
occur for perfectly valid reasons. These are explained in the section TRANSPORT
PROPERTY EQUATIONS.
At this point it is worth explaining why the calculation of the specific heat is repeated
in the transport property calculations, with condensed phases omitted. The reason is
that it enables the calculation of internally consistent Prandtl and Lewis numbers, num-
bers derived from properties which are all based on the same gaseous composition.
These may be preferable for use in heat- and mass-transfer calculations.
Error Messages
The only other printed output which can occur comes from any one of a number of
programmed error messages. Most of these are in the subroutines which do the thermo-
dynamic property calculations. These are explained in detail in reference 1. Four pro-
grammed error messages occur in the transport property subroutines. Two are in
subroutine TRANSP and the other two are in subroutine INPUT. These messages are ex-
plained in the sections discussing the subroutines.
THERMODYNAMICDATA
Thermodynamic data are included with the program. Reference 1 lists data for 62
reactants and 421 reaction species (solid, liquid, and gas phases of a species are counted
as separate species}.
Assigned Enthalpies
For each species, heats of formation (and, when applicable, heats of transition}
o By definition,were combined with sensible heats to give assigned enthalpies H T.
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o )HT - 298.15 + 298.15 (i)
oWe have arbitrarily assumed H298.15 \ _/298.15"
H_In general, _-/(AH_')T for T _ 298.15 K. For reference elements, ---,(AH_)298. 15 =
O
H298.15 -- 0. For the species included with the program these reference elements are
AI(s), Ar(g), B(s) (beta),Be(s), Br2(Z), C(s) (graphite),Cl2(g), Cs(s), F2(g) , Fe(s),
H2(g) , He(g), K(s), Li(s), Mg(s), N2(g), Na(s), Ne(g), O2(g) , P(s) (red, V), S(s)
(rhombic), Si(s),and Xe(g).
Assigned enthalpies for reactants are given in table IV (incal/mole as required for
program input)together with some other reactant data. For cryogenic liquids, assigned
enthalpies are given at their boiling points. These are usually obtained by subtracting
the following quantities from the heat of formation of the gas phase at 298.15 K: sensible
heat between 298.15 K and the boiling point, difference in enthalpy between ideal gas and
real gas at the boiling point, and heat of vaporization at the boiling point.
Least Squares Coefficients
For each reaction species, the thermodynamic functions specific heat, enthalpy, and
entropy as functions of temperature are given in the form of least squares coefficients as
follows:
O
C__p= al + a2T + a3T2 + a4T3 + a5T4
R
a 2 a 3 T 2 a4 T 3 a5 T 4 a6H__al+mT + +m +-- +--
RT 2 3 4 5 T
a3 T 2 a4 T 3 a5 T 4S_-a lInT+a2T+_ + +_ +a 7




Reference 12 describes a program which calculates the thermodynamic functions and fits
the functions to equations of the form given in equations (3) to (5).
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TRAN SPORT DATA
Transport and relaxation data are provided for 59 species, and additional transport
data are provided for interactions between unlike species for another 58 interactions.
Sources of these data are described in the section SOURCES OF TRANSPORT AND RE-
LAXATION DATA and in tables VIII and IX. All data are in tabular form as a function of
temperature. In contrast with the thermodynamic data, the temperature range of the
transport data is not the same for all interactions. The temperature ranges for the
transport data are also shown in table VI_.
The temperature intervals in the table are not constant, but generally increase with
increasing temperature. This was done in order to accommodate interpolation within the
table. Interpolation is done by four-point Lagrange, and the number of arguments al-
lowed per table is 20. This number was arrived at as a compromise between two con-
siderations. First, storage space is limited (IBM 7094); and in order to allow sufficient
storage for a large number of interactions, the number of intervals in each table should
not be excessive. However, the interval size must be small enough such that interpola-
tion errors are less than the uncertainty of the data within the table. Consequently, the
temperature intervals tend to be closest in the vicinity of 300 K because usually the
transport data are most accurately known at room temperature.
SAMPLE PROBLEMS
Ten sample problems are given to illustrate some of the features of the program.
Five are rocket performance problems, RKT = T (cases 51, 122, 679, 5612, and 6666);
two are combustion problems (case 123 is for combustion at constant pressure, HP = T;
and case 1565 is for combustion at constant volume, UV = T); case 52 is a detonation
problem, DETN = T; case 1207 is a shock problem, SHOCK = T; case 950 is an assigned
temperature and pressure problem, TP = T; and case 6666 illustrates freezing in a
rocket at a location other than the chamber.
It would not be practical to illustrate every possible combination of options per-
mitted by the program. However, the sample problems were selected to illustrate many
of the possible combinations and, in particular, those variations which we believe would
most often be used. Included in the combinations illustrated are the following:
(1) Specifying proportions of various reactants
(a) O/F: cases 122, 123, and 1565
(b) Equivalence ratios: cases 52 and 950
(c) Percent fuel by weight: cases 5612 and 6666
(d) Complete information on reactant cards: cases 51, 679, and 1207
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(_)+Relative weights of reactants: cases 51, 52, 122, 123, 950, 1565, 5612,
and 6666
(f) Relative moles of reactants: cases 679 and 1207
(2) Specifying enthalpies
(a) On reactant cards: cases 51 (partly), 122, 123, 679, 950, 1565 (partly),
5612, and 6666
(b) Calculated by program: cases 51 (partly), 52, 1207, and 1565 (partly)
(3) Pressure units
(a) psia: cases 51, 122, 679, 5612, and 6666
(b) arm: cases 52, 123, and 950
(c) mm Hg: case 1207
(4) INSERT: cases 51 and 5612
(5) OMIT: cases 51 and 950
(6) Composition in floating-point format: case 1565
(7) Program considers ions: case 679
(8) Special derivatives due to two condensed phases of a species: cases 51 and 5612
(9) Special throat interpolation: case 5612
(10) Omit transport property calculations: case 679
(11) Punched-card output: case 123
(12) Freezing at supersonic station: case 6666
Some additional features of the program illustrated by the various cases are the
following:
(1) Case 51: This case shows several condensed species being automatically in-
serted and removed by the program. Frozen expansion is stopped at point 3 inasmuch as
the exit temperature is below the melting point of 2315 K.
(2) Case 122: This case shows that it is possible to assign a schedule of points which
includes a mixture of pressure ratios, subsonic area ratios, and supersonic area ratios.
MODULAR FORM OF PROGRAM
In order to facilitate adding or deleting applications of the chemical equilibrium part
of the program, the program was set up in 10 modules. These modules are concerned
with overlay control, which is used on the IBM 7094 (main program), and with general in-
put, additional input processing, four applications, equilibrium calculations, transport
calculations, and output. The general flow of these modules and associated routines is
given in the following schematic:
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From this diagram, it is clear that, for example, the rocket application could be elim-
inated by omitting subroutines ROCKET, RKTOUT, and FROZEN and by omitting the
statement which calls ROCKET in the main program.
LINK (MAIN PROGRAM)
LINK is the main program. Its sole function is to control the program flow between
the thermodynamic and transport property calculations. The overlay structure used for
the IBM 7094 is shown in figure 1. LINK and subroutine GAUSS are the only two routines
in core storage at all times. (GAUSS solves a set of as many as 20 simultaneous linear
equations. } Overlay is not required for machines which have sufficient storage for the
entire program.
A flow chart of LINK is given in figure 2.
The number of storage locations used for each routine is shown in parentheses in
figure 1. These numbers include allocations for block common, as they are introduced
into storage in loading the program. That is, the number in parentheses includes a block
common with the first routine in which it is used. Consequently, LINK and TRANSP have
larger numbers than they would have if the common blocks had not been included.
When the program is doing thermodynamic property calculations, LINK 0 and LINK 1
are in core storage. This uses about 27 000 storage locations. When the program is do-
ing transport property calculations, LINK 0 and LINK 2 are in core storage. This uses
over 32 000 storage locations. These numbers include all the routines but not other stor-
age needed by the computer system. This additional storage requirement will vary from
17
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one computer installation to another. At NASA Lewis this amounts to 1548 storage loca-
tions for the system and an additional 5590 for the systems subroutines, for a total of
7138 additional storages.
DISCUSSION OF SUBROUTINES
This section describes the routines not included in reference 1 and also describes
those in the CECT1 program which have been changed. Among the new routines are the
subroutines needed for the transport property calculations and the main program (LINK),
which links the thermodynamic calculations with the transport calculations. Subroutines
which will not be discussed are those which are nearly the same as those in reference 1.
Some dimensions have been changed from the CECT1 program. In order to save
storage, only 100 species and 10 elements are permitted, rather than 150 species and 15
elements, as are allowed in CEC71. Also, the number of temperatures T has been
changed from 26 to 52. These dimension changes apply to any routine in which the var-
iables appear. These changes affect the common blocks POINTS, SPECES, and MISC.
Two new common blocks, SAVED and CONTRL, have been added. SAVED is used to
save information obtained from the thermodynamic calculations which is needed in the
transport calculations. It is also used to save information obtained from the transport
calculations which is needed later. This change also caused a slight reorganization of
the variables in common blocks SPECES, MISC, and INDX. CONTRL contains additional
logical variables TRNSPT, FROZN, PUNCH, and NODATA.
Flow charts are also included for aid in understanding of the program. The reader
may find appendixes A and B helpful in relating symbols to the program variable names.
Subroutine MAIN
Subroutine MAIN is very similar to the main routine in the CEC71 program. A flow
chart is given in figure 3. Perhaps the most noteworthy change is that it is now a sub-
routine. One other change is significant. That is, when thermodynamic data are being
read in from cards, transport and relaxation data immediately follow the thermodynamic
data. The format for the thermodynamic data is still the same as in reference 1. This
change essentially involves only the insertion of 11 additional cards which are needed in
order to read and write the transport and relaxation data on tape unit 4.
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Subroutine SEARCH
SEARCH searches for data stored on logical tape unit 4. Thermodynamic data for
all the species in the chemical system are located on tape unit 4 and saved in core stor-
age. In addition, transport and relaxation data are also read from tape unit 4, and the
data which are relevant to the chemical system are stored on logical tape unit 3 (disk
storage).
Another search of the transport and relaxation data on tape unit 3 is made at the
start of the transport property calculations in subroutine TRANSP. This second search
is used in order to find the data involving interactions of only the important species and
to save these data in core storage. This secondary search is discussed in the section
Subroutine TRANSP.
Subroutine OUT1
Subroutine OUT 1 is the output routine for the thermodynamic calculations. It is
nearly the same as OUT 1 in the CECT1 program. The only change is that punched-card
output of the thermodynamic properties is now included. Only data of the standard ther-
modynamic properties which apply to all types of problems (rocket, shock, detonation,
and assigned thermodynamic states) are punched. The additional properties, which apply
only to the particular type of problem being run, are not punched.
Subroutines THERMP, ROCKET,SHCK, and DETON
These subroutines control the calculations for the same types of problems as in the
CECT1 program: properties at assigned mermodynamic states, rocket combustion, nor-
mal shock waves, and Chapman-Jouguet detonations. The basic differences between the
two programs are the modes of entry and return from these routines. Both standard and
nonstandard entries and returns are used, in contrast with the CECT1 program, which
uses only a standard entry and return. The modes of entry and return can be seen from
figure 2 and the program listing (appendix C).
Another difference between the programs involves the DO loops on pressure, tem-
perature, and O/F (P, T, OXF). The subroutines for the thermodynamic calculations
and the subroutines for the transport calculations are in different core loads. So if the
problem involves more than 13 points, the core load for the thermodynamic calculations
has to be reloaded after each set of transport calculations is completed. However, in
order to reenter the subroutines THERMP, ROCKET, SHCK, and DETON after each set
of transport calculations, it would have been necessary to illegally enter inside the DO
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loeps. To avoid this problem, the DO loops have been eliminated and a simple,
program-generated, indexing procedure on P, T, and OXF has been used.
Subroutine ROCKET has additional changes associated with the variable NFZ, the
variable which specifies the freezing point for frozen flow. Since the CECT1 program
permits only freezing at the chamber, the present program required some changes in
order to allow freezing at the throat or at any supersonic station.
Subroutine TRANSP
Subroutine TRANSP is the main routine for the transport calculations. A flow dia-
gram is given in figure 4. All calculations of the properties are done in this routine.
The equations are given in the next section.
One other operation is carried out in this routine. Logical tape unit 3 is searched
for the transport and relaxation data of the important interactions and saved in the va_r-
iable TABLES. This search differs from the one in subroutine SEARCH. In SEARCH,
data are saved for all interactions in the chemical system; whereas, in TRANSP, inter-
actions involving a trace species are eliminated.
The remainder of the routine is the calculation of the properties. Calculation of the
viscosity, monatomic thermal conductivity, reaction thermal conductivity, and reaction
heat capacity all involve the solving of a set of simultaneous linear equations. The ma-
trix elements for each are calculated in TRANSP, but the actual solution is obtained from
subroutine GAUSS.
The solutions obtained from GAUSS are checked for accuracy for two of the proper-
ties, viscosity and reaction thermal conductivity. If the initial equations are not satis-
fied to a prescribed tolerance by using the solution obtained from GAUSS, an error mes-
sage is printed out. (See the listing in appendix C of subroutine TRANSP for the specific
information printed out in each error message. )
Subroutine INPUT
Subroutine INPUT sets up the transport and relaxation data needed for the transport
property calculations done in TRANSP. It is called from TRANSP for each point. The
various functions of this subroutine are outlined as follows:
(1) The EN array is searched for the most important gaseous species for the current
point. These are identified and saved by storing the index of the species name in IND.
A maximum of 20 species is allowed. All species of mole fractions less than 10 -7 are
omitted, as well as all condensed phases. However, alI gaseous atomic elements are
initially included, even if they are not among the 20 most important species, or even if
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their mole fractions are less than I0 -7. This condition is imposed to satisfy a require-
ment imposed upon the A array, which is explained later in this section. If any ele-
ments have been omitted through use of an OMIT card, _they are reinserted into the A
array at this point. A message is printed out giving the name of the element reinserted
into the A array: "NO ELEMENT WAS FOUND IN THE LIST OF SPECIES WITH THE
NAME (name of species), OR ELSE THERE IS AN ERROR IN THE A(I,K) ARRAY. "
(2) The mole fractions and molecular weights are now calculated for the new reduced
composition obtained in step 1.
(3) Transport and relaxation data are initialized to zero. Then, data stored in
TABLES are searched, interaction by interaction, for data pertinent to the current point.
When such data are found, subroutine LGRNGE(TT) is called. LGRNGE(TT) interpolates
for the temperature TT. If data are missing for a pure species, an empirical equation is
used to estimate the data. If data are missing for an interaction between unlike species,
data are estimated from combining rules, using the data of the pure species. The em-
pirical equation and the combining rules are described in the next section. If data for a
pure species are missing, an error message is printed out: "NO TRANSPORT DATA
WERE FOUND FOR THE SPECIES (name of species)." If the logical variable NODATA
is not specified in the INPT2 namelist, the program sets NODATA = . F. and the message
is printed. If NODATA = .T. is set in namelist INPT2, the message is not printed.
However, no message is ever printed when data are missing for an interaction between
unlike species. In either case, the program continues.
The purpose of this error message is to warn the program user when transport data
for a major Species are missing. When the user is certain this is not the situation, he
may wish to omit the message, in order to avoid getting the message every time the pro-
gram fails to find data for a minor species.
(4) The final operation of INPUT is to read the stoichiometric coefficients from the
A array into the STC array and reorder them so as to express them as a set of chem-
ical reaction equations, suitable for use in equation (25). As was mentioned earlier, all
the elements in the system are initially included. This is not a necessary requirement,
but was done as a matter of convenience. By including all the elements among the 20 (or
less) gaseous species in the system, it is possible to use the A array to express the
system in terms of a sufficient set of independent chemical equations. The number of re-
quired independent equations is given by taking the total number of species and subtract-
Lug the number of chemical elements in the system. So by choosing the set of chemical
equations as the chemical reactions of formation of each species, a set of equations can
be easily written directly from the stoichiometric coefficients in the A array. For in-
stance, in the A array corresponding to the column for CH4, there is a 1 in the row for
carbon, a 4 in the row for hydrogen, and a 0 in the rows for the remaining elements. By
assigning a -1 to CH4, the chemical equation C + 4H - CH 4 = 0 is formed.
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This procedure is applied to each species in the system, and the result is the initial
set of equations. This initial set of equations is then reduced in order to eliminate any
species or element (in this case always an element) not found among the 20 most impor-
tant species in the system. This reduction is accomplished by searching through the
chemical equations for an element with a mole fraction less than 10 -7, solving the chem-
ical equation for that element, and then substituting the result in any other equation in
which the element appears. The new set of equations is one less in number than the orig-
inal set. This procedure is repeated until all the elements of mole fractions less than
10 -7 have been eliminated from the chemical equations. The stoichiometric coefficients
of this final set of equations are stored in STC and are used in equation (25) for calculat-
ing the reaction contribution to the heat capacity and thermal conductivity.
Subroutine OUT
The output routine, appropriately called OUT, handles all the output of the transport
property calculations. This includes table headings, units, calculated data, spacing, and
punched-card output.
This routine was written with the capability of saving the transport data for as many
as 52 points. These data are saved in STORE. Including the current set of 13 points,
this means that as many as 65 points can be printed at one time. If the problem has
more than 65 pointsi such as might occur for a TP problem, transport data will be
printed out after every multiple of 65 points.
Subroutine LGRNGE(Tr)
Subroutine LGRNGE(TT) is a four-point Lagrange interpolation routine. It is used
to interpolate within the tables of transport and relaxation data at temperature TT.
TRANSPORTPROPERTYEQUATIONS
The rigorous theory for the transport properties of real, dilute, monatomic gases
has been reviewed and studied in great detail by Chapman and Cowling (ref. 13) and
Hirschfelder, Curtiss, and Bird (ref. 14). Both references 13 and 14 express the trans-
port coefficients in terms of Sonine polynomial expansions. However, in actually solving
the equations, they use different but equivalent methods. Another method originated by
Maxwell and refined by Chapman is called the moment method. More recently, Grad
(ref. 15) has made the expansion in the moment method more systematic, using Hermite
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polynomials rather than Sonine polynomials; his method is frequently referred to as the
"thirteen-moment method. " An historical review of the early work in this field is given
in reference 13.
The methods described in references 13 to 15 result in mathematical solutions with
increasing orders of approximation to the transport coefficients. As the order of approx-
imation increases, so does the arithmetic complexity. Fortunately, what is usually re-
ferred to as the first approximation is sufficiently accurate for nearly all practical appli-
cations. The most notable exception to this is when ionization becomes appreciable
(refs. l0 and ll). This is particularly true for the thermal conductivity. The present
program uses only the first approximations, and this suggests an upper limit to the range
of applicability for the transport coefficient calculations. This limit is incipient ioniza-
tion. When the degree of ionization is low, collisions between ionized species and neutral
particles are infrequent, and collisions where both species are ionized are very infre-
quent. With a further increase in temperature (or decrease in pressure), ionization in-
creases and interactions between charged particles become important. At this point the
first approximation is no longer sufficient.
However, it should be reiterated that what we are referring to here are approxima-
tions to the solution of the general equation. There are other assumptions in the math-
ematical formulation which have been discussed in the section ASSUMPTIONS AND CAPA-
BILITIES. These assumptions restrict the range of applicability of the general equation
at high pressures and at low temperatures and pressures.
Viscosity
The viscosity of the gas mixture is calculated from the following equation (ref. 14,
p. 489, eqs. (7.4-56) and (7.4-57), see also pp. 531 and 532):
n
_/mixture = _.= xi_ i (6)
where n is the number of species in the mixture, x i is the mole fraction of species i,
and _i is found by solving the following set of simultaneous algebraic equations, which
are linear in the unknown 7/j:
n
cijT/j = x i i = 1,2,..., n (7)
j=l
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and the cij matrix coefficients are given by
n
2 k_ 1 2xix k
x i















• _ gij (Td)
Aij _1, 1)
where NA is Avogadro's number, M i is the molecular weight of species i, R is the
gas constant, r is the temperature, and _!1, 1) and _!2,2) are cross sections. The
1] I] _ 2 2
_1, 1) are the diffusion cross sections. When j : i, the 9_j, ) are viscosity cross sec-
tions, and _/-_ simpli/ies to the equation for the viscosity of a pure gas
u -(2, 2)
Thermal Conductivity
The thermal conductivity is usually expressed as
kmixtur e = ktrans + kint + lreaction = lfrozen + lreaction (8)
An equation for the first term on the right side of equation (8) was derived by Muckenfuss
and Curtiss (ref. 16) and may be written in the form
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n_trans = 4 Z xiXi
i=l
(9)
where the ;_i are found by solving the following set of simultaneous linear equations,
similar to those for the viscosity:
n
Z bij_j = xi i = 1,2,..., n (I0)
j=l
and the bij matrix coefficients are given by
_=1 2 25 M 2 * 2
+- _ 3Bik .. + . .4x_ 2xixk _ Mi 4 k





bij (Mi + Mj)2 Ai_Xij
• ::)3Bij - 4A i ¢ j (10b)
and
_ 75R _Y(Mi+ Mj)RT/2MiMj = 15 R(M_f + M_
_j _ "_") _ \_j/,_j (10c_
B.. = (10d)
z] 5_1, 1)
-_1 -(1, 3) _2The _2 ' 2) and _2ij are cross sections similar to the 511, 1) and 5..' 2) but are
not associated with any particular transport property.
The preceding result for _trans represents the total thermal conductivity of a mix-
ture of inert monatomic gases, species without internal structure. For polyatomic
gases, Monch.ick, Yun, and Mason (ref. 17)and Monchick, Pereira, and Mason (ref. 18)
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have extended the theory to include internal energy. Two assumptions were needed in
order to obtain workable equations. The first assumption was that "complex collisions"
(collisions involving more than a single quantum jump) could be ignored, and the second
was that there was no correlation between internal energy states and relative velocities.
With these assumptions plus suitable definitions of internal diffusion coefficients and re-
laxation times, they obtained a working equation for the thermal conductivity. They then
simplified the equation to include only first-order correction terms and rearranged it to
correctly give the thermal conductivity of the pure gas automatically. They expressed
Xin t as
kin t = (Xint)HE + AX (11)
where (Xin t) is the Hirschfelder-Eucken approximation for the internal contribution to
HE
the thermal conductivity (ref. 19) and AX is a correction term containing the inelastic
effects between unlike species and some of the inelastic effects between like species.





where the Dij are binary diffusion coefficients, the Dii
and Xint, i is the internal energy contribution of species
The _'int,i are given by (ref. 18)
are self-diffusion coefficients,








where Pi is the density, Cint, i the internal heat capacity, Z i the collision number,
Dint, i a quantity which is frequently referred to as the diffusion coefficient for internal
energy, and the subscript i again refers to species i. For elastic collisions, Dint, i
is reasonably well approximated by the self-diffusion coefficient (ref. 20). However, for
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some molecules, this approximation is no longer valid. For example, polar molecules
may exchange internal energy even at large separations. In particular, for the case of
the exchange of rotational energy when the exchange is _nergetically resonant, Mason and





They give explicit expressions for the 5i in terms of the molecular weight, dipole mo-
ment, and moments of inertia for linear molecules and various symmetric-top molecules.
From reference 14 (p. 540),








where 5i = 0 for nonpolar molecules.
One additional modification of equation (13) should be mentioned. Only one collision
number is indicated for each species in equation (13). However, there is a different col-
lision number for each internal energy mode. If each internal energy mode is separable
and a collision number identified with each mode, then one can write (ref. 18)
Cint,i _ V Cint,ki
k
(17)
where the subscript k runs over all internal energy modes and the subscript i refers
to species i. However, in practice, the rotational energy modes are usually the only
ones of importance, though the vibrational ones may become important at high
temperatures.
If it is assumed that the species can be characterized by one rotational collision num-
ber and by one vibrational collision number and that Dint, i = Dii/(1 + 5i), then from
equations (13), (15), and (17) and the relationship for an ideal gas, which is
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_5_R
Cint,i = Cp'i 2
(18)
the following is obtained:
i)
(Cr°t, i Cvib,i._( 5 6A i R
(Xint,i)Mi 6 * (C 5R) \Zr°t'i+_/_2-5
_}ii _R + (Crot, i
2 \Zrot, i Zvib,i]L3 (Cp/R)-(5/2)
(19)
Equation (19) is written for nonpolar gases. For polar molecules, Aii is replaced by
* 1Aii/( + 5i). To transform the denominator of equation (12), the following relationship is
used (ref. 14, p. 530):
Oij =5\MiM j /\P/ i] i]
(20)





(Xint)HE= VA:li_ 2j* M h_iixj
/ _A.*. M. +M. r/.. x i
,j=l u_ J]n
i=1
The denominator contains quantities which have been previously defined. The computer
program uses.equation (21) with ,Xint_ i obtained from equation (19). Again, for polar
molecules, Aii is replaced by Aii/( + 5i). The program does not calculate the 6i. It
.
is assumed that the Aii are provided in a form which is suitable for direct use in equa-
tions (19) and (21).
Monchick, Pereira, and Mason (ref. 18) have compared calculated results for some
binary mixtures with experimental measurements in order to determine the effect of in-
cluding relaxation effects. Equation (11) was used along with the internal thermal con-
ductivity of a pure species Xint, i expressed in the form
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lint,i = lexp,i - lmonatomic,i = texp,i 4 M 7/ii
At the temperatures of the experimental measurements, only rotational relaxation was
important. In general, satisfactory agreement was obtained between experiment and the
the.ory of binary mixtures. Their results showed that the calculations were relatively in-
sensitive to the inelastic collision corrections, provided that as the mole fraction of one
species reached zero the calculated results were forced to agree with the experimental
value of the pure gas for the other species. They concluded that for most purposes it
was satisfactory to neglect inelastic effects in the mixture between different species, but
that inelastic effects must be included in the calculations of the pure species. In other
words, to a good approximation, Ah can be ignored in equation (11). A further consider-
ation is that relaxation information between unlike species is almost completely lacking
(ref. 18). In view of the preceding considerations the present program assumes A_ = 0,
and thus equation (21) is the only term contributing to equation (11).
The third and final term in equation (8) represents the contribution from chemical
reaction. For a mixture of nonreacting gases (frozen mixture), this term is zero. But
when chemical reactions occur, there is a contribution to the thermal conductivity. A
general expression has been derived (refs. 21 and 22) for the contribution to the conduc-
tivity when local chemical equilibrium exists in a mixture of reacting gases:
V




where p is the total number of chemical reactions and AH i is the heat of reaction ex-
pressed as
n
AH i = _ aikHk
k=l
i= 1,2, .... , p (24)
In equation (24) the aik are the stoichiometric coefficients written for the chemical re-
actions involving species A k as follows
n
aikAk=0 i= 1,2,..., v (25)
k=l
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The _r,i are found by solving a set of simultaneous linear equations
P
Z AH igijXr,J - RT
j=l
i= 1,2,..., u (265
where the gij are given by
:v.v RTgu _kx ajk - --




PDkl 3A_/_/k/(M k + Ml5
which is the form of RT/PDkl used in the program to evaluate gii inequation (26a).
J
The sum of equations (9), (215, and (235 gives the total thermal conductivity of the gas
mixture.
SpecificHeat
The specific heat given in the transport properties table is calculated from the equa-
tion of reference 23
Cp, eq = Cp,frozen + Cp,reaction (275
where
n
Z XiCp, i n
i=l _ 1 (27a5
Cp, frozen - n M Z XiCp, i





is found from an equation very similar to that for calculating




The X i are found by solving the following set of linear equations:
AH idijXi- RT
j=l
i= 1,2,..., v (29)
where the dij are given by
n-1 n
Equation (28) is different from, but equivalent to, that given in reference 1. It is
also very similar to the equation (from refs. 21 and 22) for calculating kreaction
(eq. (23)). The only difference from equation (23) is that the (RT/PDkl) term is missing
in the dij coefficients. Consequently, it provides a means for checking for errors in
the transport calculations, especially Xreaction.
Agreement between the specific heat in the thermodynamic calculations and the spe-
cific heat in the transport calculations indicates that the transport calculations proceeded
satisfactorily. However, as mentioned earlier in the section DESCRIPTION OF PRO-
GRAM OUTPUT, differences do frequently occur for perfectly valid reasons. First, if
condensed phases appear in the composition there will be some differences, because the
specific heat listed in the results of the thermodynamic calculations includes condensed
and gas phases, whereas the specific heat listed in the results of the transport calcula-
tions includes only the gas phase. The other reason is that sometimes not all the species
appearing in the results of the thermodynamic calculations will be used in the transport
calculations. This occurs because, as explained previously, only 20 gaseous species are
included in the transport calculations and, among these, all the elements in the chemical
system are initially included. The reason for including the elements was discussed in




The equations for the remaining properties are summarized as follows: The frozen
and equilibrium Prandtl numbers are
Prfrozen = (Cp, frozen)(r/mixtur e)
;_frozen
(30)
Preq = (Cp, eq)(r/mixture)
Xmixture
(31)
For the generalized Lewis number, as defined by Brokaw (ref. 24)
Le = (Xreacti°n)(CP, frozen ) (32)
(;_frozen) (Cp, reaction )
A few other thermodynamic properties for the gas phase (molecular weight, enthalpy,
and density) are included in the punched-card output but not in the printed output:
n








The final subject concerns the equations used to estimate the transport cross-section
data when these data are missing from the TRANSPORT data library (physical tape 4).
When this occurs, empirical rules are used. For interactions involving molecules of dif-
ferent species, the rules suggested from the analogy to a rigid sphere (ref. 25) are
32
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For molecules composed of hard rigid spheres the preceding equations are exact
For interactions involving molecules of the same species, an empirical relation was
derived from the experimental and theoretical transport data of the pure species. This
relation should not be considered as a means for providing missing data, but rather as a
means for estimating cross sections of the correct order of magnitude, in order that the
calculations will proceed smoothly. Problems might occur, such as division by zero, if
the assigned storage locations for cross sections were allowed to remain empty. Only
species for which information on transport data were available over a large temperature
range were used in the analysis. These included species such as He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe,
N, O, N2, O2, H2, CO2, and H20. The empirical relationship is
-(2,2) ln_20 M4_T (39)
_ii = 1.4/
where -(2,_ii 2) is given in the units of square angstroms. The largest errors in equa-
tion (39) occurred for species of very low molecular weight. For very high temper-
atures or low molecular weights, -(2,2)
_2ii can become negative. In order to avoid this,
_2, 2) = 1 was arbitrarily assigned as the smallest allowable value. For all conditions
where _(2,2) calculated by equation (39) is less than unity it is set equal to unity.ii
The A.*. and B.*. generally show only a very slight temperature dependence and
11 11
usually are close to unity. Consequently, both were set equal to 1 for all temperatures.
This is also consistent with equations (37} and (38) in that this approximation is exact for
molecules composed of hard rigid spheres.
Also, for each species, relaxation data are needed (Zi) , and these data are often
lacking. If relaxation data for the species are not found in the tape library, the program
uses the Hirschfelder-Eucken approximation (ref. 19), which is equivalent to letting
Zro t = Zvi b = _o in equation (19). There is no scheme for estimating collision numbers
included in the program.
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SOURCESOFTRANSPORTAND RELAXATIONDATA
Sources of the transport cross-section data included with the program are given in
table VIH. The data are in the nature of a preliminary set of input. In order to provide
data for the large number of interactions needed in a general program, data included with
the program were generally obtained directly from the literature. For the most part,
the data were not examined critically,and so are not necessarily the most recent or most
accurate data. There is one important exception, however. This is the input for the
inert gases. A considerable amount of high-temperature experimental viscosity and
thermal conductivity data have become available for the inert gases in recent years.
These data, as well as the earlier data, have been used to obtain the cross-section data
included with the set of input. Molecular beam scattering data were used at the higher
temperatures.
One method given in table VIII which should be commented upon is method 9, which
applies to the CO interactions. From consideration of the electron configurationsand
molecular weights of N 2 and CO, itwould be anticipatedthat the transport cross sections
for interactions involving N 2 should be about the same as those for the corresponding in-
teractions involving CO. In order to test this supposition, the viscosity data of N 2 were
compared with the viscosity data of CO (refs. 26 and 27); and the binary diffusion data
for N2-X were compared with the binary diffusiondata for CO-X (ref. 28), where X is
some third species. Good agreement was obtained. This suggested the possibilitythat
ifdata for an interaction involving CO were unavailable, data for the corresponding inter-
action involving N 2 could be used. The reverse would also be true. However, since data
for the N 2 interactions are considerably more extensive than those for the CO inter-
actions, this approximation usuaUy amounts to a method for estimating data for inter-
actions involving CO from the corresponding interactions involving N 2.
Although the listof interactions in table VIII is not complete, itis fairly comprehen-
sive. An effortwas made to include data for all the important species and for many of
the interactions between unlike species. There are two exceptions, however. First, no
data have been included for ionized species; and second, data for only a few organic mol-
ecules have been included.
Relaxation data included with the program are given in table IX. Only rotational col-
lision numbers are included. The Hirschfelder-Eucken approximation is used for vibra-
tional relaxation (Zvi b = oo). Most of the collision numbers given for nonpolar or slightly
polar molecules were obtained by fitting the experimental thermal conductivity data to
equation (22), with Xinternal given by equation (19), and letting Zvib = oo. All Zro t
were assumed to be independent of temperature. (The numbers given in table IX repre-
sent average values over the entire temperature range. ) There were two reasons for do-
ing this. One reason is that calculated values of Zro t are usually quite sensitive to
changes in the values of the viscosity and thermal conductivity used in the calculations.
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Furthermore, since the uncertainty in the thermal conductivity is sometimes rather
large, it often leads to very large uncertainties in the calculated collision number. The
other reason is that at higher temperatures the absence of experimental thermal conduc-
tivity data means that Zro t would have to be determined by some alternate technique.
A reasonable procedure would be to extrapolate Zro t to higher temperatures by means
of some theoretical expression for the temperature dependence. However, investigators
who have studied the temperature dependence from theoretical considerations have ob-
tained significantly different results (refs. 29 to 31). Therefore, it seemed unwise to in-
clude temperature-dependent collision numbers without even being sure of the temper-
ature dependence of Zro t. Consequently, Zro t was assumed to be a constant, and the
numbers listed in table IX apply to all temperatures.
In some cases the experimental thermal conductivity data indicated a Zro t less
than unity. However, this seems inconsistent with the general physical notion of a colli-
sion number, and so for these cases Zro t was set equal to 1.
For large collision numbers the calculated thermal conductivity is insensitive to
variations in the collision number. A large range of Zro t will adequately fit the exper-
imental data. It becomes difficult, if not impossible, to determine a rotational collision
number by just fitting thermal conductivity data. For a Zro t of about 20 or more,
there is very little difference between the thermal conductivity calculated by using Zro t
and that calculated from the Hirschfelder-Eucken approximation (Zro t = oo). Conse-
quently, when the experimental thermal conductivity data indicated rather large collision
numbers, the Hirschfelder-Eucken approximation was assumed.
For some species, viscosity data were available but thermal conductivity data were
not. For these species the rotational collision numbers were estimated from the expres-
sion derived by Sather and Dahler (ref. 32) for a rough sphere surrounded by an attrac-
tive square-weU potential. Their results for the rotational relaxation time T may be
expressed as
1
_-__\ma/ \___/ +4Z/ma"2)'_g(_,) (405
Considering only the low-density limit of the radial distribution function g(_) (ref. 14,
p. 3215
g(o') _ exp (_.¥) (415
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and defining a collision number Zro t as (ref. 18)
4 P_
Zrot = ([)(__) (42)
we can substitute into equation (40) to obtain a value for Zro t. If we further assume that





and use the ideal-gas law, the rotational collision number is given by
Equation (44) can be used to calculate a collision number directly or to calculate a
ratio of the collision numbers of two species. The advantage of calculating a ratio is that
it enables one to make use of a species for which the rotational collision number is known.
This was the procedure used in obtaining the collision numbers shown in table IX. Mol-
ecules treated in this way are indicated, along with the species of "known" Zro t used to
make the estimate. In this report, the collision numbers obtained by fitting thermal con-
auctivity data are considered to be the known Zro t.
The equation is temperature dependent. However, since temperature dependences
are not given for the species of "known" Zrot, they are not given for the calculated ones
either. The temperature actually used in each calculation was an average temperature.
This average temperature was found by taking the average of the temperature range used
in determining the Zro t of the reference species ("known" Zrot).
Collision numbers for the polar gases were taken from Zeleznik and Svehla (ref. 29).
These are theoretical values of Zro t based on a classical calculation of rotational relax-
ation times. The calculated values of Zro t do have a temperature dependence. These
are shown in table IX.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The program described in this report is complete as it is presented herein. How-
ever, changes may occur from time to time as the authors become aware of improved
techniques for doing the calculations. Though these changes may not be published, an
outside organization requesting the program automatically receives the latest version.
Improved calculational results may also be obtained with the addition of new thermo-
dynamic and transport data or with the updating of data already included in the program.
This can be done by the program user if he has data to be added or changed, or he can
send for the authors' updated version of the data.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,





























ratio of nozzle exit area to throat area, dimensionless
chemical formula of species k, dimensionless
2) -(I,
-(2,flij Yflij 1), dimensionless
sonic velocity, m/see
stoiehiometric coefficient for species k in reaction i, dimensionless
[5_i(1'2) " 4_ '3)l]_(l'a/ij 1), dimensionless
matrix coefficient in eq. (10), (m)(sec)(K)/3
coefficient of thrust, dimensionless
heat capacity at constant pressure, J/(kg-mole)(K)
matrix coefficient in eq. (7), (m)(sec)/kg
specific heat at constant pressure, J/(kg)(K)
characteristic velocity, m/see
binary diffusion coefficient, m2/see
matrix coefficient in eq. (29), dimensionless
fuel-to-air weight (or mass) ratio or fuel-to-oxidant weight (or mass) ratio,
dimensionless
percent of total fuel in total reactant by weight (or mass), dimensionless
matrix coefficient in eq. (26), (m)(sec)/kg-mole
radial distribution function evaluated at _, dimensionless
entl_lpy, J/kg-mole
standard-state enthalpy at 0 K, J/kg-mole
heat of reaction, J/kg-mole
heat of formation at temperature T, J/kg-mole
enthalpy, J/kg
moment of inertia, (kg)(m 2)
specific impulse with exit and ambient pressure equal, (N)(sec)/(kg)
vacuum specific impulse, (N)(sec)/(kg)


























Boltzmann's constant per molecule, 1.380622×10 -23 J/K
Lewis number (defined by eq. (32)), dimensionless
molecular weight, kg/kg-mole
molecular mass, kg
Avogadro's number, 6.022169×1026 molecules/kg-mole
number of gaseous species included in transport calculations, dimensionless
oxidant-to-fuel weight (or mass) ratio, dimensionless
pressure, N/m 2
ratio of combustion pressure to exit pressure, dimensionless
Prandtl number (Cp_7/k), dimensionless
gas constant, 8314.3 J/(kg-mole)(K) or 1. 987165 cal/(g-mole)(K)
equivalence ratio, dimensionless
entropy, J/(kg-mole) (K)




velocity of unshocked gas relative to incident shock front, m/sec
velocity of incident-shocked gas relative to incident shock front, m/sec"
volume, m 3
actual velocity of incident-shocked gases in fixed coordinates, m/sec
unknown in eq. (28), dimensionless
mole fraction of species i, dimensionless
collision number of species i, dimensionless
isentropic exponent (_ In P/a In P)S' dimensionless
correction term in eq. (14) for resonant exchange of rotational energy,
dimensionless
depth of potential energy well, J
viscosity, kg/(m)(sec)






























viscosity of species i, kg/(m)(sec)
defined quantity (see eq. (7c)), kg/(m)(sec)
thermal conductivity, J/(m)(sec) (K)
unknown in eq. (9), J/(m)(sec)(K)
defined quantity (see eq. (10c)), J/(m)(sec)(K)
unknown in eq. (235, kg-mole/(m)(sec)
correction term involving relaxation effects, J/(m)(sec)(K)
number of chemical reactions, dimensionless
collision cross section (equivalent to lr_2_ (2' 25" of ref. 14), m 2
density, kg/m 3
molecular diameter in eq. (40), m





index for species or reaction number
pertaining to internal energy modes
for the mixture
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Description and comments c
Stolchiometric coefficient A(i,J) of element
in species J
Output results (each ANS equivalenced to a
particular property)
Answer vector from Lagrange interpolation
_(2,2)._(i,I) *
lJ l"lJ ' AIJ
For atom j
ATOM(I,J) = atomic symbol
ATOM(2,J) = atomic weight
ATOM(3,J) = atomic valence
Avcgadro'a Number (without the exponent 1026)
Test number in finding largest EN
Boltzmann's Constant (without the exponent
10 -23 )
.=(1,2) _ &_(l,3)_/_(l,l) *
)"iJ - lj "'"ij ' Bij
Check of results from GAUSS solution, double
precision
Stoichiometric coefficient of species to be
eliminated (in the reaction to be eliminated)
Coefficient in nij, 5/16(1054k/_NA )I/2
Equilibrium specific heat of mixture, C
p,eq
Frozen specific heat of mixture, Cp,frozen
Reaction specific neat.of mixture, Cp,reaction
Dimensionless heat capacity, Cp/R
Vibrational heat capacity, Cvl b
Heat of reaction, AH/RT
Gas density of mixture used in transport cal-
culations, p
EN(i,J) - kg-moles of species i per kg of
mixture for point J
Enthalpy, H
Entropy, S
Quantity defined in equation (7), _lJ
acommon block is specified. If it is not in a common block, the type of statement is indicated.
If it is in neither, a dash is shown.
bin most cases only the transport subroutines are listed. However, in some cases, it was useful
to llst the other routines in order to describe the application.
CFORTRAN IV convention is followed unless otherwise indicated. If the variable is real, integer,































































































































Fuel percent, i/(I + OF)
Point is frozen if FROZN _ T, logical variable
Frozen thermal conductivity of mixture,
Ifrozen
Matrix coefficients, double precision
Set equal to G, used for checking results
from GAUSS, double precision
Dimensionless enthalpy, H/RT
Equivalenced to ATOM, used to identify elements
in calculating molecular weights
Number of equations in GAUSS solution
Index to identify species used in transport
calculations
Internal thermal conductivity of mixture,
tinternal' real.variable
Internal energy of first point, U, real variable
Used as test in controlling transport output
ISV # 0: more thermodynamic calculations to
follow
ISV = 0: end of thermodynamic calculations
of problem
Current temperature expressed as integer
Used as test to see if species is condensed
Lewis number, Le, real variable
Index to control spacing interval in transport
output
Alphameric symbols for elements
Index of current point being processed in
transport output
Maximum number of species allowed
Index used in controlling transport output



































































Index of current point
Indicates end of transport data
Index of freezing point
Number of elements in the system
Number of species in transport calculations,
u
If NODATA - T, message is printed out when-
ever cross section data are not found in
the library - applies only to data for a
pure species, logical variable
Number of points in current set
Number of chemical reactions, u
Number of species in the thermodynamic
calculations
Special index used to change A array to
add an element which has been omitted
through use of an OMIT card
Code to specify type of data used in
| transport calculations:
", = 0 if relaxation data
j = 1 if transport cross sections
_Number of entries in table of transport
[ or relaxation data (data stored in
TABLES)
Oxidant-to-fuel weight ratio
Viscosity cross section, _(2,2)
_, 3.14159265
Pressure of current point
Pressure schedule for output
Equilibrium Prandtl number of mixture,
Preq
Frozen Prandtl number of mixture,
Prfrozen
If PUNCH = T output is included on




































































































































































Reaction thermal conductivity of mixture, lreaction
Temporary storage used in calculating _internal
_Number of rotational degrees of freedom
I
I
Universal gas constant, 82.0562 (cm3)(atm)/(g-mole)/(K)
Alphameric identification of current interaction,
integer variable
Alphameric identification of interaction which is put
in core storage with TABLES, integer variable
Table of stoichiometric coefficients, aik
Intermediate storage of stoichiometric coefficients
Result of dividing stolchlometrie coefficients of
each species (in the reaction to be eliminated)
by COEFF
Temporary storage of transport calculations, while
thermodynamic calculations are continued
Alphameric name of species included in thermodynamic
calculations, integer variable
_Tahles of cross sections and relaxation data
Temperature schedule for TABLES
Temperature schedule for TABLS
Smallest EN allowed in transport calculations
If TRNSPT = F transport calculations are omitted,
logical variable
Temperature of current point
Temperature schedule for output
Viscosity of mixture, nmixtur e
Molecular weight of the mixture in thermodynamic
calculations
Molecular weight of pure species, M i















































Answer region for matrix solution, double precision
Mole fraction of species used in transport
calculations
(XS(kl.XS(Z))-I
Table in subroutine LGRNGE interpolation
Argument in subroutine LGRNGE interpolation
Rotational collision number, Z
rot













































































2 IF(NPT.EQ.O) GO TO I
IF(.NOT.RKT.AND..NDT.SHOCK) GO TO ?
IFI.NDT.ECL) FROZN = .TRUE.
IFIEQL) FROZN = .FALSE.
7 IFi._OT.IRNSPT) GO TO B
CALL TRANSP
8 IF(.NOT.RKT} GO TO 3
CALL ROCKTI I$l)
GC TO 2





























































































































SOLVE ANY LINEAR SET OF UP TO 20 EQUATIONS








BEGIN ELIMINATION OF NNTH VARIABLE
IUSEI = IMAT+I
E DO 45 NN=I_IMAT
IF(NN-IMAT) 8,83,8
83 IF(G(NN,NN)} 31,23,31
SEARCH FOR MAXIMUM COEFFICIENT IN EACH ROW
DO 18 I=NN,IMAT
CCEFX(1) = BIGNO












LOCATE ROW WITH SMALLEST MAXIMUM COEFFICIENT
TEMP : BIGNO
I=0


















































































































INDEX I LOCATES EQUATInN TO BE USED FOR ELIMINATING THE NTH
VARIABLE FROM THE REMAINING EQUATIONS
INTERCHANGE EQUATIONS I AND NN
2E IF(NN-I) 2g,3L,2g





DIVICE NIH ROW BY NTH DIAGONAL ELEMENT AND ELIMINATE THE NTH
VARIABLE FROM THE REMAINING EQUATIONS
31K = NN _ I
DO ]E J : K, IUSEI
IF(G(hN,hNI.EOoO.) GO TO 23
GINNtJ) = GINNtJ) / GINN_NN)
3E CCNTIRUE
-IF(K-IUSEI) BBt45_BB
Be DO 44 I=K,IMAT
4C DO 44 J = KtlUSE1
G(I,J) = G(ItJ) - G(ItNN)_G(hN_J)
44 CONTINUE
45 CONTINUE
BACKSCLVE FOR THE VARIABLES
K = IMAT




4_ CO 50 I=J,IMAT
SUM : SUM + GIK, I)'_ X(1)
50 CONTINUE
51 X|K) = G'(R,[USEI) - SUM
K = K - 1
IF(K) 47t151_47





























































































C MAIN PROGRAM FO_ THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS
£
DOUBLE PRECISION GtX
C TH'E FOLLOWING DOUBLE PRECISION TYPE STATEMENTS ARE RECUIRED FOR
C IBM 360 MACHINES ONLY
C
DOUBLE PRECISION HSUM,SSUM,CPR_DLVTP,DLVPT,GAMMAS
































2 HPP(2)_RH(2)_ VMIN(2)tVPLSI2).,WPI2),DATAI22),NAMEII5,5)t MA
3 ANUMII5,5),PECWTII5)tENTH(15),FAZ{15)I,RTEMP(15)tF_X(15),.DENSII5),MA
4 RHOPtRMW(15_._TL_tCR_OXF(15),ENNLtTRACE_LLMTS(lO),SBOP(IO,2)


























IF(DATA(I).EQ.THRM). GO TO 90
IF(DATA(I).EQ.REAC) GO TO II
IF (DATA(II.EQ.MIT) GO TO 205
IF {DATA(II.EQ.INSERT) GO TO I80
IF(DATA(I).EQ.NMLT) GO TO 210
IF(DATA(II.EQ.BLANK) GO TO 203
1023 WRITEI6,1024)
















































































C READ THERMO AND TRANSPORT DATA FROM CARDS AND STORE eN TAPE 6
C

















-IF(NCD(II.EQ.I) GO TO 25
WRITE(6_22) (DATA(J) tJ=l_3)

















18¢ DO 185 I=4_15_3



































































































































WRITE 16 _'INPT2 )
•IF( .NOT .CETN. AND..NOT.SHOCK)
DO 1300 N=ltNREAC



































































1302 FORMAT(6OHOCONDENSED REACTANTS NOT PERMITTED IN DETN OR SHOCR PROBNAIN 204
IL_MS) MAIN 205
GC TO 1 PAIN 206
51
U. ii,f 1/_ If-IIL/L{-Li'-IIU. -If } i.i/.IIiii.II1! L(.g "E
13_3 IF(.NCT.IV.AND..NOT.EV, AND..NOT. SV) GO TO 304
VCL = .TRUE.
CC 1304 I=1,26
IF(RHO(1).NE.O.) VL{I) = I.IRHO(1)
IF(_(I).NE.O.) VL(1)=V(1)
IF(VL(1).E_.Oo) GO TO 1305
NP = I
1304 CONTINUE




3C4 DC 305 I=1,26
IF(P(I ).EC.O.) GO TO 322
NP = I




322 DO 307 ll = 1_52
IF (T(IT|.EQ,O.) GO TO 722
NT = IT
307 CCNTINUE
722 CC 625 IST=I,15
IF( MIX(IST).NE.O.) GO TO 323
IF(IST.NE.I) GO TO 745
WRITE(6_24)
724 FORMAT(48HONO INPT2 VALUE GIVEN FOR OF. EQRAT. FA. OR FPCT
IF (WP(2).KE.O.) OXFL = WP(1)/WP(2)
GO TO 333
323 OXFL = MIX(IST)
IF(FA) OXFL =I./MIX(IST)
IF(FPCT) OXFL =(IO0.-MIX(IST))./MIX(IST)
IF(.NOT.ERATIO) GO TO 333
E¢RAT = _IX(IST)
IF(EQRAT.EC.I.) EORAT = 1.0C00045
OXFL = (-EORAT*VMIN(2)-VPLS(2))/(VPLS(1)÷EQRAT*VMIh(1))
333 OXF(IST} = OXFL
NCF = ISI
625 CONTINUE
745 IF (.NOT.IONS) GO TO 746













74E IF(kEWR) CALL SEARCF












































































IF(IUSE{JI.EQ.-IOOOO.AND.IONS) IUSEIJ) = 0
EN(J,I) = O.
ENLN(J) = O.









IF(ILSE(J[.EQ.O) GO TO 301
INC = INC_I
IF(SUP(J_I).NEoENSERT(I,I)) GO T8 301
IF(SUB(Jt2).NEoENSERT(2tl);) GO TO 301
IF(SUB(J,31.NE.ENSERT{3,I).) GO T8 301
IF(T(1),EQ.O.) GO TO 295
IF(T(1).LT.TEMP(INC_I).OR.T{I).GT.TEMP(INC_2})

































































































































































































STORE ATOMIC SYMBOLS :I_ LLMT ARRAY.
CALCULATE MOLECULAR WEI'GHT,






IF(LLMT(J_.EQ.OI GO TO 45
IF(NaME(NtJJ).EQ.LLMTIJ):)GO TO 46
kl CONTINUE
45 L = NJ
LLMT(U)=NAME(N_JJ)





























































































117 RPW(N) = RM
N = N+I
IF(N.NE.16) GO TO 20
200 NREAC =N-I
IF(NFUEL.GT.O) GO TC 210














210 IF(L.EQ.C) GO TO lOCO
NORMALIZE PPPIK},AM(K),BOP(I,K), AND PECWT(N).











IF(_OLES) GO TO 220
DC 218 N=I,NREAC
IF(FCX(N)°EQ.OX°AND,K.EQ°2) GO TO 218





































































LAST SET OF REACTANTS, IF SO, NEWR_°FALSE. REAC 146
\,
55






























229 DO 230 _:I,NREAC
IF (CENS(N).NE.O.) GO TO 230
RH(2} = O.








































SU_RCUTI_E SEARCH SRCH I
C SRCH 2
C SEARC_ TAPE FCR THERMO DATA AND TRANSPORT CROSS SECTIONS OF 6PECIES SRCH 3
C TO BE CONSIDERED SRCH 4
C SRCH 5
C THE FCLLOWING DOUBLE PRECISION TYPE STATEMENTS ARE REQUIRED FOR SRCH 6
C IBM 360 MACHINES ONLY SRCH 7
C SRCH B
C DCL_LE PRECISION COEF,S,EN_ENLN,HO,DELN SRCH 9
C SRCH lO
INTEGER SUe,OMIT,END,TOOBIG SRCH II
INTEGER SPECE SRCH 12
C SRCH 13
LOGICAL NEWR,OTTOiTRNSPT SRCH 14
C SRCH 15
DIMENSION DATE(2_3),WT(4),.,B(4),OMIT(3,3),NAM(3),TOCBIG(3,50) SRCH 16



































SEARCH FOR THERPO DATA













_E_IN L£CP FOR READING SPECIES DATA FROM TAPE.
? REaD 14_IO) (NAM[I),I:I_3),DATE(I,NS)-DATE(2,NS),(MT(J),B(J)y
I J:I,4),FHAZ,TI,T2
I0 FDRMAT(3A4_6X$2A3t4IA2,F3.O)tAI,2FIO.3)
IF(NAP(1).EQ.END) GC TO 171
READ (4,20) {(COEF(ItJ,NS),J:I,?),I:It2)
20 FORMAT (5E15.8)
IF(NC_IT.E_.O) GO TO 810
DO 805 I:I,NOMIT
DO 80_ J:l,3




810 DO 820 K_I,4
IFI_(K).EQ.O.) GO TO 825
DO 168 I=I,NLM
-IF(LLMT(1).EQ.MT(K)) GO TO 820
X6E CCNTINUE




820 -IF(NS.LE.MAXNS) A[I,NS): = B(K)
































































































































.I1 [I 11 I1 ll -Ul. !LIL/ LI U._L( ]i .g
82_ IO0_IG(It128) = NAM(I}
GO TC 7
82E DO 82g I=I,3
82q SUB(NS, I) = NAM(1)
IUSEINS) = 0






-IF(NS.EQ.I.0R.IUSE(NS-I);.EQ.O] GO TO 145
DO 830 I=I,NLM



















IF(I2ff.GI.O) GO TO ETO
GC TC 16
870 WRITE(6_ETI) 12B




SEARCH FOR TRANSPORT CROSS SECTIONS
16 NK = 1
I_ READ(4) ((SPECE(I#L),L=I_3)_I=I,2),NTP,NTB,ROTN










































































































CALCULATE PROPERTIES FOR TOTAL REACTANT USING THERMO DATA FOR
ONE OR MORE REACTANTS,
ThE FOLLCWING DOUBLE PRECISION TYPE STATEMENTS ARE REQUIRED FOR

























C_LCUALTE MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF TOTAL REACTANTt AML.
.IF |AM{I).NE.O.O .AND. AM(2).NE.O.O) GD




























































































































-IF(NAME(N,SI.NE,IZEROI GO TO 90
IF(,NOT,CALCH,ANCoTT,NE.O.) GO TO 15
TT = RTEMP(N)
-IS TT IN RAI_GE
I_ -IF(SHOCK) GO TO IC
IF(TT.LT,(TLOW/I,2).ORoTT,GT,(THIGH*I,2))
16 J = NUM(N,5)






















:55 IF|FAZ(N).NE.AG.ANDoFAZ_(N):.NEeBLK)I GO TO 70
56 DO 60 I=I,L








CALCULATE EN FOR REACTANT AND CALL CPHS TO CALCULATE PROPERTIES,
90-IF (MOLES) ENJ = PECWT(N)/WP(K)
_F (.NOT,MOLES) ENJ = PECWT(N)/RMW(N)
BNJ = ENJIANN
_FIK,EQ,]I ENJ = ENJ*OF
:IF(NAME(NtSI.NE, IZERC)GO TO 500
NSS = NS
NS = J
• LN = ALOG(TT)












































































HO(J).LT.°OI) HO(J) = O.
ACE CONTRIBUTION TO CP, H, AND S OF TOTAL REACTANT.
CPR1 = CPR1 + CPSUM
SSUM(NPT) _ SSUM(NPT) + ENJ







7E FORMAT(5OHOREACTANT TEMPERATURE OUT
• T = O.
GC TO leO0
BO WRITE(6_851N








































































SAVBS OR USES COMPOSITIONS FRn_ D.EVIOUS POINT
TFE FOLLOWING DOUBLE PRECISION TYPE STATEMENTS



































































































OC 5C J = I,NS
IF(._CT.1ONS) GO TO 15
IF(LLMT(NLMI.EQ.LSAVE) GO TC 15
-IF(LLMT(NLM).EQ. IE) GO TO 13








15 IF (IUSE(J).EQ.O) GO TO 20
EN (J,NPI) _ SLN(J)
IF(IUSE(J).GT.O) IUSE(J): = -IUSE(J)
IF (EN(J,NPT).NE.O.)IUSE(J) = -IUSE(J)
GC TE 50
20 E_(J,NPT) = C.
ENLN(J) = SLN(J)





FIRST T--SAVE COMPOSITICNS FOR FUTURE POINTS WITH THIS T











_SE CCRPCSIIICNS FRON PREVIOUS POINT




C_LCULATE NEW VALUES OF BO AND HSUBO FOR NEW OF RATIC
ENTRY NEWOF
WRITEI6t130) OF
730 FORMAT(6HOOF = ,FIO.6I
EQRAT = O.




































































I1 -lUll1/ 1,[- II ....:U II g g{ E
V2 = (OF_VPIN(1)÷VMIN(2);)/SUM
.IF(V2°NE.O.) EQRAT=ABS(VI/V2)
IF (RH(]). .NE. O. .AND. RH(2) .NE. 0.) GO TO
RHOP : RF(2)
IF (RFOP .EQ. 0.) RHOP = RH(1)
GC TC 74_
744 RHCP = (OFml.)*RH(1)*RH(2)I(RH{I)+OF*RH(2I)











750 HSU_G_ (OF*MPP(1) • HPP(2))/SUM





































774 FORMAT(gF ENTHALPY_21X_6HHPP(2)_IgX_6HHPP(1)_IgXt5HHSUBO )
WRITE(6_176) HPP{2)_HPP(1)tHSUBO

































































ROt;TIME T[} CALCULATE EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES
COUBLE PRECISION X,G_SUM
THE FOLLOWING DOUBLE RRECISION TYPE STATEMENTS ARE RECUIRED FOR
































II IIU[__IU;U LI -U;. IUI lI.-U  il( 11. II
%
\
I TM,TLOW,TMID_THIGH,PP,.CPSUMgOFtEQRATtFPCT,RtRRtHSUBOtAM(2)t EQLM 21
2 _PP(2)_RH(2)9 VMIN(2)tVPLS(2)tWPI2)tDATA(22)_NAME(15,5)t EQLM 22
3 'ANUM(15t5),PECWT(15)tENTH(15)tFAZ(15),RTEMP(15)tFOX(15)tDENS(15)_EQLM 23
4 RHOP,RMW(15)iTLNtCR,OXF(15),ENNLtTRACE,LLMTS(IO)_SBOP(IO,2) EQLM 24
COMMON /DOUBLE/ G(20,21).. X(20) EQLM 25
COMMON /INDX/IDEBUG,.CONVG,TP_HPtSP,ISV,NPPtMOLEStNPt_T_NPTtNLMt EQLM 26
1NStKMAT,IMAT@IQI_IOF_NOF,NOPITtIPtNEWR,NSUB_NSUP_RKT,DETNtSHOCKt EQLM 27
2 IONStNC,NSERTtJSOL_JLIQ_KASE_NREAC_IC,JSI,VOLtIT,CALCH,NLStLOGV_ EQLM 28
3 _SUP_ISUB_ITNUMtITM,INCDFZtINCDEQ_CPRFtlPP_SEQLtPCPLT EQLM 29
EQLM 30
E_UIVALE_CE (NLMtL) EQLM 31
EQLm 32
DATA IE/IHEI,SMALNO/I.E-6/_sMNoL/-13. BI5511/,ITN/35/ EQLM 33
EQLM 34
E = 2.71E281828459 EQLM 35
S'IKGC = .FALSE. EQLM 36
ENL = EkhL EQLM 37
R'ITE = .FALSE. EQLM 38
IF(IDEBU_.GT.O.AND.NPT.GE.IDEBUG) RITE=.TRUE. EQLM 39
SIZE = 18,420681 EQLN 40
ISINC = .FALSE. EQLM 41
IOGV = .FALSE. EQLM 42
IF(.NOT.VOL| GO TO 6 EQLM 43
R_ = RR/101.325 EQL_ 44
PP = RV_ENN_TT/VLM(NPT) EQLM 45
6 ILN = ALOG(TT) EQLM 46
CONVG = .FALSE. EQLM 4T
ITNUMB = ITN EQLM 48
JSI = i EQL_ 49
CALL CPH_ EQL_ 50
_M = ALOG(PP/ENN) EQLM 51
EQLM 52
IF (.NOT.ICNS.OR.IE.EQ.LLMT(L)) GO TO 33 EQLM 53
L = L+L EQLM 54
IQl = IQI_] EQLM 55
DO 499 J = ItNS EQLM 56
IF (AlL,Jr .EO.O.) GC TO 499 EQLM 57
EN(JtNPT| = 1.E-8 EQLM 58
ENLN(J) = -SIZE EQL_ 59
I_SE(J) = C EQLM 60
499 CCkTINUE EQLM 61
33 IFiNPT.EC.Z.AND..NOT.SHOCK) WRITEI6_244)(LLMTII)tI=I,L) EQLM 62
244 FORMAT (4HOPT t1415X_A4):) EQLM 63
EQLM 64
B_GI_ ITERATION EQLM 65
EQLM 66
43 IF (.NOT.CONVG) GO TO 62 E_LM 67
SUMN _ E_N EQLM 68
IF(JSCL.EQ.O) GO TO 62 EQL_ 69
ENSEL = EN(JSOL_NPT) EQLM 70
EN(JSOL_PT) = EN(JSOLeNPT)+EN(JLIQeNPT) EQLM 71
IUSE(JLIO) = -IUSE(JLIQ); EQLM 72
IQI = IQ]-I EQLM 73
DL_TPINP1) = O, EQLM 74
CPR(NPTX = O. EQLM 75
GAMffAS(NFT) = O. EQLM 76
LOGV = .IR_E. EQLM 77
62 CALL MATRIX EQLM 78
NUN8 = IIN-ITNUMB+I EQLM 79
I{2 = IQI _ I EQLM 80
IFICCNVGI IMAT=IMAT-I EQLM 81
IF(.NOT.RITE) GO TO 72 EQLM 82
IF(.NOT.CONVG) GO TC 88 EQLM 83
IF(.NOT.LOGV) WRITE(6,81). EQLM 84.
64




8] FCRM_T(19HCT DER'IV MATRIX).
.IFILOGV) WRITE(6,82}
82 FCRMAT(I_HCP DERIV MATRIX),
GC TO 89
e8 WRITE(6tI?2) NUMB
772 FORMAT (]IHOITERATION ,13,6X,?HMATRIX I/)
8g DO gll I=I,IMAT
911 WRITE (6,73} {G(I,K),K=I_KMAT)
72 ITST= IMAT
CALL GAU_S
IF(ITST._E.IMAT) GO TO 774
IF(.NCT.RITE} GO TO ?73
WRITE (6,3?3)(LLMT(I},I=I_L)
373 FORMAT {THOPl ,9(A4,10X))
WRITE (6,?3)(X(1)_I=t,IMAT)
73 FCRMAT (qE14.6)
773 IF(.NOT.CONVG) GO TC 85
IF(.NOT.LOGV) GO TO 174
_ TO 171
TEMPERATLRE DERIVATIVES--CDNVG=T, LOGV=F









774 IF(.NOT.CONVG) GO TC 775
WRITE{6,1?2)














































874 FCRMATIg6HOLOW TEMPERATURE I_PLIES CONDENSED SPECIES SHOULD HAVE EQLM 126




IF(SINGC} GO TO 873
OC g?O JJ = 1,NS
IFIIUSEIJJ).NE.O} GO TO 970









TEST F_R SINGULARITY TO CONDENSED SPECIES.
8?0 NCCNC = IQI_NLM-I
IFINCCND.LT.2.0R.SIZEG.EQ°O.)
DO e?2 J=I,NS





























•IF(J.EQ.JDELG) GO TC 872
CO 671 I=I,NLM








IF(SINGC) GO TO 40
GO TO 87_
GO TO 872
OBTAIN CORRECTIONS TO THE ESTIMATES
85 TIN,Me= ITNUMB-I





IF(.NOT._OL) GO TO g7
X(IQI) = O.
SUM = -DLNT
g7 DC lOT J=I,.NS
•IF (I_SE(J)) I01,98,I00





ICO CELN(J) = X[KK)










IF (IUSE{JI.NE.O) GO TO 917
IF((EN(JtNPT).GT,O,).AND,DELN(J).GT.SUM) SUM = DELN(J)
IF((EN(J,NPT).NE.O.) ,OR. DELN(J).LE.O.) GO TO gl7
SUMI = (-9.212-ENLN(J)+ ENL)/(DELN(J)-X(IQI))
IF(S_MI.LT.O,) SUMI=-SUMI
IF (SUMI.LT.AMBDAI) AMBDAI = SUMI
917 CONTINUE
IF(SUM°GI.2.)AMBDA=2./SUM
IF (AMBDAI.LT,AMBDA) AMBDA = AMBDAI
IF(.NOT,RITE} GO TO lit
INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT
WRITE(6,92_) TT,ENN, ENL_PP,TM,AMBDA
g23 FORMAT [3HOT=,EI5.8,.6H ENN=,EIS.B,TH




































































924 FCRMAI(IHO,18X,2HNJ,12X_5HLN NJ,8X,gHDEL LN NJ,gX,6HHOJIRT,gX,gHSOEQLM 214















APPLY CCRRECTIONS TO ESTIMATES









114 EN(J,NPT) = EN(J,NPT) + AMBDA • DELN(J)
113 CONTINUE
SUMN = SUM









2115 ENN = SUMN
ENL = ALOG(ENN)
PP = RV_TT_ENN/VLP(NPT)
1115 TM = ALOG(PP/ENN)
IF (LLMT(L).NE.IE) GC TO 116
CHECK ON REMOVING IONS
DO I116 J = I,NS
.IF (A(L,JI.EQ.O.) GO TO 1116
IF (EN(J,NPT).GT.O.) GO TO 116
1116 CONTINUE
DO 1118 J:I,NS






116 IF (ITNUMB.EQ.O) GO TO 14
IF (aMBDA.LToI.) GO TO 43
SUM = (ENN-SUMN)/ENN
IF (SUM.LT.O.) SUM = -SUM
IF (SUM.GT°O.5E-5) GO TO 43
DC 130 J_I_NS




































































CF (IUSE(JI.EQ.O) AA = AA*EN(J,NPT)
IF(AA.GT.O.SE-5) GO TO 43
1_0 CONTINUE




IF(ILSE(J).LT.O) GO TO 183





IF(.NOT.SP.OR.NPT,EQ.I] GO TO 13
SS = SSU_(NPT) -SO
IF(SS.LT.(-O.OOOC5).OR. SS.GT.O.O0005)
IF(RITE) WRITE(E+1183) SS





























973 FORPAT(IFL,12,69H ITERATIONS DID NOT sATISFY CONVERGENCE REQUIREf_EEQLM 304
INTS FOR IHE POINT I5)
IF '(.NOT.HP.OR,NPT,NE.I.OR.NC.EQ.O.OR.TT.GT.IO0.} GC TO 873
WRITEI6wE74)
GC TO 873
CCNVERGEKCE TESTS ARE SATISFIED, TEST CONDENSED SPECIES.
160 IF(NC.EQ.O) GO TC 143
DO 146 J=I,NS
IF[EN(Jt_PT|.GE.O.) GO TO 146
IF (J.NE.JSOL .AND. J .NE.JLIQ) GO TO 147
JSCL = 0
JLI¢ = 0






DO 170 J = I,NS
IF (IUSE(JI.EQ.O ,OR. IUSE(J).EQ.-IO000) GO TO 170
INC = INC _ I
IF(RITE) WRITE(6t144)(SUB(J,I),I=I,3),TEMP(INC,II,TF_P(INC,2),IUSEQLM 327
IEIJ),ENIJ,NPT)
144 FORMAT (IHO,3A4t2FIO.3,3X,5HIUSE=_I4tEI5.7) "
IFIENIJ,_PT),GT.O,) GO TO 169
KG = I
IF(IUSE(J).EQ.-IUSE(J+II) GO TO 154
IF(J,EQ.I.OR.IUSE(J}.NE.-IUSE(J-1)) GO TO 153
KG = -i
154 JRG = J _ KG
TMELT = TERP(INC,X)
IMP = INC _ KG
IF(TPEL_.EC.TEMP(IMP,2)_ GO TO I58
TMELT = IEMP[INC,2)
IF (IMELI.E_.TE_P(IMP,I)) GO TO I57
WRITE (6,156)














































JIH SPECIES A SOLID (EN=O), (J+KG)TH SPECIES A LIQUI_ (EN IS +)
157 IF(TT.OT,TMELT) GO TC 169
IF (TP.A_C.TT.EQ.TMELT} GO TC 169
IF (TP) GO TO 1165




JIH SPECIES A LIQUID(EN=O), (J÷KG)TH SPECIES A SOLIO (E'J IS +)
158 IF (IT.LT.TMELT) GO TO 169
IF (TP.AhC.TToEO.TMELT) GO TO 169
IF (TP) GC TO ii65
IF (TT.GE.TMELT+ISO.) GO TO 1165
JSOL = JKG
JLIQ = J
15g TLN = ALCG (TMELT)
TT = TMELT
EN(JKG,NPT) = ,5 _ E_(JKG,NPT).
EN(J,NPT) = EN(JKG,NPT)
GO TO 165
kRONG PHASE INCLUDED FOR T INTERVAL, SWITCH EN
lIE5 EN(J,NPT) = EN (JKG, NPT)
IUSE(J) = -IUSE(J)
IUSE (JKG) = -IUSE(JKG)
EN(JKG,NPT.)= O.
GO TO 40
I53 IF (TT.LI,TEMP(INC,I) ,AND.TEMP(INC,I).NE.TLOW) GO TC 169
IF (IT.G].TEMP(INC,2)) GO TO I69
SUM = O.
DO I67 I = l,L













































168 FORMAT (IBH GO-SUMIAIJ_PII) :EI5.7,1OX,17HMAX NEG CELTA G =,EI_.7)EQLM 385
IF(OELG.GE.SIZEG .OR. DBLG.GE.O.} GO TO 16g
SIZEG : EELG
JDELG = J
169 IF(INC.EO.NC) GO TO 1160
170 CONTINUE
1160 IF (S_IZE_.EQ.O.) GO TO 143
3 = JCELG
I_5 "I:l = IQI < i
1_6 IUSE(J) = - IUSE(J)
40 CONMG = ,FALSE,
JSI = 1
CALL CPHS


































IIi -fur ]l,I ]I,I- Ii -U [LTE lJ II U II. .[( LI R L( L -:
C EGLM
117! DLVPTINPI) = -1o EQLM
DEVTPINP1) = 1. EQLM
CPR(NPT) = CPSUM EQLM
GC TO 199 EQLM
171DLVPT(NPI) = -1- + X(_QI): EQLM
[F(JLIQoEQ.O) GO TO 199 EQLM
2N(JSOL,NPT) * ENSOL EQLM
IUSE(JLIQ) _ -IUSE(JL_Q) EQLM
HSUM(NPT) = HSUM(NPT)+ENIJLIQ,NPT)_(HO(JLIQ)-HO(JSCL)) EQLM
IQI = IQI_I EQLM
GAMMAS(NPT) = -Io/DLVPT(NPT) EQLM
GO TO 186 EQLM
1_ GAMMAS(NPT} = -I./(DLVPT(NPT)_(DLVTP(NPT]_2)_ENN/CPR(NPT)) EQLM
Ie6 TTT(NPT) = TT EQLM
ENRL = ENL EQLM
PPP(NPT) = PP EQLM
VLM(NPT) = RR*ENN*TT/tlOI.325_PP) EQLM
HSUM(NPT) = HSUM(NPT)*TT EQLM
WM(NPT) _ I./ENN EQLM
IF(TRACE.E_.O.) GO TO 200 EQLM
DC 12C0 J=ItNS EQLM
IF(IUSE(J).NE.O) GO TO 1200 EQLM
[F(ENLN(J).GT.-87.) EN(_J,NPT)=DEXP(ENLN(J)) EQLM
1200 CONTINUE EQLM
200 IF(.NOT.RITE) GO TO 863 \ EQLM
WRITE{6_201| NPT,PP;TT_HSUPINPT),SSUM(NPT),WM(NPT),CPR(NPT),, EQLM
201
863 IF(TT.GE.TLOW.AND.TT.LE.THIGHoORoSHOCK) GO TO
WRITE(6,306) TT,NPT
306 FORMAT(IIHOTHE TEMPERATURE=EI2.4,26H IS OUT OF RANGE.





































































C CALCULATES THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES FOR INDIVIDUAL SPECIES
C
C THE FOLLOWING DOUBLE PRECISION TYPE STATEMENTS ARE REQUIRED FOR
C iTeM 360 MACHINES ONLY
C


















































IF (IESE(J).LToO) GO TO I00
IF COEFFICIENTS ARE ZERD_ USE OTHER TEMPERAIURE INTERVAL
KK = K
K = 1
IF (KK.EQ.I) K = 2
_7 S(J) = ((({COEF(K,5,J)I4.)_TT+ COEF(K,49J)I3.)_TT+ COEF(IKt3t.J)/
I 2.)_ TT_CCEFIK,2_J))*TT+ COEF(K,ItJ)_TLN ÷ COEF(K,7,J}
HC(J) = ((((COEF(K_5,J)/5.)_TT+ COEF(Kt4,J)/4.)_TT+ COEF(Kt3_J)/
I 3.) _TT_ COEF(K,2,J)/2.)#TT+ COEF(Ktl,J) ÷ COEF(Kt6,J)ITT
CPSUM= CFSUM_((((COEF(K,5,J)_TT+ COEF!(Kt4tJ))_TT+ COEF(K_3_J))*TT
I * COEF(K_2tJ))#TT+ COEF(K,I,J))_EN(J_NPT)
,IF _KK.EQ.O) GO TO I00
K = KK
KK = 0








































































_E FOLLOWIhG DOUBLE PRECISION TYPE STATEMENTS ARE RECUIRED FOR
































2 HPP(2)tRH(2), VMIN(2),VPLS(2),WP(2),DATA(22)_NAVE(15,5)t MATX
ANUM(15tS)tPECWTiIS)tENTH{_5),FAZ(IS)_RTEMP(15),FOX(15)_DENSfI5)_MATX
RHOP_RMW(15)_TLNICR_OXF(15)tENNL_TRACE_LLMTS(IO)_SBOP(IO_2) MATX










































IQ2 = IQI _ i
IQ3 = I¢_ _ I
KMAT = I03
[F(.kOT.OONVG.AND.TP) KMAT = IQ2
IM_T = KMAT - I








































BEGIN SEI UP OF ITERATION MATRIX
KK = L
CO 65 J=I,NS
IF(IUSE(J}.LT.O) GO TO 65
H_HO(J)*EN(J,NPT)




IF (KPAT .EC. IQ2) TE_MI = F
BC 55 I = 1, L
CALCULATE THE ELEMENTS R(I,K)
IF (A(I,J) .EQ. 0.) GO TO 55
TERV= A(I_J}_EN(J_NPT)
CC 15 K=I, L




IF (CONVG .OR.TP) GO TO 55
G(I,IQ3)= G(ItIQ3}+A(I,J)_F
IF (SP) G{IQ2tl) _ G(IQ2_I)+ A(I,J)_SS
55 CCNTINUE
IF (KMAT .EQ. IQ2) GO TO 64
IF(CONVG.OR.HP) GO TC 59
G(IQ2,1QI) _ G(IQ2,1_I) + SS
G(IQ2_IQ_)=G(IQ2,1Q2)÷HO(J)*SS
G(IQ2,1Q]) = G(I_2,1_3)+(S(J) - ENLN(J)-TM)_F
GO TO 62
59 G(IQ2,IQ2_=G(IQ2_IQ2)+HO(J)_H






70 KK = KK 4 I


















































G(I,KMAT| = r{I,KMAT) - A(I_J)_EN[JtNPT)
75 CONTINUE
G(KK,IQ2) = HO:J)
GIKKtKMA]) = HO(J) - S[J)
HSUM(NPT| = HSUM(NPT)÷ H
IF(.KOT.SPI GO TO 65
SSS = SSS _ SIJ}*EN(J,NPT):
G(IQ2tKK} = S(J)
(5 CONTINUE
SSS = SSS _ G[IO2,1QI)
HSUM(NPT] = HSUM(NPT) ÷ G(IQI,IQ2)
G(IQI,IQI), _ SUMN - ENN







COMPLETE THE RIGHT HAND SIDE
•IFI.NOT.CONVG) GO TC 140
-IF(.NCT.LOGV| GO TO 175
LOGV : .1RUE.-- SET UP MATRIX TO SOLVE FOR DLVPI
G[IOI,I_2) _ ENN
IO = COl - I









CCMPLETE ENERGY ROW AND TEMPERATURE COLUMN
IF (KMAT .E_. IO2) GO TO 185




185 IFi.NOT.VOL.OR.CONVG) GO TO I000
CONSTANT VCLUME MATRIX
IC =IOl-I











































































230 DO 2_ l=LtIQ MATX
GII,IQI) = G(I,IQ2) MATX
240 CONTINUE MATX
260 KMAT = IMAT \ MATX












DOUBL_ PRECISION G,X OUTP
C OUTP
C 3_E FOLLOWING DOUBLE PRECISION TYPE STATEMENTS ARE RECUIRED FOR OUTP
C 'IBM 360 MACHINES ONLY OUTP
C OUTP
C DOUBLE PRECISION HSU_SSUMvCPR_DLVTPtDLVPTtGAMMAS OUTP














2 HPP(2)_RH(2)_ VPIN(2),.VPLS(2)_WPI2)_DATA(22)tNAME(15,5)_ OUTP
3 ANUMI15,5)tPECWT|L5)_ENTH(15)I_FAZ(15),RTEMP(15)_FOX(15)_DENSIlfi),OUTP
RHOP_RMW(IS)_TLN_CR_OXF(15)_ENNL_TRACE_LLMTS(lO),SBOPtXOt2)

















DATA HEADI4H(IH ,4H,2A_,2H,5,4H(A2,,4HF8.5 ,_H,3X),2H,5 ,2HXe
1 i4HF7.5 e4H,F13 e4H.3,4 _HX,AI ,4H,FIO ,4H.2_F _4Hg.4)/
DATA FUEL/4HFUELliOXIDI4HOXIDI_ANTI3HANTI_CX/1HOI_IZ/2HO01_



















































































,IF(K_SE.NE.O) WRITE {6,3) RASE
FCRMAT (gH CASE NO. ,18)
IF(.NOT,MOLES) WRITE(6,5}
5 FORMAT (77X,46HWT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TENP DENSITY/
1 IOX_I6HCHERICAL FOR_ULA_5LXt21H(SEE NOTE) CALIMOL,IOX_5HDEG
2 4X,4HG/CC )
IF(MOLES) WRITE(6,6}
6 FORMAT (19Xt5HMOLES,TX, 33H ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSITY/






10 HDI = FUEL
HD2 = FB
11 DO 13 J=]_5



















50 IF(R.LT.]O.) GO TO 60
CALL EFMIINPTtFP,PPP)
GO TO 64

















































































































77 DO 78 I=]tNPT














































































































PUNCHED CARDS OUTP 179
OUTP 180
IF(°NOT.PUECH) GC TO 4 _ OUTP 181
DO I I=I,NPT OUTP I82










IF(oNOT.EQL! GO TO 331










IFiTRACE°E¢.O.) GO TO 317
IF(V(I|.GE.TRACE) GC TO 325
317 IF(V(1).GE.(5.E-6)} GO TO 320
316 CONTINUE
GO TO 330
320 WRITE (6tFPT) SUB(Ktl)_SUB(_K_2)tSUB(Kt3)tFB_(V(I)gI=I,NPT)
GO TO 330






335 FCRMAT(83HCADDITIONAL PRODUCTS WHICH WERE CONSIDERED BUT WHOSE MOLOUTP 222













343 IF ((LINE.NE.IO) °AND. K.NE.NS) GO TO 350























































































IF (V(II.'GE°IO°) FMT(K) = F3
3F (VII).GE.IO0.) FMT(K): = F2
-IF (VII).GE°IOOOO.)FMT(_) = F1





















































































































II-g -l/_I/L[-[I_.L[ i_l_],IU.-U /]/. _g..]].ll g gI E E _,
IF{EE.LE.O..AND°FE°NE.EE) NE(I)=NE(I)-I
IF(IAES{NE(1)I.LT.IO) GO TO 144
FRMT(5) = F63
FRMT(_) = FI3





































_HE FOLLOWING DOUBLE PRECISION
•IBM 360 MACHINES ONLY





















































SET _SSICNED P OR VOLUME
RETURN I
IP = 0




















































































902 IT = :IT * I
TT = TIT1)
CALL EC)LSRM
•IF(TT,NE.O,) GO TO 800
TF(NPT.EE.C) GO TO 1000
800K = 0
•IF( IP.EQ.NP.AND. IT.E_.NT.OR. IT. EQ.O. )
K = KPT
IF(NPT.NE.13) GO TO 870


















FORMAT(XHIt41X_48HTHE_MODYNAPIC EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIFS AT ASSIGNEDTHRP
I). THRP
IF(HP) WRITE(6,&) THRP
E FCRMAT(1Hlt36X,59HTHER'MODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM COMBUSTIGN PROPERTIES THRP
IAT ASSIGNED )
IF(°NOT°VOL) GO TO 861
IF{UV) WRITE(6,IO)
10 FCRMAT(IHOpE2X,7H VOLUME /)
IF(TV) WRITEI6ttI)
11 FCRMAT(IHO,54Xt22HTEMPERATURE AND VOLUME/)
IF(SV) WRITE{6,12)
12 FORMAT(IHO,56X,18HENTROPY ANO VOLUME/)
GC TO 862
8E1 IF(HP) k/RITE(6,20)




22 FCRMATIIHO,55X,20HENTROPY AND PRESSURE/)
8E2 CALL OUT]
WRITE {6,863)
8B3 FCRMAT (25HOTHERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES//)
rIF(.NOT°VOL) GO TO 864
FMT(4) = FMT(6)














_IF(NT°EQ.t°AND.NP_EQ.I) GO TO 95
NPT = 0
870 NPT = NP1 _ 1
IF(.NOT°IP.AND.TT°NE.O°)_ T(1)=TT
IF|IP.EQoIoAND. IT.EQol) ISV=-ISV
'IF(NT.EQ.I) GO TO 871
IF(IT°EQ.NT.OR.TT_EQ.O.): ISV=O
87] CALL SAVE
















































































_HE FOLLOWING DOUBLE PRECISION
_IBM 360 MACHINES ONLY




















































,IF(PCP{II.EO.O.) GO lO 306
NPP = I
305 CONTINUE




































































































LOCP FOR EACH OIF
321 IT = I




IF(TII).EQ.O.} GO TC 322
IT = T(1)
LOOP FOR CHAMBER PRESSURES
322 +IP = 0















LOOP FOR PRESSURE RATIOS




IF(NPT.NE.NFZ) GO TO 1332
CPRF = CPSUM
IF(NFZ.NE.2) EQL = SEQL






[F(NPToLT.I) GO TO I000
GO TO gO0



















































































I_5 USQ = 2.*(_SUM(I)-HSUM(NPT}) • RR
" IF (IPP.CT.2) GO TO 900
_HROAT
190 IF(.NOT.1HI) GO TO 19I
GAMMAS(2) = O.
GO TO 89Q
I_] ASQ = GAMMAS(2)*TT*ENN*RR
IF|EQI) WRITE{6,1gs) APP(2),TT





IF(DH.LE.O.SE-4.0R.ITROT.EQ.O) GO TO 89g
IF(JSOL._E.O) GO TO 925







925 TMELT = IT
Ig2 AMP(2} = _PP(2)/(I.+(USQ-ASQ)/(ENN*TT*RR_(GAMMAS(2)+I.)))





IF(NFZ.EC.2) EQL = SEQL
gO0 ISV =C
AEAT(NPT) = ENN#TTT(hPT)/|PP_USQ_*.5_AWT)
IF(TI.EQ.O.| GO TO 860
IF(AREA) GO TO 800
IF(IPP.LI.NPP) GO TO 85g
788 IF(NSUB.LE.O.AND.NSUP.EQ.O) GO TO 860
AREA = .1RUE.
PCP ESTIMATES FOR AREA RATIOS





IF(ECL.OR.NFZ.LT.3) GO TO 798
IF(ARATIO.GT.AEAT(NFZ)) GO TC 798
WRITE(6_884)
GC TO 834
7_8 ELN = ALZG(ARATIO)





79g .IF{NFZ.EQ. IPP) ISUPSV = ISUP
IF(SUPAR|ISUP).LT.2.) GO TO 805
-IF(ISUP.GT.I.AND.SUPAR(ISUP-1).GE.2°) GO TO 802
_PPL = G_MASI2)+ELN*I.4
GO TO 859








































































TEST FOR CONVERGENCE ON AREA RATIO. ROCK L86
ROCK 187
810 C_ECK = .00004 ROCK 188
IF(IDEBUG.LE.O.OR.NPT.LT.IDEBUG) GO TO 809 ROCK 189
WRITE(6_]811)ITNUMtARATIOtAEAT(NPT),APP(NPT).DLNP ROC_ 190
X811 FORMAT (EHOITER=_I2+SX,ISHASSIGNED AE/AT=.F15.8_5X,6HAE/AT=tF15.8_ROCK 191
15X,5PPC/F=_F15,8_5X_13HDELTA LN PCP=tF15.8)
809 IF(AeS(AEAT(NPT)- ARATIO). IARATIO .LE.CHECK)
DELTAE = (AEAT(NPT)-_RATIO)/ARATIO
•IF(aBS(DLNP).LT..O0004) GO TO 830
AEATL = ALOG(AEAT(NPT))
811 ITNUM = ITNUM+I




80_ DL_P = DLNPE*ELN-DLNPE_AEATL
APPL = AFPL4DLNP




8'30 ITNUM = 0
AEAT(NPT) = ARATIO
IF(NSUB.LE.O) GO TO 834
ISUB = ISUE+I
IF(ISUB.tE.NSUB) GO TO 800
ISUB = 1
NSUB = -NSUB
IF(ISUP.LE.NSUP) GO TO 800
GC TO 83_
83_ ISUP _ I_UP+I
ITNUM = C
IF(ISUP.LE.NSUP) GO TO 800
ISUP = ISUPSV












































TEST FOR OUTPUT -- END OF PCP_SURARtAND SUPAR SCHEDULES O_ NPT=I3.ROCK 230
ROCK 231
859 ISV = NPI
IF(NPT.NE.13) GO TO 870
860 IF(EQL) GO TO 861







































8E2 FOR_AT(IO5HOCALCULATIONS WERE STOPPED BECAUSE NEXT POINT IS MORE TROC_ 249
IHAN 50 DEG BELOW TEMP RANGE OF A CONDENSED SPECIES)
IF (ISV.EQ.O) GO TO 990




SET INDICES AND ESTIMATES FOR NEXT POINT.
870 NPT = NPI _ 1
IF(.KOT.ECL..AND.(ISV.NEol.0R.SEQL)) GO TO 880
"IF(ISV.EO.I) ISV = -I
CALL SAVE
880 IPP = IPP_I
IF(NPT.E{.2) GO TO 331
-IF(AREA) GC TO 885
_PP(NPT) = PCP(IPP'2)
IF(EQL) GO TO 886
IF(_PP(NPTI.GE.APP(NFZ)); GO TO 886
WRITE(6_E84)
884 FORMAT(II,IXtlI4HSUPERSONIC PRESSURE RATIOS MUST BE IN ASCENDING OROC_ 270
IRCER POINTS OUT OF ORDER WERE OMITTED FROM FROZEN CALCULATIONS)ROCK 271
GO TO BBO
885 APP(NPT) = EXP(APPL)
886 PP = P(IPI/APP{NPT)
GO T_ 331
END OF PCPt SUBARI AhD SUPAR SCHEDULES.
990 IF|NSUB°tT.D) NSUB=-NSUB
'IF (.NOT.FROZ.OR..NOT.EQL) GO TO 997





•IF(NFZ.EE.NPT) GO TO 860
NPT = NFZ
ENN = I./WM(NFZ)
-IF(NFZoEC.t) GO TO 334
NSUB = -NSUfl













































993 FORMAT (I:Ip28Xt77HFREEZING IS NOT ALLOWED AT A SUBSONIC POINT@ FROROC_ 295
_IZ'EN CALCUtATIONS WERE OMITTED)
GO 'TO 99]
994 IF(NFZ°L].NPP) GO TO 870
GO TC 78E
997 NPT = 1
ARE THERE MORE ASSIGNED,
1) CHAMBER PRESSURES(IP = NP)
2) CHAMBER TEMPERATURES(IT = NT)
























IF(IP..LT.NP) GO TO g98





TT = T(IT) ROC_ 314
GO TO 322 ROCK 315
IF (IOF.@E.NOF) GO TO IOOO ROCK 316
GO TO 321 ROC_ 317




C ROCKET PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS ROUT
ROUT
C THE FOLLOWING DOUBLE PRECISION TYPE STATEMENTS ARE REQUIRED FOR ROUT
C I_BM 360 MACHINES ONLY ROUT
C ROUT
E DOUBLE PRECISION HSUM_SSUMtCPR_DLVTP,DLVPTtGAMMAS ROUT
C DOUBLE PRECIS-ION COEF;S,EN,ENLN,HO,DELN ROUT
C ROUT

































IF(.NOT.EQL) GO TO _36
WRITE{6_7)
3_ FORMAT{IHI/24X,84HTHEORETICAL ROCKET PERFORMANCE ASSUMING EQUILIBRROUT
I'IUM COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION ROUT
GC TC 39 ROUT
_36 WRITE(6_38) ROUT
38 FORPAT{1HIt26X,TBHTHEORETICAL ROCKET PERFORMANCE ASSUMING FROZEN CROUT
IOMPOS_ITIQN DURING EXPANSION ROUT
IF(NFZ.GI,I) WRITE(_,637)NFZ ROUT
63_ FORMAT(SEX,11HAFTER POINT,12) ROUT


























































737 FCRMAT (E2Xt28HAT AN ASSIGNED TEMPERATURE
TEM = PPP(t)*14.696006
WRITE (6,40) TEM
40 F_RPAT(5HOPC _ ,FB.It5H PSIA)
CALL OUTI
NEX _= NP] - 2
CO 8_2 I = I,NEX
852 V{I) = EXIT
WRITE(6_8} {V{I)II=IiNEX)_



































































































































































































IF(EQL) GO TO 312
WRITE(6_310)
FORVAT(ISHOMOLE FRACTIONS /I)




DC 430 K =ltNS
V(LINE÷I) = EN(K!_NFZ)/TOTN(NFZ)






'IF (L_NE.NE°4,ANC.K.NE.NS_ GO TO 430
IF (L_NE.EO.O) GO TO 312
WRITE (6,426) (Z(LN_I),ZILN,2),Z(LN,3),Z(LN,4)tLN=ttLINE)



















































































IFROZEN COMPOSITION EXPANSION ONLY)
_THE FOLLOWING DOUBLE PRECISION TYPE STATEMENTS ARE REQUIRED FOR
































IJ -g -i,l 1;- 1J "L{_-L(;_-;[_LI I; U :]i i}_ .11 ILl i! L( [ _
COMMON IMISC/ENN_SUMNtTT_SO,ATOM(BtlOI),LLMT(IO),BO(IO)tBOP(IOt2)tFROZ
"1 TM_TLOWtTMID@THIGH_PPtCPSUMtOF_EQRATeFPCTtRtRRtHSUBOtAM(2)t FROZ























5_ NPT = NNN
DO 60 J=ITM,NS





























iIF (IT.Ll.(TLOW-Z50,))GO TO 903
-IF(NC.EQ,O} GO TO 1000
INC =0"
DO 901 I=ITM&NS
IF(IUSE(!I_.EQ_O.ORoIUSEII).EQ.-IO000) GO TO 901
'INC = INC_]





















































































































































YHE FOLLCWING DOUBLE PRECISION TYPE STATEMENTS ARE RECUIRED FOR






























































DATA ONE/1HI/_ FPP/4HP2/P/, FTTI4HT2/T/
2 FUII3HUI_ /_ FMMI_HM2/M/_, FRA/_HRH021_ FRB/4HIRHO/
3 FMAI4HMACH/, FMB/_H NO./, IZERO/2HOO/,FU2/3HU2,/











































































































DO 20 I = 1,13
IF (MACH|(1),EQ,O,O,AND,UI(1)°EQ,O,O) GO TO 21
NSK = I
ZO CONTINUE












117 DO 118 N = ltNSK
OLVTP[N) = 1.
DLVPT|N) = -1°




19 DO 35 NPT=I,NSK
PPP(NPT) = P(NPT)
TTT(NPT) = T¢NPT)






14 PP = PPPINPT}
TT = TTT(NPT)
























































































861FORMATILHIt48X,30HSHCCK WAVE PARAMETERS ASSUMING




















862 FORMAT (]H ,35X,55HE¢UILIBRIUM COMPOSITION FOR INCIDFNT SHOCKEn COSHCK 135
1NDITIONS //) SHC_ 136
GO TO 45 SHCK 137
44 WRITE (6,863) SHCK 138
863 FORMAT (IH ,37Xt50HFROZEN COVPOSITION FOR INCIDENT SHOCKED CONDITISHCK 139
10NS//)
45 EQL : .FALSE.
CALL OUT]
WRITE(6,_6)








B_GIN CALCULATIONS FOR 2NO CCNDITION
IF(INCDEO). EQL=.TRUE.
4_ NPT : I








,IF(REFL) GO TO 59
P21 = (2.*GAMMAlmMACH1(NPT)_*2-GAMMAI_Io)/(GAMMA141.}
T21 = P2]*(2./MA,CHI(NPT)*_2+GAMMAI-I.)/(GAVMAI+I.)
IF((TI_T21).GT°2OOO..AND. EQL) T21 = .7,121 + 600./TI
GO TO 61
REFLECTED--SUBSCRIPTS 2_I_ 5=2, P52=P21



















































II.' / i .;lJ".. g
152 FORHAT(1OHOITR N0,= tIlt7XtlPTtIlt2H/T_Ilt2H =tF9,4tTXtlHP_Ilt2H/PSHCK 181
TT=T21_T]
PP=P21*P]
IF (.NDT,EQL) GO TO 60
CArL EOLB_M
IF(_TT,EQ,O,) GO TO 630
GO TO _
FROZEN
60 TLN = ALOG (TT)



































-IF(AX°LT°O.I AX = -AX
-IF (AXX.LT.O.) AXX = -AXX
.IF (AXX.GT.AX) AX = AXX
•IF{AX.LT..O0005) GO TO 150
A_ = AX/°6C54652









125 FORMAT(25HODID NOT CCNVERGE FOR UI=tFBo2t56H









































































IF(TT.GE.TLOW/1.5.AND.TT.LE.THIGH_I.25) GO TO 153
WRITE(6,]I52)
1152 FORMAT(4]HOTEMPERATURE IS OUT OF RANGE OF THETHERMO DATA)
153 IF(.NOT.REFL) GC TO 154
U5(NPT) = CU/(RH052-1.)
U2STAR(NPT) = U5(NPT)+Ub


























IF(REFL) GO TO 56
•IF(.NOT.EQL) W_ITE(6,57)
57 FORMAT(3_HOSHOCKEO GAS (2)--INCIDENT--FROZEN)
IF(EQL) WRITE(6,157)
157 FORMAT(3gHOSHOCKEO GAS (2)--INCIDENT--EQUILIBRIUM)
DO 55 I=1,4











690 FORMAT(4OHOSHOCKED GAS (5)--REFLECTED--EQUILIBRIUM)
DO 65 I=1,4



























































































IF(.NOT.EQL) GO TO e50
CALL OUT3
GO TO 865
WRITE FROZEN MOLE FRACTIONS
850 FMT(7) = F5






8_4 FORMAT (15FOMOLE FRACTIONS II)
0C e_6 N = I_ NREAC
J = _UMiN,5)
DO 8E5 I = 1,NPT
V(1) = EN{J,I)_MI
855 COKTINUE




IF(.NOT.SREFL) GO TO 968
IF(.NOT.REFL) GO TO 935
IF(EOL.OR..NOT._EFLEQ) GO TC g48
GO TC 940




IF(.I_OT.REFLFZ) GO TO 47
EOL = .FALSE.




































































































































































SUBROUTINE DETON |_) DETN
C OETN
C CHAPMAN-JOUGUET DETONATIONS DETN
OETN
C THE FOtLOWING 0OUBLE PRECISION TYPE STATEMENTS ARE RECUIRED FOR DETN
•IBM 360 MACHINES ONLY DETN
C DETN
C DOUELE PRECISION HSUM_SSUM_CPRtDLVTP,DLVPTtGAMMAS DETN






































































DATA FTII4FTI_D/t FP1/4HPI,AI'_ FHII4HHt,C/_ FM1/4PNI,_I
I _ FGI/4HAI /_ FPP/4HP/PI/_ FTT/4_TIT1/
2 _ FUOI4PDET /t F_MI4NM/MIIt FRA/4HRHO//_ PR_/4NRHOI/

















IF KO T SCHEOULE, SET TSCHED=.FALSE. AND USE T FRO_ FIRST REACTANTDETN
OETN
TSCHED = .TRUE. OETN
[F(T(1).NE.O.) GO TO 3 DETN
T(1) = RIEMP(1) OETN
TSCHED = .FALSE. OETN
GO TO 7 OETN
DO 4 N=I,NREAC DETN
NANE|NtS) = IZERO OETN
4 CONTINUE DETN
7 TT = T(I) DETN
IOF = IOF#I DETN































II FORMAT(33FIDETONATION VELOCITY CALCULATICNS)
BEGIN T LOOP.
IT = 0
901 :IT = IT 4 1
T1 = T(IT)
TT = TI
IF(.NOT.TSCHED) GO TO 20
CALL HCAtC
IF(TT.EQ.O.) RETURN i
20 iF(IDEBUG.NE.O) CALL OUTI
BEGIN P LOOP.
•IP = 0










CALCULATE ENTHALPY FC_ INITIAL ESTIMATE CF T2(TT AFTER EQLBRM)


































































































IF(TEM.LI.O.I TEN = -TEM
IF(X2.GToTEM) TEM=X2








_0 FORVAT(THOITER =,I2_SX,.6HP/PI =,EL5. B,5X_6HTITI =,EIS.8_SXtlOHRHOIDETN

























































'IF(ITR.LT.8.AND.TEM.GT.O.5E-O4) GO TO 205
IFIITR.LI.8) GO TO 35
WRITE(6,3_)
















































































•IF (CP(NPTX.EQ.Oo) GO TO 40
GMI(NPT) = CP(NPT) /(CP(NPT)-R/AM1)
VMOCINPT) = UD/(RR_GVI(NPT)*TI/AMI)_,.5
GO TO 150
40 GMI(NPT) = O.
VVOC(NPT) = O.
.150 K = 0
IF(IP-EQ°NP.AND°IT.EO.NT.OR.TT.EQ.O.)
K = NPT



















860 WRITE (6,5) DETN 178
5 FORMAT(IHI,42X,46HDETONATION PROPERTIES OF AN IDEAl REACTING GAS )DETN 179
CALL OUTI
WRITEi6_4&}
































































































865 IF(K.EQoOoAND_IOF.EQ.NOF) GC TO 1000
IF (NP.EO.I .AND. NT.EO.I) GO TO 7
IDEBUG = IDBBUG-13
WR ITEI 6_868)
8_8 FORMAT( 1FI |
NPT = 0
870 NPT = NPI +,' 1
IF(ISV.EQ.I) ISV=-I
CALL SAVE
•IF(IP.LT.NP) GO TO 903
902 .IF(IT.LT,NTI GO TO 901 "
•IF(IOF.GE.NOF) GO TO I000
IDEBUG = IDEBUG_13
GO TO 7






































&lOMIC SYMBOLS, WEIGHTSt AND VALENCES


















2HH t 1.00797_ I._
21-f_E_ 9.0122 i 2.i
2HN , 14.0067 t 0._
2HNE_ 20.183 _ O.t
2H_L_ 26.9815 _ 3.,
2HS _ 32.064 i 4.,
2HK _ 39.I02 _ 1.t
2HTI_ 47.900 t 4. t
2HMN, 54.9380 , 2.,
2HNI, 58.710 i 2.t
2HGAt 69.720 , 3.,
2HSEt 78.960 I 4.,
2HRB_ 85.47 _ I._
2HZR_ 91.220 t 4-_
2HTC, 9_.000 t 7.i
2HPD_106.400 i 2.i
2HHE, 4°0026, 0.,
2H8 , 10.811 , 3.,
2HO , 15.9994,-2.,
2HNA_ 22,9898, 1,,
2HSI, 28°086 _ 4,,
2HCL_ 35.453 t-1.,
_HCA, 40.080 , 2. t
2HV t 50.942 , 5.,
2HFEt 55.847 , 3.,
2HCU_ 63.540 , 2._
2HGE, 72.590 _ 4.,
2HBR, 79.909 ,-I-,
2HSR_ 87.620 , 2._
2HNB, 92.906 , 5.,
2HRU,IOI.070 t 3.,
2HAG,107.870 , I.,



















2HLI, 6,939 , 1., BLOK 19
2HC _ 12.01115, 4., BLOK 20
2HF ,-18.9984 t--I., BLOK 21
2HMG, 24.312 t 2., BLOK 22
2HP , 30.9738 t 5._ BLOK 23
2HAR, 39.9_8 , 0., BLOK 24
2HSC, 44.956 t _., BLOK 25
2HCR, 51.996 , 3., BLOK 26
2HCO, 58.9332 , 2., BLOK 27
2HZN, 65,370 _ 2., BLOK 28
2HAS, 74._216 t 3., BLOK 29
2HKR, 83.800 , 0., BLOK 30
2HY , 88.V05 t 3., BLO_ 31
2HMO, 95.94 , 6., BLOK 32
2HRH,IO2.905 , 3., BLOK 33
2HCD,II2.400 , ?., BLOK 34
2HS_,121.750 , 3. IBLO_ 35
tO0








R 2HTE_]27,600 _ 4,t
2HCS_I32.905 _ 1.t
T 2HCEtI40o120 _ 3-t
U 2HPM_]45.000 J 3.t
V 2HGD_157.250 t 3._
W 2HHO_I64.g30 _ 3._
2HYB_173.040 t 3.t
Y 2HTA_180.948 • 5.t
Z 2HOS_190.200 t 4-_
A 2HAUl]96.967 _ 3o_
2HPB_207.IgO i 2.t
E 2HAT_210,000 _ 0,1
O 2HRA_226.OOO _ 2._
E 2HPA_2.31.000 _ 5.t
F 2HPU_242.OO0 _ 4._
G 2HBK,249.000 t 3.t
H 2HO _2.014102_ 1./
2HI @126.9044t-lot
2HBAtI37.340 t 2°,
2HPRtI4O.907 t 3, t
2HSP_150.350 t 3°t
2HTB_I58.924 _ 3or
2HERr167.260 _ 3. t
2HLV_I74.g97 t 3.,
2HW 9183.850 t 6-t





2HU _238°030 _ 6._
2HAV_243.000 _ 3°_
2HCF_251.0D0 _ 3._
{NFORMATION USED IN VARIABLE OUTPUT FORMAT
BLOK 36
2HXE_I31.3OO • 0._ BLOK 37
2HLA_138o910 _ 3., BLO_ 38
2HND_144.2_0 _ 3._ BLOK 39
2HEUtlSl°960 _ 3°_ BLO_ 40
2HDY_I62.500 _ 3._ BLOK 41
2HTP_I6B.934 _ 3., BLOK 42
2HHF_17B.490 • 4._ BLO_ 43
2HRE,I_6.200 , 7., BLOK 44
2HPT,Iq5.0gO _ A., BLOK 45
2HTL_204.370 _ 1., BLOK 46
2HPO_210,O00 _ 2._ BLOK 47
2HFR_223.0_O _ 1._ BLOK 48
2HT_,232.O3B _ 4., BLOK 49
2HNP,237.000 , 5., BLOK 50
2HCP_247.0_O , 3., BLO_ 51










DATA FPI4HPt A_4HTM _2H ,IH I BLOK 62
I_FT./4HT_ D•4HEG K_4H _2H IsFHI4HH_ C_4HALZG_2H ,1H / ELOK 63
2•_S14HS_ C_4HALI(_4HG)(K_2H) /,FMI4HM, M,4HOL W_2HT ,IH /
3_V/_H(DLV_4H/DLF_4H)T _2H I_FDI4HfDLV_4HIDLT_2H)P_IH I
4_FC/4HCP_ _4HCALt_4H(G)(_2HK)/_FG/4HGANM_4HA (S_2H) _IH /
5_FL/_HSO_ _4HVEL_4HM/SE_2HC /
.INFORMATION USED IN PERFORMANCE OUTPUT
DATA FRII4HPCIPI, FCII2HCF/, FNI4HMACH,4H NUM_4HBER _IH /





































MAXIMUM = 20 MOLECULES AND 17 REACTIONS TRAN 5
NUMBER OF MOLECULES = NM TRAN 6
NUMBER OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS = NR TRAN 7
IF PUNCHED CARDS WANTED_ PUNCH = TRUE TRAN B
_RRAY OF STOICHIOMETRIC COEFFICIENTS = STC TRAN 9
NUMBER OF ROTATIONAL MODES = ROTM TRAN 10
ROTATIONAL COLLISION NUMBER = ZROT TRAN II
V*IBR_TIONAL COLLISION NUMBER = ZVIB TRAN 12
V.IBRATIONAL HEAT CAPACITY = CVIBR TRAN I_
MAXIMUM = 120 TABLES OF 20 TEMPERATURES EACH TRAN 14
IF CROSS SECTION DATA NTAB = I _ IF RELAXATION DAT_ NTAB = 2 TRAN 15
VISCOSITY=ANSII)_ MONATOMIC CONDUCTIVITY= ANS(2)_ TRAN 16
•INTERNAL CONDUCTIVITY=ANS{3)_ FROZEN CONDUCTIVITY=ANSI4), TRAN 17








FROZEN CP:ANS(7), EOL_LIBRIUM CP=ANS(8),
FROZEN PRANDTL NUM_ER:ANS(9), EQUILIBRIUM








































EQUIVALENCE (ANSI1) ,VISC ), (ANSI2) ,MONCON), (ANSI3) ,_INTCON)
EQUIVALENCE (ANSI4) ,FRZCON), (ANS(5) ,REACON), (ANS(6} _EQCON )
EQUIVALENCE (ANS(TI ,CPFROZ)t {ANSI8) ,CPEQ ), (AKS(g| _PRFROI)
EQUIVALENCE (ANS(IG),PREQ ), (ANS(II),LEWIS ), (ANS(12),WTMOL )
EQUIVALENCE IANS(13)_DENSTY), (ANS(14),CPREAC), (ANS(15),ENTLPY)
EQUIVALENCE (EQL,EQLB) , IS,ETA) , (RTPO,OMEGA)





READ TRANSPORT AND RELAXATION DATA FROM TAPE 3
SEARCH FOR AND STORE INTERACTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED
NK:I
R;EAE(3) ((SPECE(I_L),L=I,3),I=I,2),NTR,NTB,ROTN








































































I IF(EN(J,N).GT.TESTEN) GO TO 2
GO TO 5
DO 4 I=1,3








7 IF(SPECE(KpII).NE*SUBIJJ_II)) GO TO 8




IC DO 12 L=1,3
DO 12 I=1,2
12 SPECIE(NKtI,L)=SPECE(I,L)






IFiNK.GT.IO0) GO TO 19
GO TO 13
19 WRITEI6_18)



















H RRT(1) = ((((COEF(K,5,J)/5.)_TT+COEF(K,4,J)/4.)*TT*COEF(Kt3,J)/
i 3.)_TTKCOEF(K,2,J)/2.)_TT_COEF(KtltJ)+COEF(K,6,J)/TT
CONTINUE












































































































37 FORMAT(IHI)31Xy48HERROR IN GAUSS SOLUTION IN CALCULATING
1//3X,IOHTHERE AR'E 12t45H EQUATIONS AND THERE IS AN ERROR
2ICN .I2)26H THE CALCULATED ANSWER IS FtO°7tI2H INSTEAD OF




























CALCULATE INTERNAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
DO 104 I_I)NK







































































I04 CCNTINUE TRAN 216
DC 53 I=I,NM TRAN 217
IF(CPRR(I_.EQ,2.5) GO TO 53 TRAN 218
SUP=O°O TRAN 219
DO 54 K=ItNM TRAN 220
IF(R-I) 55,54_55 TRAN 221
55 SUM=SUM_ASTAR(Itl)_ETA(Itl)_XS(K)_2oO_WMOL(K)/(AST_R(I,K)_ TRAN 222
! ETA(I_K)_XS(1)_(WMOL|I)÷WMOLIK))) TRAN 223
54 CONTINUE TRAN 224
INTCON=INTCON+(I'2_ASTAR(I,I)*(CPRR(1)-2-5)-RELXTN(1) _ TRAN 225
I i2°5-1.2_ASTAR(I#I|)_2/(O.5_PI÷RELXTN(1)_(5.0/3°O÷I°2_ TRAN 226
2 ASTAR(I,I)/(CPRRiI)-2.5));))_R_ETA(I,I)/WMOL(1)/(I.o÷suM) * TRAN 22T
53 CCNTINUE TRAN 228
,IF(NR°EQ°OI GO TO 91 TRAN 229
IF(FRCZN) GO TO 91 TRAN 230
TRAN 231





DO 65 I_],NR TRAN 237
DELH(I)=O.O TRAN 238
DC 66 K=I,NM TRAN 239
66 D ELH(I)_STC(I_K)*HRRT(K)I+DELH(1) TRAN 240
G5 G(I,L)=DELH(1) TRAN 241
UJ=NM-I TRAN 242
CO gg K=I,JJ TRAN 243
LL=K_I ' TRAN 244
DO 99 L_LL,NM TRAN 245
RTPO(K,L)= WMOL(K)_WPOL(L)/ TRAN 246
I (ASTARIKtL)_ETA(K,L)_(WMOL(K)÷WMOL(L))) TRAN 247
XSKL(K,L) _ I.O/(XS(K)_XS(L)) TRAN 24R
XSKL(L,K) = XSKL(K,L) TRAN 249
99 RTPD(L,K) = RTPD(K_L) TRAN 250
CO 98 I=I,17 TRAN 251
DO g8 J=I,20 TRAN 252
98 IF (ASS(STC(I,J|)_tT.I.OE-6) STCIItJ) = 0.0 TRAN 2_3
DO 67 I=I,NR TRAN 254
DO 67 J_I,NR TRAN 255
CO 68 K=I_JJ TRAN 256
LL=R÷I TRAN 257
DC 68 L_LL,NM TRAN 258
STXS(K_L) = 0.0 TRAN 259
IF ((STC(I_K).EQ.O.O),AND.(STC(I_L).EQ.O.O)) GO TE 68 TRAN 260
IF ((STC(J_K).EQ.O.O).AND.(STC(J_L).EQ°O.O)) GO TC 68 TRAN 261
STXS(RtL) = XSKL(K,L)_ TRAN 262
I |XS(L)*$TC(I,K)-XS(K)_STC(ItL))= TRAN 263
2 (XS(L)_STC(J@K)-XS(K)_STC(J_L)) TRAN 264
SUMI = SUMI+STXS(KtL) TRAN 265
SUM2 = SUM2÷RTPD(K_L)_STXS(K,L) TRAN 266
68 CONTINUE TRAN 267
GMATII,J) _ SUM2 TRAN 268
SUP2=O'O TRAN 269
GM_T(J,I) = GMAT(I_J) TRAN 270
G(I,J) _ SU_I TRAN 271
SUMI=C.O TRAN 272
6_ G(J,I)=G(I,J) TRAN 273
IMAT=NR TRAN 274
CALL GAUSS TRAN 275




CC 57 I=I,NR TRAN 280
105



























73 FCRMAT(IF1,31X,68HFRROR IN GAUSS SOLUTIEN IN CALCULATING REACTION TRAN 294
1THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY//3X_IOHTHERE ARE 12_45H EQUATIONS AND THERE ITRAN 295
2S A_ ERROR IN EQUATIEN 12",26P THE CALCULATED ANSWER IS FIO.7,
















































































































EQUIVALENCE ('ANSI1) ,VISC ), (ANSI2) ,MONCON), (A_S(3) t.INTCON)
EQUIVALENCE (ANSI4) ,FRZCON)_ (ANSI5) tREACON)_ (A_S(6) _EQCON )
EQUIVALENCE (ANSI7) _CPFROZ)_ (ANS(8) ,CPEQ )_ (ARS(9) _PRFROZ)
EQUIVALENCE (ANS(IO)tPREQ )_ (ANS(II),LEWIS), (AKS(12)_WTMOL)




IF(FROZN.AkD.N.GT.NFZ) GO TO 92













FCRPAT(IHO_I5X,SBHNO ELEMENT WAS FOUND







IN THE LIST OF SPECIES WITH






















































































IF(IUSE(J).NE.O) GO TO 6
IF(EN(Jt_)°LT.SIGEN} GO TO 6
B{GEN=EN(J_N)
6 CONTINUE
IF(BIGEN.EC.TESTEN) GO TO 7
00 59 J=I,NSP





'IF(NM.LT°MAXNM) GO TC 5





















IF(LLMT(I).EO.IATOM(I_K),) GO TO 34
33 CONTINUE




















































































IFISPECIEINK_I,I).EQ.ND). GO TO 22
K*I
14 DO X6 L=I,NM
J_INDIL)
DC 15 I_1,3
IFISPECIE(NKtK,I).NE.SUB(J,I)) GO TO 16
15 CONTINUE


































MAKE ESTIMATES FOR MISSING DATA
22 00 27 I=I,NP
IF(OPEGA(I,[).NE.O.) GO TO 27
K=IND(1):
IF(XS(I).LT.5.0E-6) GO TO 36



























































28 FORMAT(IHO_40X,45HNO TRANSPORT DATA WERE FOUND FOR THE SPECIES 3A41NPT 198
1.); INPT 199
_6 .CONTINUE INPT 200
OPEGA(I_I) = ALOG (320**WMOL(1)**41TT**I.4) INPT 201








27 CONTINUE INPT 205
NF_=N_-I INP_ 206
OC 23 I=]_N_M INPT 207
K*[_I INP_ 208
CO 23 J=KtNM INPT 209









[F(FROZN) GO TO 96
REWRITE REACTIONS TO ELIMINATE TRACE SPECIES
LL=NLM÷I
NR=NM-NLM




































8_ DO 85 K_I_NN
85 _TCF4L_K)=STCIJtKI
L=L_I







































































































2 HPP(Z)tRH(2)_ VM|N(2),VPLS(2I. tWP(2)tDATA(22),NAME(15_5)_ OUT
3 ANUMI15tSItPECWTII5)tENTH(IS);tFAZ(15)tRTEMP(LS)_FOX(15)_DENSI15)_OUT
4 RHOP_RMW(15)_TLN#CR_OXF(15)t_NNLtTRACEtLLMTS(lO)_SBOP(10&2)


















EQUIVALENCE (ANS(X) ,VISC ), (ANS(2) ,MONCON), (ANSI3) ,_INTCON)
EQUIVALENCE (:ANSI4) ,FRZCON)_ (ANSI5) _REACON), (ANSI6) _EQCQN )
EQUIVALENCE |ANS(7) _CPFROZ)_ (ANSI8) _CPEQ )_ (BNS(9) _PRFROZ)
BQUIVALENCB (ANS(IO)_PREQ )_ (ANS(I1)_LEWIS )_ (ANS(12)_.WTMOL ]




IF(N.NE.II GO TO 134
IF(ISV,EQ.O.AND,NAXNP,GT,12) GO TO 13_



































































































_ITT= TT 4 0.5
_IF(MAXNP.GTo51oOR,LMoGT,52)
•IF(ISV,NE,O) GO TO 123




123 IFINAXNP,EQ,O) FIRSTP = PP







_IF(tM.GT.MAXNP) GO TO 104
129 LN=I





_F(LM°GT.I) GO TO 104
124 IF{N,NE,I). GO TO 104
_IF(ISV.EO,OoANDoLMoNE.I) GO TO 104
WRITE HEADING FOR DAIA
WRITE(6_I)
FORMAT(IHI)
;IF(MAXNP.LT°13) FIRSTP = PP
;IF(MAXNP.LT.I3) FIRSTV = VLM(1)
_IF(DETN) GO TO 6
IF(SHOCK) GO TO 7
_IF(RKT) GO TO 8
_FlVOt) GO TO 3
IF(TP) GO TO 2
_IF(HP) GO TO 4
!IF(SP) GO TO 5
3 _F(TP) WRITE(6,16)
t6 FORMAT(IHO,38X,55HTRANSPORT PROPERTIES AT ASSIGNED TEMPERATURE
1 VOLUME/)
'IF(IP) WRITE(6,2G) OFiFPCvEQRAT,FIRSTV
20 FORMAT (1HO,12Xt 4HO/F=*_ F8.4_4XtI3HP.ERCENT FUEL=,FB.4,4X@
I 19HEQUIVALENCE RATIO= _FT.4_4X,I3HFIRST VOLUME=F8.2,
2 IX,4HCC/G//I)
'IF{TP) GO TO 155
IFIsP) WRITE(6,IT)
17 FORMAT(IHO,41X,51HTRANSPORT PROPERTIES AT ASSIGNED ENTROPY AND
IUNE/)
.IF(SP) GO TO 14
W_ITE(6_14:II
141FORMAT(IHO=46Xt39HTRANSPORT PROPERTIES AT ASSIGNED VOLUME/)
_NTRNL = ENTLPY
WRITE(6,I5) OFtFPC_EQRAT_I'NTRNL
15 FCRPAT (|HOtllXt4HO/F=t, F8.4y4X,L3HPERCENT FUEL=,FSo4,4X,
1 lgHEQUIVALENCE RATIO= _F7°4_4X,I&HINTERNAL ENERGY=F8.2_
2 EH CALIG III)
GO _0 15E
2 WRI'TE(6_I40)




































































.11 il 1,l- ILl -1,[ lJl :l II. If _If ..U II g g E- .
Z47 FORMAT (IHO,12X, 4HO/F =, F8.4,,4X,13HPERCENT FUEL=,FB.4,4X9 OUT
.I IgHEQUIVALENCE RATIO= _F?.4_4X,15HFIRST PRESSURE=F8.3, OUT
1X;t3HATM///) OUT
GO TO 15_ OUT
4 WRITE(6_]42) _ OUT
142 FORMAT(IFO_44X,42HTRANSPORT PROPERTIES AT ASSrGNED PRESSURES/} OUT
WRITE{6,]4g) OF,FPC_EQRAT_ENTLPY OUT
14_ FORMAT {IHO,15X, 4HO/F=, FB.4i, 4X,13HPERCENT FUEL=,FB.4,4X_ OUT
I lgHEQUIVALENCE RATIO= _F7.4_4X,gHENTHALPY=F8.1,6H CAL/GIII) OUT
GC TO 15_ OUT
5 WRITEIA,]43) OUT
.1_3 FORMAT(IFO,39Y_53HTRANSPORT PROPE'_TIES AT ASSIGNED ENTROPY AND PREOUT
lSSURE/) OUT
14 WRITE(6_I50) OF,FPC_EQRATbENTRPY OUT
15{ FORMAT (1HO,15X,, 4HO/F=t FB.4_4X,13HPERCENT FUEL=,F8.4,4Xt OUT
1 lgHEQUIVALENCE RATIO = _F7.4_4X,SHENTROPY=FS.4,11H CAL/(6)(_)///).OUT
GC !TO 15_ OUT
E WRIYEIA_I44) OUT
144 FORMAT(IFO,45X,41HTRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF THE DETCKATED GAS/) OUT
WRITE(6_ISI) OFpFPC_EQRAT,FIRSTP OUT
1_51 FORMAT (IHO,16X, 4HO/F=', FB.4,4X,13HPERCENT FUEL=,F8.4,4XW OUT
I IgHEQUIVALENCE RATIO= _FT.4,4X,26HFIRST DETONATION PRESSURE= OUT
2 FB.3,1X,3HATM///) OUT
GO TO 15E OUT
7 IF (FRDZN), GO TO 9 OUT
WRITE(6_|54) OUT
154 FORMAT(IHO,27X,72HTRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF THE SHOCKED GAS ASSUMINGOUT
I EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION/) OUT
GO TO IO OUT
WRITEI6_]57) OUT
157 FORMAT(1HO_2?X,67HTRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF THE SHOCKED GAS ASgUMINGOUT
1 FROZEN COMPOSITION/) OUT
1¢ WRITE(6,|52) OF,FPC_EQRAT_PPP(1) OUT
152 FORMAT (]HO_IOX, 4HO/F=_ F8e4_4X_13HPERCENT FUEL=,FS.4,4X_ OUT
1 IgHEQUIVaLENCE RATIO= ,.FT.4,4X,21HFIRST SHOCK PRESSURE=F9.4_ OUT
2 IX,3HATMI/I) OUT
GO TO 155 OUT
qF (FROZN) GO TO 11 OUT
WRITE|6_156) OUT
ISE FORMAT(1HO,21Xt88HTRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF ROCKET EXHAUST ASSUMING OUT
IEQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION/) OUT
GO TO 12 OUT
11WRITE(6_158) OUT
:15_ FORMAT(IHO_24X,83HTRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF ROCKET EXHAUST _SSUMING OUT
IFROZEN COMPOSITICN DU_ING EXPANSION/) OUT
'IF(.NOT.EQL.AND°NFZ.NE.I) WRITE(6,159). NFZ OUT
159 FORM_TIS(X,18HF_GZEN AFTER POINT, 12 /) OUT
12 WRITE(6_]53) OF,FPC_EQRAT,PPP(1) OUT
153 FORMAT (IHO,15X, 4HO/F=, FB.4_4X,13HPERCENT FUEL=,FB.4,4X_ OUT
1 IQHEQUIVALENCE RATIO= ,FT.4,4X,17HCHAMBER PRESSURE=F8.3_ OUT
2 1X;,3HATM///) OUT
155 CONTINUE OUT




24HFROZ,SX,4HFROZ//31X,SHDEG K_5X,5HPOISE,SX,2?H ..... CAL/(CM)(SEC)DUT




GO TO 108 OUT
105 WRITEI6t]09) OUT




























































































104 IF(.NOT.R_T) GO TO 200
IF(LM.EQ,IQ.OR.LM,EQ.15) GO TO 201
[F(RKT.AkD.(LM°EQ°27.OR.LM.E_.28)) GO TO 137
IF(RKT.AhD.(LM.EQ,40°OR.LM.EQ.41)}. GO TO 137
























IF(.NCT°PUNCH) GO TO 137
IF(RKT.A_D.(LM.EQ,IS.OR.LM.EQ. I6)) GO TO 137
IF{RRT°AND.(LM.EQ,28°OR.LM.EQ°2g)}. GO TO 137
IF(RKT. AND.(LM.EQ.41.OR.LM,EC.42)). GO TO 137
























































































































g -g II II. LI_ i__ :U U.-I_ _-ILii/.i_.lli l.B ]/
SUBROUTINE LGRNGE|TT) LGRN 1
LGRN 2
COMMON /INTERP/ ZI20)tY(20,3),NTPtANSR(3) LGRN 3
LGRN 4
D'IMENSION A[IO) LGRN 5
LGRN 6




I0 MX_I LGRN 11
GO TO 51 LGRN 12
11 IF(TT-Z(NTP-I)) 12,12,13 LGRN 13
13 MW=kTP-3 LGRN 14
GO TC 51 LGRN 15
12 K=ETP-1 LGRN 16
DO 14 JA=2,K LGRN 17
IF(TT-Z(JA)I15_I5fI4 LGRN 18
15 MX_JA-2 LGRN 19
GO TO 51 LGRN 20
14 CONTINUE LGRN 21
51 XX=ALOG(IT_IoO) LGRN 22
DO 23 I=l,4 LGRN 23
MXI=MX+[-1 LGRN 24





DO E J=1,3 LGRN 30
DO 3 .I=1,4 LGRN 31
MXI=_X+I-I LGRN 32






_iJ -U U. :]I_ 1.[ IIU. U_IE _LI ]j. IL( _-]/_}_ ...]I ..ILI It g. _ "E .
APPENDIX D
SAMPLE PROBLEMS- INPUTAND OUTPUT
Case .51- Input
RE_CIANTS
N 1. H 4. ELI. E 4. 72.o8 -T0690. S298.15 O
C I. H I*a6955C *0_1256S .008415 |8°58 -2999.082L298°15 F
ALl. 9.0C G.O $298.15 F
NGI, C I. O0 .20 $290.15 F
H 2. C I. .t6 -68317.4 L298.15 F
OMIT ALH AL20 AL202
OMIT C2 C3 COL COL4
OMIT CH CH2 CH4 CM
OMIT COCL2 C52 CLCN EL20
OMIT CL02 MGS h20 NS
OMIT SOL SEL2 S2EL2 SOCL
OMIT SOCL2 SO2CLP S03
INSERT AL203IL)
NAMELISTS
$I_I)T2 KASE=blt RKT=I)PSIA=ItP=SOOINOCATA=T $
SRKIINP PCP=Z'.Sw2.TSt],3.2SI3.S_4tlOt34.02285e IO0elOO0110000






































RKT rt SHOCK =
IONS • Fi IDEUUG=
IRNSPI= I) FRUZN =
REACIANTS
N 1.0000 H 4.0000 CL l.ooao U _.O03U -0.
C 1.0000 H 1._696 0 0.0313 S 0.0086 -0.
AL 1.0000 -0. -0. -0. -u.
MG I.O00O 0 I.OuO_ -0. -0. O0 -u.
H 2.0000 0 l. OOi)o -0. -0. -0.



















































-T0bg0.O0 S 298°|50 O -0.
-2999.08 L 298.150 F -0*
O. S 298o150 F -0.
-0. S 298o150 F -0.
-68317.40 L 298.15C F -0.
O. • O. • O.
O. _ O. O.
O. t O. O.
O. • O. O.
O. •
F_ FPCI = F_ FA Ft
O. , O. • 0.
O. O. O.
O. _ O. o
E• SP F• IV r, uv F, sv
Ft DEIN = F• O[_ = Ft CR O*
0) TRACE = _. ) SIUNII=

















• O. • O. )
O. O.
• O. • O. •
) O. ) O. )
wO |NPT2 V&LUE GIVEN FUR OF• E;!RRTt FA• 3R FPCI
• O° O. )
O. O. •
t O. , O. ,
• O. O.
O. O.










SPECIES BEIW3 CDNbIUEREO IN THIS SYSTEM
J12/65 ALIS) J]2165 4LIL)
J b/70 ALCLJ|SI J 6/70 ALCL3(L)
J 6/70 _LO J 9164 ALOCL
J 6/7_ _L2CLb J 3164 4L203(S)
JIE/b8 CCL2 J 6170 CCL3
J12/7O CN2 J 9165 CO
J12162 C5 J12/68 C2CLZ
L 5/72 C2H6 J 3167 C2N
J12/69 C6 J12169 C5
J 9/65 H J 3/64 HALO
JI2170 MNCO J 3/63 HNO
LlI/b5 HEOIL) J 316I HZO
J 9162 MOIL) J 9/62 MG
J]2169 MGCL_ Jl2/bb MGH
J[2/b5 MGO J 6167 MGOH
J12/70 MCO JI217i NH
J12/65 NOEL J 9164 902
JI2165 NEH4 .i 9166 N206
J 9/65 02 J 6/6I 03
J 6/67 SH J 6/61 SM
SRKTINP
cUL It FRUZ = It
SUBAR = O* O.
O. U.
O.
SUPAR = O* * O. •




















JI2/65 AL J 6170 ALEL J 9166 ALEL2
J 6170 &LCL3 JI2/62 ALN(S) J 5161 ALN
J12/67 4LQH JI2/68 ALD2 JIE/6_ ALC2H
J 3/66 AL2n3(L) J 3161 CIS) J 3161 C
J 316I CH20 J 6169 CH3 J 616E CNN
J12/65 COCL J 316I COS J 9/65 C02
J 3167 CZH J 3161 _2H2 J 9/65 C2_6
J 3/6I O2_2 J 9166 E2O J 6/68 C302
J 316I CL 3 6161 CLD J 9/65 EL2
J 9/66 HCL L12169 HCN JI21TO HCO
J _/66 HO2 J 3/61 H2 L1|165 HEOIS)
L 2109 H232 J12/65 H2S J 9162 MG(S)
J 3166 MG_L J12/65 MGCL2|S) J12/65 MGCL2(L)
J 3166 MGN J12/65 MGOIS) JI2/65 MOO{L)
J 6167 MGDEH2 JIEITl MGSIS) J 3161 N
J12/65 NH2 J 9165 NH3 J 616} NO
J12/65 NU2CL J[2/66 NO3 J 9165 N2
J12/70 N3 J 6/62 0 JL2/TO OH
J12165 S($I J12165 SIL) J 6/71 6
J 6/71 SO J 6/6L $02 J12/65 $2
O. w O.
O. O.





O. _ O. •
, 0. , O.
O. O.

















PT N H CL O C $ 41 M;
1 -13.569 -9.336 -20*870 -19.843 -11.590 -17.222 -19.68_ -21.832 12.000
2 -13.686 -9.156 -21.372 -20*772 -11.369 -16.985 -21.017 -22.636 3.000
PCIPT= 1.769526 T = 2403.75
2 -13.685 -9.155 -21.376 -2O*TT9 -11.367 -16*983 -21*028 -22.639 2.000
PEIPT= 1.777163 T = 2681.97
3 -13.751 -9.225 -21.709 -21.619 -11.185 -16.859 -21.95Z -22.866 3.000
6 -13.769 -9.266 -21.006 -21.609 -11.127 -16.827 -22.228 -22.9)6 3.000
6 -13.779 -9.256 -21.789 -21.565 -11.179 -16*862 -22.I36 -22.951 3.000
5 -13.823 -9.297 -21.833 -21.56_ -11.26_ -16.85_ -22.136 -22.952 3*000
6 -15.563 -9.337 -21.873 -21.566 -11.346 -16.066 -22.135 -22.953 2.000
7 -13.903 -9.376 -21.910 -21.566 -11.62U -16.878 -22.135 -22.953 2.000
T -13.888 -9.363 -21.95[ -21.625 -11.356 -16.858 -22.271 -23.006 2*000
8 -13.913 -9.390 -22.070 -21.900 -11.271 -1b.3[3 -22.765 -25.193 3.000
9 -16.086 -9.571 -23.143 -24.101 -10,505 -16.605 -26.568 -25.720 6.000
10 -14.323 -9.816 -26*931 -28.009 -8.957 -16,582 -33,289 -27,698 4.000
10 -16.326 -9.815 -24.926 -27.993 -8.963 -16*581 -33*267 -27.788 3*000
11 -14.555 -|O*UAO -26.870 -32*655 -7.060 -16.746 -40*922 -33.693 6.000
12 -15.152 -10._83 -32.689 -45.990 -0.912 -17.606 -63.506 -50.603 5.000
12 -15.163 -10.598 -32.338 -65.516 -1.232 -17.568 -62.82U -69.968 3.000
13 -16.1_2 -11.577 -35.566 -51.136 -1.012 -17.937 -7_.386 -58.615 5.000
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THEORETICAL ROCKET PERFORNANC_ ASSUNINO E_UILIO_IOM CDNPDSIT[ON DURING EXPANSION
PC = 500.0 PSIA
EASE NO. 11
WT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSITY
CHEMICAL FORNULA (SEE NOTE) CAL/MOL DEG K G/CC
OXIDANT N 1.0000_ H 4.00000 CL [.00000 0 4.00000 1.00000 -70690.000 S 2_B.15 -0.
FUEL C 1.00000 H 1.86955 0 0.03126 S 0.U084[ 0.66500 -?999.082 L 290.15 -0.
FUEL AL 1.00000 0.322[2 0. S 298.15 -0.
FUEL MG L.O0000 0 [.00000 0.00716 -143670.881 S 298.15 -0.
FUEL H 2.00000 0 1.00000 0.00573 -68317.400 L 298.15 -0.
O/F= 2.bT_[ PERCENT FUEL= 27.9400 EQUIVALENCE RATIO= 1.9479 REAETANT DENSITY= Oo
CHAM_ER THRI)AT EXIT EXIt EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT
PE/P [.0000 [.7771 2.5000 Z.7500 3.0000 3.2500 3.5000 4.0000 10.000 34.023 100.00 1000.00 [0000.0
Pt ATM 34.023 19.145 13.609 12.372 11.341 10.469 9.7208 8.5057 3.4023 1.0000 0.3402 0.0340 0.0034
Tt DEO K Z727 2402 2341 2315 2315 2315 2299 2246 1900 L504 1222 BOO 688
RHO, G/CC 3.51T2-3 2.1004-3 1.6450-3 1.5123-3 1.3862-3 1.2795-3 [.1963-3 1.0720-3 $.0741-4 [.8841-4 7.89_9-5 1.2006-5 1.4933-6
H, CAL/G -404.8 -613.2 -603.7 -702.6 -719.B -735.7 -750.4 -776.3 -938.5 -1115.9 -1_41.0 -1435.5 -1576.9
St CAL/(&)(() 2.5272 2.5272 2.$272 2.5Z72 2.5272 2.5272 2.5272 ?.527_ 2.5272 2._272 2.5272 2.5272 2.5272
H, MOL WF 23.135 23.195 23.218 23.220 23.219 23.217 23.219 23.2?5 23.249 23.255 23.255 23.320 24.768
(OLV/DLPII -1.00268 -l.00[_8 -1.00088 -1.00082 -[.00085 -1.00088 -[.00005 -1.00070 -1.00015 -1.00001 -1.00000 -1.055_2 -1.03953
(OLV/DLT|P 1.0_26 1.0204 1.0186 O* O. O. 1.0183 1.0153 1.0036 1.0003 1.0000 2.2603 t.9543
CP_ C_L/(G)(K) 0.5694 0.5219 0.5008 O. 0. O. 0.4987 0.4912 0.4579 0.4490 0.4405 2.8904 2.3412
GAMNA IS) 1.1968 1.20_1 1.2143 0.9992 0.9992 0.9991 1.2152 1.2178 1.2313 1.2352 1.2407 1.[046 1.[005
SON V_L,M/SEC 1083ol [036.7 1000.9 913.1 9[0.[ 910.1 [000.3 989.5 914.6 815.0 736.1 561.3 504.1
MACH NUNBER O. 1.00_ 1.279 1.484 1.54[ 1.592 1.490 1.579 2.130 2.820 3.4[7 5.025 5.997
AE/AT 1.0000 1.065[ 1.t070 1.1626 1.219[ 1.2674 1.3500 2.2862 5.2207 1[._84 66.308 500.74
CSTARt FT/S_ 5004 5004 5004 S004 5004 500_ 5004 5004 5004 5004 5004 5004 ¸
CF 0.680 0.046 0.885 0.920 0.950 0*978 1.024 1.278 1.507 1.649 1.049 1.9B2
IVACtL8-$EC#LO 193.2 197.B 200.3 203.3 206.1 208.3 211.8 234.3 258.2 274.2 297.9 316.1






































0.U0019 0.00004 0.00002 0*00001 0.00001 O.OUOO[ D.O00OI O.O000I O.OOOO0 O. O. O. O.
0.00049 0o00018 0.03009 O.O000B J.00000 O.O000B 0.00007 0.00005 0.00000 O.OCOO0 O. Oo O.
O*O0_Ob 0.00004 0.03002 0.00002 0.00002 O.O000? O.OOO02 OoODO02 0.00000 0*0_,000 J. O. O.
0.00008 0.00002 0.00001 O*COOOl 0.0000[ 0.00001 0.00001 O.OOOOO 0.00000 O. O. O. O.
0.00001 O*OOOOO 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 O.O00OO O.OOOOO O*OOOOO O. O. c}. O. O.
0.00002 O.O000l 0.00000 0.00000 O.OOO00 0.00000 O.OOOOO O.OOO00 O.OO000 O. 0. O. O.
0. O. O. 0._0504 0.01090 0.0_166 0.03723 0.33725 0.03733 0.03733 0.03730 0.03730 0.03730
0.03674 0.03710 0.03721 0.03210 0.01832 0.00556 0. O. O. O. _. 0. O.
O. O. 0. 0. O. O. O* O. O. O. O. 0.00256 0.05872
0.26_12 0.76332 0.26249 0.26230 0.26229 0.26227 0.2621S 0.26172 0.75750 0.24736 0.73225 0.17345 0.07536
(_.00005 0.00005 0.00006 0.00006 0.00006 0.00006 0.00006 0.00006 0.00006 0.00006 0.00005 0.00003 0.00002
E.OIB[4 0.01957 0.02065 0.02007 U.0_086 0.02006 0.02100 0.02150 0.02600 G.03613 0.05[03 0.107L0 0.1492l
0.00001 O.0000I O.O0000 0.00000 O.O00OO 0.00000 O.OOO00 0.00000 O.O00OO 0.00000 _.00000 O. 0.
C.00171 0.00087 0.00054 0.00050 0.00052 0.00054 0.00052 0.00042 D.O000B 0.00000 O.O00OO O. O.
0.00597 0.00295 0.00180 0*00166 U.00173 0.00180 G.00172 0.00[39 0.00024 0.00001 0.00000 O. O.
_.1314b 0.13342 0.13410 0.[3419 0.13416 0.1J413 0.13418 0.13437 0.13497 0.13560 0.13702 0.13716 0.13716
0.00001 0.00003 0.00000 0.00000 J.OOOO0 0.00000 O.O00OO 0.00000 O.OOOOO 0.00000 O.COOOO 0.00000 O.
0.00001 0.00000 0.0_000 0.00000 3.00000 0.00000 O.O0000 0.00000 0.00000 O. _. O. O.
0.32l/2 0.37472 0.3263? 0.3266[ 0.32659 0.32657 0.32675 0.32739 0.33228 0.34234 0.35701 0.4[045 0.39641
0.[4672 0.14552 0.144S8 0.14438 0.[4435 0.[4433 0.[4419 0.14374 0.13949 0.12910 0.11331 0.05974 0.07377
0.00140 0.00166 0.00101 0.00[83 0.00181 0.00178 0.00179 0.00185 0.00216 0.00231 0.00233 0.00235 0.00237
0.00002 0.00001 0.00000 O.O0000 U.OOOO0 0.00001 O.OOOOO O.OOO00 0.00000 0. 0. O. 0.
0.00003 O.0000[ 0.00001 0.00001 O.000Ol O.0OOOl 0.OOOOl O_OO001 0.OO0OC G. O00OO 0. 0. 0.
0.00102 0.00107 0.00109 0.00[09 0.00109 0.00109 0.00[09 0.00109 O.OOI[t 0.00083 0.00007 0.00000 O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 0.00028 0.00104 0.00111 0.00111
0.00003 O.0bO01 0.00001 0.0000[ 0.00001 0.00001 O.OOOOl 0.00001 O*OOOO0 O.O000O O. O. O.
0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 O.OOOOO 0.00000 O.OOOOO 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 O. O. O.
0.00001 0.00001 O.OO00| O.OOOOl 0.00001 O.00001 O.0O0Ol 0.00001 0.0OOOO O.00000 O.O00OO O.OO00[ 0.00000
0.00003 O.O000[ O.OOOO0 0.00000 0.00000 O.OOOO0 O.OOOOO O.OOOOO O.OOOOO O. 0. 0. O.
0.06031 0.06848 0.0b054 0.06859 0.068S5 0.06854 0.06855 0.0685T 0.06863 C.ObB63 0.06058 0.06857 0.06858
0.00001 0.03000 O.OOOO0 O.OOOOO 0.00000 O.OOOO0 O.OOOOO O.OOOOO O. O. O. O. O.
0.O00T[ 0.00027 0.00013 0.00012 0.00012 0.00013 0.00012 0.00009 O.O00Ol O.OOOO0 0. O. 0.
0.00009 0.00005 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.U0003 O.OODOO O.O000O J. 0. 0.
0.00355 0.00041 0.00033 0.00031 0.00032 0.00033 0.00033 0.00029 0.00010 O. OOOO! 0.00000 O. O.
O.O00E6 O.O00lO 0.00007 0.00006 O.OOOO7 O.OOOO7 0.00007 0.00006 0.00001 O.OOOO0 O. O. O.
0.00007 0.00005 0.00004 0.00004 0.00004 0.00004 0.00004 0.00004 O.OO0Ol 0.OO00O O.OO0OO O. O.
0.00003 0.00003 O.UOOO3 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.00003 0.000_3 0.00002 O.OOOOO 0.00000 O. O.
AODITION&L PRODUCTS HHICH WERE CONSIDERED BUT WHOSE MOLE FRAETIONS WERE LESS THAN O.SOOOOE-00 FOR ALL ASSIGNEO CONDITIONS
ALiS) AL(LI AL ALCL3($} ALCL3(L) ALN(S) ALN ALO AL02 AL2CL6
E CCL2 CCL3 CHZO EH3 CNN CN2 COCL C2CL2 C2H
C2H2 C?H4 C2H6 C2N CZNZ C2_ C302 C4 C5 CLO
CL2 HALU HNCO HNO HD2 H201S) H20(L) H202 MG(S| MG(L)
MGCL2{S) NOCL_(L) MGH MGN MG0(L) NG0 MGS(S| N NC0 NH
NH2 NOCL N02 NO2CL NO3 N2H4 N204 N3 q2 03
SIS) SIL} SN
NOTE. WEIGHT FRACTION OF FUEL IN TOTAL FUELS AND OF OXIDANT IN TOTAL OXIDANTS
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TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF RUCKET EXHAUST ASSUMING EQUILIBRIUM CONPOSITIGN DURING EXPANSION
O/F= 2.5791 PERCENT FU_L= 27.9600 E_UIVALENCE RATIO= 1.967N CNAHOER PRESSURE= 36.023 ATP
TEMP VISCOSITY RO:4ATONIC IN[ERNAL FRQZL_ _EACFIUN EQUILIBRIUN CP CP
CONO CONQ CUNU CONU C_ND FROZ EQ




2T27 7T8.XIO-6 616.R10-6 380.X10-6 795.X10-6 377.X[0-6 I[71.X10-6 0.6965 0.5992 0.6859 0°3978 2.2923
2682 TZA* 305. 346. 729. 208. 937. 0.6903 0.5528 0*4880 0.4282 2.2369
2361 696. _69. 322. 69I. [37° 820. 0.6862 0.5303 0.6892 (_.4656 2.]757
2315 690. 366. 318. 686. 120. 0[2. 0.6856 0.5272 0.6893 Uo6600 2.1613
23[5 693. 366. 3[8. 68q. [33. 018. 0.4R54 0.5290 Q.6893 0.6666 2.I65[
2315 690. 366. 318. 605. [38. 823.
2299 6BT. 366. 316. 680. 136. 816.
2266 675. 358, 300. 666. 111. 777.
1900 599. 3[9. 256. 573. 27. 601.
1506 5OF. 276. 194. 668. II. 6r9.
0.6856 0.5307 0.6893 0.6669 2.I686
0.6869 0.5290 0.4896 0.6662 2.1601
0.4832 0.5213 0.6898 0.4527 2.1205
0.6706 0.6851 0.6912 0.6836 1.5213
0.652? 0.6677 0.6896 0.6949 0.6759
1222 637. 26[. 152. 393. 18. 41[.
800 3ZZ. [90. 100. 290. 46. 3_4.
68a 28T. 174. 90. 26_. 56. 320.
0.6370 0.6682 0.4855 0.6976 0.639|
0.6133 0.5094 0.6585 0.6906 0.6528
0.6086 0,5450 0.646_ 0.4893 0.6339
THEOilETICAL ROCKET PERFORMANCE AS_UHING FROZEN CONPOSITIUN DURING EXPANSION
PC = 500.Q PSIA
CASE NO. 51
NT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TERP DENSITY
CHENICAL EORNULA (SEE NOTE) CAL/NOL OEQ K G/CC
UXIOANT N [.O00UO H 6*00000 CL I.O0000 0 4.00000 [.O00QO -706g0.000 S 298.15 -0.
FUEL C 1.00000 B 1.8695_ 0 0.03126 S 0.00841 0.66500 -2999.082 L 298.15 -0.
FULL AL 1.00000 0._2212 O. S 298.15 -Q.
FUEL NG [.O00OO O l. OOOO0 0°00716 -143690*881 S 298.15 -Q.
FUEL H Z.OOQOU 0 I.QO00II 0.00573 -68317.400 L 298.15 -0.
U/F= 2.5191 PE_CENI FUEL= 27.9600 EQUIVALENCE RATIO= 1.96T9 REACTANT DENSITY= O.
CHAMBER THRUAT EXIT
PC/P 1.0000 1.7885 2.5000
PI ATM J6.023 19.023 13.609
It DEG K ZT27 2651 2303
RHU7 G/CC 3.8172-3 2.1887-3 1,6664-3
Ht CAL/G -486.8 -613.9 -682.3
S! CAL/{G)(KI 2.52T2 2,5272 2.5272
Ht NOL NT 23.135 23.135 23.135
CP_ CAL/(G)(K) 0.4697 0.6636 0.6599
GAMMA ($) 1.2238 [.2276 [°2296
SON VELIN/SEC 1095o2 1039,T 1008o7
MACH NURSER O. I.O00 1.275
AE/AT [.0000 [.[683
CSTARt FT/SEC 6970 6970
EF 0.686 0.869
IVACeLB-SFC/LB 192.6 196.7
ISP_ LB-SEC/LO 106.0 t3l. L
HOLE FRACTIONS
ALCL 0.00019 ALCL2 0.00069 ALCL3 0.00006 ALDCL 0.00008
ALQH O.OUO01 ALO2H O*O000Z ALZU3(L) 0.03676 CO 0,26612
COS O.O000S COZ 0.01814 CS 0.00001 CL O°O017L
H 0.00597 HCL 0.13146 HEN 0°0000[ HCO O.OQOO[
B2 0,32172 H20 0.I4672 H2S 0.Q0140 NG 0.00002
MGCL 0.00003 HQEL2 0.00102 NGDH 0.00003 N_02_2 0°00001
NH3 O°O000I NO 0.00003 NZ 0.0683L D 0°00001
QH O.OOOT1 S 0.00009 SH 0.00055 50 0,00016
502 0.00007 52 0°00003
ADDITIONAL PROOUETS WHICH WERE CUNStOkRED BUT HHOSE HOLE FRACFIO_S N_RE LESS THAN O.SOOOOE-05 FOR ALL ASSIGNEO CONDITIONS
AL(S) ALKL) AL ALCL3|SI ALCL 3(L) AL_)SI ALN ALO AL02 AL2CL6
AL203[SI C(S! C EEL2 CCL3 CH2:] CH3 CNN CN2 COCL
C2CL2 C2H CZH2 C2H4 C2H6 CZN C2NZ C20 C302 C4
CS CLO CLZ HALO HNCD HNO H02 H20|S) H2U) L) H202
MG(S) HG(L) NGCL?(SI NGCL2(L) NGH N_N MGO)S) RGDIL) NGO NGS(S)
N NC_ NH NII2 NOEL N32 NO2CL NO3 N2H6 N2O6
N3 O2 OJ SIS) $IL) SN
NOTE* NEIGHTFRA_IIUN UF FUEL iN FOTAL FUELS _ND OF OXlDANE IN TUIAL 3XIUANTS
I_ANSPOR[ PROPERTIES OF ROCKEr EXHAUST A_SUMING FROZEN COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
O/F= 2.ST_L PERCENT FUEL= 27*9400 EQUIVALENCE RATiO = [.9419 CHARMER PRESSURE = 36.Q23 ATN
TEMP VISCOSITY NONATONIC INTERNAL FROZEN CP PRANDTL
CUNO COND CONO FROZ FRGZ
OEG K POISE ..... CAL/iCM)(SECIIK) .... CAL/(G)(K)
2727 778.X10-6 414°X10-6 _8O.X]O-6 195.XtQ-6 0.6965 Qo6859
2451 720. _84. 338. 722. 0.4893 0.4878
2303 688. 367. 316. 682. 0.4848 0.489l
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Case 52 - Input
REACIANIS
H 2. O0 TO0. O. G298oI5 F
0 2. 00 IOO.0 0.0 0298.15 0
N_MELISTS
tI_PI2 KASE=52tDEr_=I,ER^TIC=T,M[X=ItT=29B.I5t500, P=[
Case 52 - Output
REACTANTS
H 2.0000 -U. -0. -0. 00 -U.









0. , O. O.
O. O. • O.
O. t O. O.
O. O, • O.
0. • O. , O.
0o • O. t O.
O. t O. , O.
O. i O. _ O.
I.O00OOOOEtO0_ O. • O.
O, t O. O.
0. 0. . 0.
O. • O. 0.
O. 0. •
Ft MMHG = F• NSQM = F•
0. • O. , 0-
O. O. O.
O. •
I.O000000E÷O0• O. , O.
O. , O. O.
O. 0. , O.
O. • O. , O.
O. 0. •
T, OF E, rPCr = F, FA
I.O000OOOE_OOI O. t O.
O. • O. O.
O. O. , O.
IP : Ft HP Ft SP Ft TV
RKT = Ft SHUCK = F• DETN = It OIIO =
IONS = F, IOEBUG= O, IRACF = 0.
TRNSPT= re FROZN = Fv PUNCH = Ft NDDATA =
$ END


























O. G 298.150 F -0.

















• 0. , 0. ,
O. 0.
• 0. , 0. t
0. 0.
, O. , O. • O. ,
O. O. O.
, O. , O. , O. ,
O. O. t O.
t O. O. t O. t










J 3164 H02 J 3/6[ H2






















I -10.312 -15.661 8.000
T EST.= 3611.38
PIPE T/TI
0 0.1500OOOOE÷02 O. IZLI2025E*O2
PT H 0
I -10.2Z8 -LB.582 3.000
PT H b
I -I0.226 -15.B_3 3.000
PT H D
I -10.22_ -I5.583 2.000
2 -10.377 -15.692 6.0dO
T EST.= 3728.78
P/P] T/TI
0 O.1500OO00E+02 O. T65T_31E_01
2 -I0.4_ -15.19b 3.000
2 -10.441 -15.789 3.000












O/F= 7.9364 PERCENT FUEL= I1.1902
UNBURNED _AS
PItATM 1*0300 1.0000
TI_DEG K Z9B.IS 500.00
HE,CAL/G 0, 118.40
MltNOl RT 12*010 12.010
GAMMAI 1°4015 1.3856
SON VELeM/S_ 53T.8 692.5
BURNED GAS
Pe ATN 18.844 10.998
T* BEG K 5683 3607
RHOt G/CC 9.026[-4 5.2888-4
Ht CAL/G 679.5 760.9
S_ CALl(G)(() _*1589 4.2558
My MOL WT 14.414 14.235
(OLV/DLPJ[ -1.08305 -1.08990
(GLV/DLTIP Z,379I 2.5176
CPj CAL/(GI(K) 3°9365 4.3702
GAMMA IS) 1.[291 1.1268






HACH NO* 5.2833 4*0199
bET VEL*N/SEC 2841.5 2783.9
DETONATION PROPERTIES OF AN IDEAL REACTING GAS
WT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSITY
{SEE NOTE) CAL/MOL BEG K G/CC
1o00800 1405.408 G 500.00 -O.
l.OOO00 1455.140 G 500.00 -0,










ADDITIONAL PNODUCTS WHICH NERE CONSIDERED BUT WHOSE HOLE FRACTIONS NdRE LESS THAN O.50000E-OS FOR ALL ASSIGNED CONDITIONS
H2O(S) H20(L| 03
NOTE, HEIGHT FRACTIUN OF FUEL |N TOTAL FUELS AND OF OXIDANT INTOTAL OXIDANTS
NO TRANSPORT DATA WAS FOUND FUR THE SPECIES HO2
NO TRANSPORT DATA WAS FOUND FOR THE SPECIES H202
O/F=
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF THE DETONATED GAS
7.9364 PERCENT FUEL= II.1902 EQUIVALENCE RATIO= 1.0080 FIRST DETONATION PRESSURE= I8*844 ATN
TEMP VISCOSITY MONATOMIC JNIERNAL FROZEN REACTION EQUILIBRIUM CP CP PRANDTL PRANDTL LEWIS
COND CUND CDND CUND COND FROZ EU FKOZ EQ NUMBER
GEG K POISE .................. CAL/(E_I(SECI(K} ..................
CAL/(G) IK) .... DIMENSIONLESS ....
3683 Ill2.XlO-6 TOT,XIO-b 719*XlO-b 1426*XlO-b 8UGB*XZO-6 94_I4.X10-6 0.7662 3°9865 0.5979 0o4613 1.3677
NO TRANSPORT UAIA WAS FOUND FOR THE SPECIES H02
NO TRANSPORT DATA WAS FOUND FOR THE SPECIES H202




N 2o H 8. C 2. 50. 12736°8 L798o15 F °786|
N 2* H 6° 50. 12050° L298°15 F 1.0036
F 2, 100. -3098° L 85°OZ 0 1.505
NANELISTS
$INPT2 KASE=L22*P=LOOOePSIA=TtOE=TtMIX=2.5• KRT=Tt NOOATA=T $
SRKTINP PCP=IOt68.0657* SU_AR=LOt5_3w2_I.5oI.I_I.OIeI.O01_
SUPAR=l.OOOS,loOS,l.l,l. Sel°ei2t5tlO, lOOi200,5OO,lO00 $
Case 122 - Output
REACTANTS
N 2.0000 H B.O000 C 2.0000































RKT Te SHUCK =
IONS = FI IOEBUO=
TRNSPT= Tw FROZN =
$ END
-0. -O. 50.0000
-O. -0o -0° 50.0000



























































12T36.80 L 298*L50 F 0.78610
1Z050°O0 L 298°150 F 1°00_60







• o. i o.
o. o.
, O. , o.
• o. o.
• O. _ O. _ O.
O. O. O.
• O° • O. t O. , O.
O. t O. . O. t O°
• O. t O. • O. , O.
• 0* • 0. • O. _ O*
F• FA F*
t o. , o. , o. ,
0. O. t 0*
t 0° •
Ft IV F* UV Fv SV F*
F, OTTO - F* CR O. , SO O.





SPECIES BEING CONSIDERED IN tHIS SYSIEM
J 3161 C(S) J 3/6l C J 6/70 CF J 6170 CF2 J 6169 CF3
J 616q CF4 J12/67 CH J 6/69 CH2 J 6169 CH3 J 3/61 CH6
J 6166 CN a 6166 CNN J12/70 CN2 J12/6g C_ J12/67 C2P2
J 6169 CZF4 a 3167 C2H J12/61 C2HF J 3161 C2H2 J 9/65 C2H6
L 5172 C206 J 3167 C2N J 3/61 C2_ J12/69 C3 J12169 C4
J12/69 C5 J 9/65 F J b/69 FCN J12160 F2 J 9/65 H
L12169 HCN J12/68 HF J 3/61 H2 J 3161 N J 6/65 NF
J 3/64 NF2 J 6169 NF3 J12/Tl NH J12/65 NH2 J 9165 NH_
J 9165 N2 J12165 N2H6 Jt2/70 N3
122
SRKTINP
E_L Tt FRUZ © Tt
SUBAR = h000OO00E÷01• 5.0000000E÷O0t 3*0000000E÷00• Zo0OOOO00E*00_ I°500000OE÷O0, I. IOOOOOOE_00_
l*Ol0b000E÷00• 1.001000_E*00* 0. • O. • 0° t O. ,
3 •
SUPAR = I°00050OOE_U0t 1.0500000E_33• I°I000000E÷O0• l°5000000E+00• 1.8000000E÷00t 2°O000000E+0Ot
5.0OOOU00E+00• 1.0000000E_01t IoOO00000E+O2, 2.00000OOE*02• 5.00OOOOOE÷02, Io00OOOUOE÷03,
3°
PCP Io00UUOUOE÷OI, 6°8065700E_O1• 0. * O. • 0. • 0° •
3. t 0. , 0. 0. O. 0° ,
3. • 0. 0. • 0. , 0. • 0. •



















PT N H C F
1 -13.886 -11.179 -5.983 -19.837 lO.OOO
2 -16.031 -|1.666 -8.620 -20,308 4.000
PC/PI= 1,750_00 T = 4188.90
2 -14.030 -11.466 -5.621 -2O.3UT 2.000
PC/PT= 1. F49150 T = 4189,27
3 -14°668 -12.843 -3.683 -21.918 5.000
3 -16.513 -12.456 -4.065 -21.821 6.000
4 -15.066 -13.083 -3.603 -23°502 5°bOO
5 -13.762 -II.329 -6.452 -20.028 7.000
5 -13o887 -11.181 -5.950 -19.840 5.000
5 -13.887 -11.180 -5.951 -19.838 2.3_0
5 -13.887 -11.180 -5*951 -19.838 2.000
5 -13.887 -11.180 -5.951 -19.838 1.000
5 -13.887 -11.180 -5.951 -19.838 I.OUO
b -13.889 -11.184 -5.965 -19.844 2.000
6 -13.888 -11.186 -5.945 -19.844 2°_OO
6 -13.888 -11.18_ -5.965 -19.844 l°OOO
7 -13.892 -11.190 -5.934 -19.856 2.000
7 -13.892 -11.191 -5.931 -19.855 2,000
7 -13.892 -11.191 -5.931 -19.856 2.000
8 -13.898 -11.202 -5.9[0 -19.875 2.000
8 -13.901 -11.207 -5.901 -19.883 2.000
8 -13,901 -11,208 -5.900 -19.88_ 2.000
8 -13.901 -11.208 -5°900 -19.88_ 1.000
q -13.910 -11.225 -5.866 -19.913 2.000
9 -13.914 -11.23_ -5.851 -19.928 2.000
9 -13.915 -11.235 -5°849 -18.929 2.000
9 -13.915 -11.235 -8.84g -19.929 1.000
I0 -15.958 -11.319 -5.692 -20.069 3.000
10 -13.959 -11,321 -5.609 -20.071 2.000
10 -13.959 -11.32l -5.689 -20.071 1.000
11 -14,004 -11.611 -5.521 -20.219 3.000
II -16.005 -11.411 -5.522 -20.218 _.000
12 -14.015 -11._33 -5.480 -20.255 3.000
12 -14.020 -11.64_ -5.461 -20.272 2.000
12 -14.021 -11._67 -5.655 -20.277 2.000
12 -16,0_1 -11.447 -5.655 -20.27T 2.030
13 -14.037 -11.681 -5.394 -20.331 3,000
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THEORETICAL ROCKET PERFORRANCE ASSUMING EQUILIBRIUH COHPOS[?ION DURING EXPANSION
PC = lO00,O PSIA
CASE NO. I22
WT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSIFY
CHEMICAL FU_MULA (SEE NOTE) CAL/NQL DEG K G/CC
EUEL N 2.00000 H 8.00U00 C 2.00000 0.50000 12736.800 L 298.15 0.7851
FUEL N 2.OOOOU H 6.00000 0.50000 12050.000 L 298.15 1.0036
OXIDANT F 2.0000d I*O0000 -3098.000 L 05.07 1.5050
O/F= 2.5000 PERCENI FUEL = 2_.5716 EQUIVALENCE RAIl3= 1+6859 REACTANT DENSITY= 1.2521
CHAMOER THROAT tXIT EXIT EXIT LXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT E_[T EXIT
PC/P 1.0000 1,7691 lO*O00 60.066 1,0021 1.d086 1.0261 1,0586 1,1181 1,3245 1.5759 1,6895 1,7966
Pw AIM 68.060 38.902 6.8066 1.3000 67.900 67.680 65.662 66,279 60,858 51.376 63.178 60.275 37.916
T, OEG K 6666 6189 3502 2902 6663 6660 6452 6635 4608 6324 A239 6206 6IT?
RHOt G/CC 3.019_-3 2*3626-3 5,1636-A 9,6216-5 3,0[23-3 3.7917-3 3,7616-3 3,6369-3 3,6701-3 3,0006-3 2.5841-3 2,6361-3 2,3111-3
H, CAL/G 25,8 -206.2 -825,1 -1381,0 26,9 22,2 15,5 1,3 -22,1 -03,1 -I66.3 -192,6 -216,6
S* CAL/IGIIK) 2.7398 Z.7308 2.7398 _.1308 Z.7308 2.7398 2.7398 2.7398 2.7398 2.7398 2.7598 2.7398 2.7398
8, HOL NT 20.550 20.8?7 21.722 22,633 20.559 20.563 20.572 20.591 20.623 20.721 20.819 20,858 20,891
(OLV/DLPIT -|.03593 -1,020_2 -1,02251 -1.00655 -1,03590 -1.0_583 -1,03566 -1,03526 -1.03658 -1,03255 -1,03052 -1,02971 -I,02902
(ULV/ULT)P 1.5_92 1.6890 1.5681 1.1157 1.5689 1.5681 1.5659 1.5613 1.5537 1.5296 1.5066 1.6961 1.6852
CP, CAL/IG)(K) 1,3378 1,2625 1.9125 0,7232 1.3375 L.3365 1.3361 1,32R9 1,3202 1,2922 1,26L6 1,2689 1,2377
GAMMA ISI /.1655 1.1645 1,1051 1,1T36 1.1655 1,1655 1,1656 1,1652 1.1650 1,1663 1,1637 1,I636 1,1635
SON VELtH/SEC 168J.6 1393.3 1217,1 1123,5 1650.6 1669,7 1668,0 1466.6 1638,8 1621,3 1403,6 1396.7 I390,7
MACH NUHBER. O, 1.000 2,197 3.056 0,059 O,120 0,203 0,313 0,660 0.702 0.899 0,967 1,026
AE/AT 1,0000 2,_986 IO.LD3 IO,OOO 5,0000 3.0000 2.0000 1.5000 l.tOOO L,OLO0 1.0010 1,0005
CSTAR, FT/SEC 6872 0872 6072 60(2 0872 6872 6R72 6872 6872 _872 6872 6872
_f 0.665 [,276 1,638 O,O61 0.083 3,160 0,216 0,302 0,676 0,602 0,665 0,680
IVACtL8-SEC/LB 266.2 323,3 }_I+8 2165.6 1077.1 655.5 669,7 351,0 279,1 265.5 266,3 266,2































O, O. 0,03126 0,08883 O, O, O. O. O, O, O, O, O,
h,00253 0,')01_3 0,00066 0,00002 0,00253 0,00252 0.00250 0.00260 0,00238 0,00217 U.COt95 0.00187 O,OOt80
0,01983 0,01805 0,J096_ 0,00162 0,01982 0,01980 O,OI97b 0,01966 0,01969 0,01896 0,01840 0,01817 0,01796
0,00593 0,00636 0,00601 0,00253 0,00593 3,03596 0,00595 0.00597 0,00601 0,00613 0,00627 0,00633 0,00639
_,00006 0,00006 0.00003 U,O00OI 0,00006 0.00006 0,00006 0,00006 0,00006 0,00006 0,0 0006 0,00036 O,OOOO6
(%00026 0,000(5 0,00002 0,00000 0,00026 0,00026 0,00026 0.00023 0,00022 0,00019 0.00016 0,000[5 0,00016
_,00001 O,0OOOl 0,00000 O. 0,00001 0.00001 O,OOOOl O.OOOOi O,OOOOI O.OOOOI O,O00OI O.OOOOl O,OOOOl
0,01306 0,01186 0.03660 0,00080 0.01306 0.01505 0.01301 0.01205 0,01286 0,01268 0.01210 0.01196 0,01180
0,00001 0,00000 O,OOOO0 0,00000 O,O00Ol O,O0001 0,00001 O,OOO01 O,OOO01 0,00001 O,COOOO O,OOOOG O,OOOOO
0,00132 0.00115 0,0005_ 0.00001 0.00132 0,00132 0,00132 0,00131 O*OOlZ9 0,00126 0.00119 O,OOlI6 O,OO[16
0,00902 0,00002 O,0uOOI O,OOO00 0,00002 0,00002 0,00002 0,00002 0,00002 0.00002 0.00002 0,00002 0,00002
0.00899 0.00970 0.00652 0.00027 0.00899 0.00900 0.00902 0.00907 O.OO91A 0.00937 0.00958 O*OOUb6 0.00973
(.,00061 0,00065 0.00031 0,00002 O,O006I 0,00062 0,00062 0,00062 0,00062 0,00063 0,00066 O,O00A5 0,00065
0.0u168 0,00161 0,00109 0,00006 U,OOI69 0,03169 0,00[69 0,00150 0.00151 0,00155 0,00159 O,OOI6C 0,00162
_.00535 0.00571 0,00387 0,00020 0,005_5 0,00536 0,00537 0,00539 0,00563 0,00556 0,00565 0,00569 0,00573
b.0U066 0.00057 O.OODbA 0.00007 0.00066 0°00066 0.00067 0.00067 _.00068 0.00051 0.00055 0.00036 0.00057
0.001/9 0.00253 3.00301 0.00008 O.OOIT9 0.00180 0.00181 0.00185 0.00192 C.00213 U.00237 0.00268 0.00257
0,00001 0,00002 0.00002 0.00000 d,O00Ol O,O00Ol 0.OOOOt O.OOOOI O,OOOOl 0,00001 0.0000[ O,OOOOl 0,00002
0.0000I O*OODUI 0,00006 O,OOOOO O,OOO01 O,OOO01 O,OOOOl O. OOOO1 O,OOOOl O,OOOOl 0,00001 0,00001 0,00001
C,,08261 0,0676A 0,03463 0.01527 0,00236 0.08210 0.08176 0,08086 0,07935 0,07676 C,07OI6 O,ObB3A 0,06678
O.00[b9 0,00108 O;Od[18 0.00031 0.00159 O,OOlS9 0.00150 0.00159 0.00159 0,0_158 0,00158 0.00158 0,00158
O,OOO01 0,00000 O,OOOOO O, O000O O,OOO01 O,O000I O*O00Ol O.OOOOI 0.00001 O,OOOOt O.O00OO O,O00OO O,OOOOO
0,06706 0,036_8 0o0166T 0,00308 0,06702 0*06609 0,06659 0,06593 0,06685 0,06155 U*03813 0*03693 0,03581
0,01297 0,01372 0,01003 0,00176 0*01297 0,01298 0,01299 0,01300 0,01}03 U,01311 C,01319 0,01321 0,01323
G,65601 0,686_9 0.?3363 0,76638 0.656T2 0,65706 0.65786 0.65953 0,66232 0,67085 C,67963 0.68282 0,68573
(I,01610 0,01087 0,00622 0,00079 0,01608 0.01606 0,01395 0.01375 0,01363 0,01263 0,01165 O.Oll06 0,01073
G,00036 O,O00f9 0,00003 0,00000 b,00036 0,00036 0,00033 0,00032 0,00031 0,00026 0,00022 0.00020 0,00019
0,00001 O,OOUOI 0,00000 0,00000 O,O0001 0,00001 0,00001 0,00001 0.00001 O,O0001 0,00001 O,O000l 0,00001
_.00002 0.00001 "0.00000 0.00000 0*00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0.00002 0=00001 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001
0,12337 0,12505 0,1_266 0,13810 0,12338 0,12361 0,12367 0,12362 0,12386 0*12661 0,12537 0,12568 0.12596
ADOIT[ONAL PROOUCIS WHICH WERE CONSIDERED BUI WHOSE MOLE FRACTIONS WERE LESS THAN 0.50000E-05 FOR ALL ASSIGNED CONDITIONS
CF6 CH3 CH6 CNN C2F6 C2H6 C2H6 NF2 NF] NH2
NH3 N2H6 N3
NOTE. WEIGHF FRACIION OFFUEL IN TOTAL FUELS ANU OF OXlOAN? IN TOTAL OXIDANTS
124
3 -14.10_ -IL.o2Z -5. L36 -20.556 3.000
3 -14.104 -L|.621 -5o' ;_ -20.553 2.00d
4 -14.138 -11.69! -8oUO1 -2D.672 3.0UO
5 -16o306 -12.09J -6.291 -21.270 6.000
5 -16.2q7 -12.U71 -6.33L -21o23T 3,_00
5 -14o297 -12.U71 -6.331 -21.23b l.O00
6 -16.392 -L2.323 -3.880 -21.606 3.000
6 -14.411 -12._68 -6.123 -21.5_T 3.000
6 -14.380 -12.Z38 -6o160 -21.490 3.0_0
6 -14.380 -12.238 -6, L60 -21.609 2.000
7 -[4.658 -L2.365 -A.097 -21.687 3.000
7 -16.630 -12._18 -6o11_ -21.815 3.000
7 -L4.430 -12.318 -6.113 -21.615 2.000
E -16._40 -13.108 -3.862 -22.?66 8.000
B -16.bib -13._55 -3.860 -22.677 3.00U
8 -16.818 -13.U5_ -3.8b0 -22.627 1.030
9 -15.0hi -13o859 -3o610 -23.405 6.000
9 -L5oD61 -L3.855 -3.6[1 -23.682 2.000
lO -15.575 -18.484 -Z.366 -ZB.630 9.000
lO -15.503 -18.$53 -2.339 -28.855 2oOUO
ll -18o726 -19.015 -1o909 -33.296 _.000
lI -15.71T -19./35 -Lo933 -32.99? 1.000
12 -15.912 -21.559 -1.477 -40.206 2.000
12 -18.923 -21.666 -1.65_ -_0.645 1.DO0
l_ -16.126 -23.660 -IoLAI -69.285 2o_00
13 -16.1L3 -23.512 -l.157 -68.736 1.000
THEURETICAL Ri)CKET PERFORMANCE ASSUMING E_UILIDRIJN COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
PC = lO00.O PSIA
CASE NO. 122
MT FRACTION ENERGY STATE FEMP DENSITY
CHEMICAL PURMULA ISEE NOTE) CAL/MOL DEG K G/CC
PUEL N 2.00000 H 8°0000! _ C 2.00000 0.5000J 12734.800 L 298.15 0.786L
FUEL N 2.00000 H 6.0000u 0.50000 12050.000 L 298.15 1.0036
UXIDANT F 2o00000 1.00000 -3098.000 L 85.02 1.5050
U/F= 2.5000 PERcENr FUEL= 28.5716 EOUIV_LEDCE RArIO= 1.6059 REACTANT OENSIFY= 1.25?l
CHAMBER THRUAT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXTT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT
PC/P l.O000 1.7691 2.J253 2.6616 6*9633 6.6292 7.7306 26*866 66.660 1468.62 372A,92 13047.0 33866.8
P* ArM 68.046 38.902 29.263 25.566 13.7L0 L0.268 8.8021 2.5367 1.0262 0.0670 0.0183 0.0052 0.0020
T* OEG K 4466 4189 6055 3992 3709 5608 3569 3226 2911 1625 130L 9_S 768
RHO. G/CC 3.8L90-3 2.3626-3 1.84_7-3 1.646N-3 9*6638-6 7.6680-6 6.6949-6 2.1203-4 9.6152-5 8.0299-6 3.8999-6 1.5169-6 7.6686-7
lit CAL/G 25.8 -206.2 -317.5 -568.8 -593.1 -690.8 -761.7 -1126.4 -1376._ -1982.6 -2102,7 -2225.! -2295.6
S, CAL/iG}{K) 2.739_ 2.7390 2.7398 2.739_ 2.7398 2.7398 2.1398 2.7398 2.7398 2.7398 2.7398 2.7398 2.7398
M* MUL WT 20.$58 20.877 2I.O31 ZL.L02 21.410 21.56l 2/.609 22.131 22.427 22.793 22.794 22.794 22.795
(DLV/OLPI[ -1,03593 -1.02932 -l.0Z614 -[.02468 -1.01053 -1.02754 -1.02563 -I,OlTR3 -1.00669 -1.00004 -|.D0000 -[*00000 -l.OUO00
(DLV/OLT|P 1.5692 1,4890 1.4465 1.6262 [.3332 L.68_6 1.6620 1,3053 1.1195 L.OOL4 I.O000 l. O000 1,0000
CPt CAL/IO)(KI 1.3378 1.2628 1.1874 1.1600 1.0258 2.2124 2.1OOO 1.2323 0.7338 0.3809 0.3626 0.3668 0.3352
GAMMA |S) I._655 I.I6_S 1.1633 1.1634 L.1689 L.L002 |,lOT9 1.1265 1,1719 1.2978 1.3166 1.3384 1.35L5
SON VEL,M/SEC 1650.6 1393,3 1365.6 L352.7 L295.9 L237.8 1230.1 II68.2 I124.6 877.1 790.5 682.8 607.2
MACH NUMBER O* l.OOO L.2_I 1.343 1.756 1,978 2.060 2.658 3.046 4.674 5,339 6.356 7.259
AE/AT L.OOOO I.O500 1.1000 1.5000 I._O00 2*0000 5.0000 ID.OOO I00.00 200.00 500.00 1000.O0
CSTARt FT/SEC 68_2 6872 6872 6872 6872 6872 6872 6872 6872 6872 6872 6872
CF 0.665 0.809 0*867 1.086 1.169 1.210 1°482 1.634 1.957 2.015 2*072 2.106
IVACtLB-SEC/L8 266.2 2_9.3 273.6 296.6 307.7 _L3.7 356,6 381.2 632.0 641.8 450.7 655°7

































O. O, O, 0, 0. 0.00883 0.01166 0.07021 0.08855 0.09625 0.09628 0.09428 0.09428
0.00253 0.00183 O*OOlSI 0.00137 0.00081 0.0_066 0.00087 0.00016 0.00007 0. O. O. O.
0.0/983 0.0180S 0.0i706 0.01657 0.01414 O.OIZ¢? 0.01139 D.00462 0.00148 0.00000 O. O. O.
0.00593 O.OO6_b 0.J0665 0.00680 U.00772 0.00742 0.00686 0.00361 0.00253 0.00006 O,COOO0 O. O.
0.00006 0.00006 0.00004 0.00006 0*00004 8.00004 0.00003 0.00001 8.00301 O.DO000 0.00000 O. Oo
O,O00OO O.O000O O.OOOOO O.OOOO0 0.00000 O.O00OO 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 0.00382 0.00387 0.00387 0.00387
0.003_4 O._OOl5 O.O0011 O.OOD09 0,00004 0.00003 0.00003 O. O000O O.O00OO O. O. O. O.
O.OOOOl O.O000L 0.00000 O.OOO00 0,00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 O.O000O _. G. O, O.
O.UI30b 0.OI186 0.81117 0.01083 0.00910 0.00806 0.00763 0.00295 0.00084 0. O. O. O.
O.UO_Ol O.O0000 0.00000 0.03000 O.OUOO0 0.03000 O.OOOO0 0.00000 0.00000 ]. 0. O. O.
0.00132 0.0OI15 U.03105 O.0OIOO U,O00T6 O.O0061 0.00052 0.00009 O,O00Ol 0. C. 0. O.
(1.00082 0,00002 O.DJO02 0.00002 J.O00O2 0.00002 O._OOO2 O.O00OO O.O0000 O. O. O. O.
8.00899 0.00970 0.00998 D.OID09 _,OLO_3 0.00923 O._OBIS 0.00204 0.00029 _. U. O. O.
0.00061 0.!)0045 0,00067 0.00068 0.00052 0.00047 0,00040 0.00010 0.00002 O. 0. O. O.
0.001_8 O°O01bl 0.30167 0.00/70 0.00[/9 0.00160 0.00139 0.80033 O.O000S d. C. O. O.
0.00535 0.00571 0.00887 0.00596 0.O05[5 0.O0551 0.00685 O.OO12& 0,00022 0. 0. 0. O.
0.00046 0.00057 O.OOOb4 0,00967 U,00009 0,0J086 0.00077 0.00025 0.00008 O° C. O. O.
0.00L79 0.00253 0.00300 0,00324 0.00657 0.00639 0.00386 0.00082 0.00009 O. _. O. O.
0.000_1 0.00002 0.0_002 0,00002 0.00003 0.00003 0.00002 O.O0000 O.OOOO0 O. U. O. O.
O.O000i 0._0UOI 0.00002 O.0_003 O.UOOOb 0.00006 0.00005 O*0OOO| 0.00000 0. _. O, O.
0.U_241 0,06764 0._b02[ O._560H 0.04236 0.03891 0,33670 0.02678 0._1549 0.00003 O. OCOOO O. O.
0.00159 0,00|58 0.03188 0.00150 0.00160 0.0_149 0.00136 0.00062 0.00031 0.00000 O. O. O.
O.OOOOI 0.00000 0.00000 0.0_000 0.00000 O.0_OOO O.OOO00 O.O0000 O.OOOOO O. O, O. O.
0.0470b 0,03628 0.03112 0.02877 0.01888 0.01629 0.01566 0.00889 0.00321 C.OOOOO O. O. 0.
0.0L297 0.013;'2 0.0I_29 0.0133l 0.01326 0,0i233 0.31145 0.0052_ O.O01d) U.00000 O.OO30O O. O.
0.6_6b| 0.68449 0.69794 0.70612 u.73071 0.73527 0.73636 0,73646 0.76610 0.76072 0.76076 O.760_R 0.76076
0.014[0 0.01087 0.00935 O.Ob86b _.b_57_ 0.0_495 _:.00468 0.00262 0.00082 O.OUODO U.O0_O0 9. O.
0.00036 0.00019 0.00_14 0.00012 U.00005 0.00004 0*00006 O.O0001 0.00000 O. 0. O. O.
O.dOJ_l O,UO001 0.30000 0.00000 d. O00UO 0.0U000 G.O0000 0.00000 O.OODO0 O, C. O. 0.
0.0U002 0.00001 0.0030! 0._0000 J.O0000 O.OJO00 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 O. O. O. O.
0. L2_37 0.12503 OoL270_ 0.]2707 _.13037 O.L_L35 0.13L75 0.13535 0.13003 0.16111 0.[4LL| 0.L4111 0.14111
AUDITIQN_L PROOUCfS WHICd WERE CUNSIOEKEi) BUT WH3SE MOLE E_ACTIO_S MERE LESS THAN 0.50000E-05 FOR ALL ASSIGNED CO_DIT|ONS
EIt3 CH4 CNN C2F4 E2H4 C2H6 NF2 NF3 NH_ NH3
N2H4 N3
_OTE. WEIGHT FRACTION UF FUEL |N TOTAL FU[ES AND OF UXIDANI IN TOTAL OXIDANTS i :
125
11 li II
IKANSPURT PROPERTIES UF ROCKET EXHAUSI ASSUqING EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION DURING FXPANSION
D/F= 2,5030 PERCENI FUEL= 22.57|4 [OUIVALEN_E RATI3= 1,4239 CHAMBER PRESSURE= 60.066 ATM
TEMP VISCOSITY M_NATOq|C INr_RNAL FRDZZ_ REACTION EQUILIBRIUM CP GP PRANDTL PRANDTL LEWIS
EOND COND EU_D CUND COND FROZ EQ FROZ EQ NUMBER
DEG K POISE .................. EAL/ICMIISECIIK) .................. CALIIGIIK) .... DIHEN SIONLESS .....
4464 I431,XIU-b 680,X13-6 354.X10-6 935.XI0-6 2979=X10-6 3914.X10-6 0.4281 1.3369 0.6556 0.4889 1,5016
4189 13T3. _36. 338. 274. 2606. 3480. 0.425I 1.2416 0.6676 0.4898 1.5520
3502 i2L9. 445. EBB. 733. 1552. 2292. 0.6162 0.9534 0.6918 0.5082 1.6400
_902 1072. 382, 233. 615. 619. 1235, 0.6057 0.6460 0.7065 0.5590 I.7130
4463 1431. 680. 354. 936. 2978, 3912. 0.4281 1.3365 0°6356 0.4800 1.5018
4460 1430. 519. JSA. 934. 2974. 3908.
4452 1429. 578. 354. 93Z. 2964. 3896.
4435 1425. _76. 353. 928. 2966° 3B/2.
4408 14L9. _71. 3_L. 92_. 2909. 3831,
4324 I_02, 558. 346. 904. 2798. 3701.
0°4280 1.3356 0.6557 0.4889 1,5024
0._279 1o3332 0.6561 0.4889 1,5038
0.4278 1.3280 0.6568 0.4889 1.5068
0.4275 1.3193 0.0580 0.4889 1.5U8
0°4266 1.2913 0.6617 0.4890 1.5272
4239 1384. 544. 341. 285. 2679. 356_.
4206 1377. 539. 339. B7B. 2631. 3509.
6177 13?0. 534. 337. 072. 2588. 3660.
4055 )3_. 516, 329. 245. 2399. 3244.
J992 1330. 506. 325. 832. 2297. 3129.
0.4256 1.2607 0.6654 0.4894 1,5428
0.4253 1o2480 0.6669 0.4897 1.5490
0._2_9 1.2368 0.6681 0.4899 1.5543
0.4236 1.I865 0.6735 0.4914 1.5762
0.4228 1.1590 0,6762 0.4926 1.5869
3709 1265. 465. )06. 772. 1206, 25(7.
360_ 1242. 454. 298. 752. 1661. 24[3.
_69 123_. 451. 294. 745. 1626. 23/Z.
3226 I15_. AIR. 263. 601. 1162. L842.
2911 t076. 383. 2_4, 617. 636. 1251.
0.4193 1,0244 0.6877 0.5029 1.6221
0.4179 0.9848 0.6905 0.5071 1.6283
0,_173 0o9751 0.6909 0.3073 |°6326
0.4116 0.8306 0.6978 0.5203 1.6763
0.4058 0,6492 0.7062 0.5572 1,T133
1626 67B. 238. 103. 340. 3. 345.
I3OI 561. 196. 60. 264. O. 264.
955 424. 148. 3_. 123. O. 1B3,
748 336. ]L7. L9° 136. O. 136.
0.3706 0.3740 0.7386 0.7395 0.6626
0.3570 0.3571 O.T57T 0.7577 0.8296
0.3403 0.3403 0.7910 D.7910
0.3324 0.3324 0.0214 0.8214
TII_UI_ETICAL ROCKET PERFURMANEE ASSUMING FROZEN CUBPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
i'E = lOOO.D PSIA
CASE NO. 122
WT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TENP DENSITY
CHEMICAL FORMULA (SEE NOTE) CALIMOL OEG K GlEE
FUEL N 2.300,,_ H 8.00000 C 2.000J0 0.50000 12734.800 L 298,15 C.7861
FUEL N _.O00_J H 4,00000 0,50000 12050.000 L 2_8,15 1.00%6
_IXID_NT F _.O00G_ I.O0000 -3098.000 L 85.02 I,S050
O/F= 2.5330 PERCE_I FUEL= _r_.S714 EQUIVALENCE RATIO= L.A859 REACTANT DENSITY= 1.2_21
CHAMBER THROAT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT [XIT EXIT EXIT EXIT
PC/P I.OQOD I.t1302 L3._0_ 6_.046 I.0022 1.0091 1,0261 1,0634 I.I2BO 1.3545 1,6360 1.7619 1.8817
Pe AIM 6d.346 3r.178 6.H046 1.0000 67.894 67.435 65.317 63,99I 60.323 50,238 41.623 38,620 36.162
I, DEG K 4464 _091 262I 1635 4462 4455 4432 4402 4344 4168 3993 3925 3867
RHOt G/C_ 3.d193-3 2.3936-3 6.5049-4 1.5322-4 3,8124-_ 3.T92A-3 3.7%37-3 3.6416-3 3°4790-3 3.020I-3 2,6II6-3 2.4649-3 2.5430-3
I% CAL/G 25.8 -2IB.O -746.3 -1134,6 24.8 21.9 I4.7 -0,2 -25,5 -100.8 -ITS,0 -203.6 -228._
St CALl(G)(() 2.7598 2,73_2 2.1398 2./398 2,T398 2.1398 2.7398 2.7398 2.7398 2.7398 2.7398 2,7392 2.7898
Mt MOL W_ Z_=,558 20,558 20.558 Z0,558 20,550 20.558 20.558 20,558 20°558 20.558 20.558 20.558 20.558
E_, CAL/IGI(XI J.4201 0.4233 O.A061 0.37'_4 0.4280 0,4280 0,_278 0.4276 0.427I 0.4257 0.4242 0,4236 0.4230
GAMMA IS) E,2')17 1.29_0 l.312A 1.3619 1.2917 1.2918 1.2919 1.7921 1.2925 1.2938 1,2951 Io2957 1.2962
SON V=L,_ISEC I527.1 1428.2 Ilt9.4 942.0 1526. T I5_5.6 I5_2.8 1516. B 1506o9 14T6.7 I446.2 1634.2 1423,8
M_CH NUMBER u. [.DO0 2.155 3._09 0.059 0.118 0.200 0.309 0._85 0.697 0.896 0.966 1.024
AE/AT 1.0000 2.6675 T°1598 IO.O00 5.0000 3.0003 2.0000 1.5000 I.I000 I.OEO0 1,OOIO 1.0005
_STAR, FI/SEC 6017 6617 6617 66IT _617 6617 66IT 6617 6617 6617 6617 6617
CF 0.708 1.260 1.545 0.044 0.089 0.151 0,233 0.325 0.510 0,643 0.687 0.723
IVAEtLB-_EC/L_ 258.0 301.7 _3_.4 20bhO 1037.5 632.6 43_.T 3_0.3 272.0 259.2 258.1 258.1
ISP_ LB-SECILB t45.6 259.2 31T.B 9.1 18.4 31,0 47,9 66.8 104.9 132.2 141.3 168.7
MOLE FRA_II3NS
C 0.0_2S3 CF b.0E983 CF2 0,00593 CF3 0°00006
CH 0.0U024 EH? O.03OOl CH 0o81306 IN2 0°00001
C2 O,OUI3Z G2F2 0°b0002 C?H 0.00899 C2HF 0°0006L
E2H2 O.OOL6B C2N 0.00535 C2_2 0°00046 E3 0.00L79
E4 O°_GOOI CS 0._0001 F O°OR241 FEN 0°00159
f2 O.t)OUul H _.04706 HEN 0°0129T HF 0.65661
HZ O.OlAlO t_ 0.00034 NF 0.00001 NH 0°00002
f_2 0.1233T
_uUITIUNAt _UDU_IS WHI_ M_RE _UNS[DERED BUI WHOSE _OL_ FRACTIO_S W_E LESS TMA_ O°SO00OE-05 FUR ALL ASSIGNED CONDITIONS
EISI CF6 CH3 EH4 _NN G2F4 E2H4 C2H6 NF2 NF3
!_H2 NH3 N2H_ N5
_OTE, WEI+;dT FRA_IIUN OF FUEL 1_ IOIAL FUELS AND OF UXIUA_T I_ TUTAL OXIOANTS
126
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THEORETICAL ROCKET PERFORMANCE ASSURING FRUZEN COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
PC = 1000°0 PSIA
CASE NO. I72
WT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSITY
CHEMICAL FORMULA ISEE NOTE) CRL/MOL DEG K G/CC
FUEL N 2.00000 H 8°00000 C 2°03000 0,50000 12784.800 L 298.15 0.7881
FUEL N 2.00000 H A°O0000 0.50000 12050.000 L ?98.15 1.0036
OXIDANT F 2,00000 1.00000 -3098°00C L 85.02 1.5050
O/F= 2.5000 PERCENT FUEL= 28°5714 EUUIVALENCE RATIO= 1.4859 REACTANT DENSITY= 1.25_1
CHAMBER THROAT _XIT LXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT
PC/P L.OOO0 1.8302 2.4922 2.0860 5.6d56 7.B973 9.4581 39.878 ILl. L7 3103,65 8387.46 3107_.I 83508.0
P, ATH 68.046 37.178 2T.303 23.5T8 11.968 8.b163 7.1944 L.7064 0.6121 0.0219 0.O081 0.0022 0.0008
Tt DEG K 4464 3891 3826 3505 2995 ZT72 2656 |871 1441 577 433 297 222
kHOs GlEE 3.8L90-3 2°3936-3 1.8866-3 1.685I-3 1.0013-3 7°7832-4 6.7870-4 2.2849-4 1.0641-4 9.5246-6 4.6894~6 1.8494-6 9. L778-7
H, CAL/G 25.5 -718.0 -330,! -380.7 -593.3 -684.8 -732.1 -1044.2 -I207.5 -1513°6 -1561.8 -1607.5 -1632°I
S, CAL/IGII() 2.7398 2.7398 2°7398 2.7398 2oT398 2°7398 2.7398 2.7398 2.7398 2.7898 2.7398 2.73")B 2°7398
Mw NOL WT 20,558 20.558 2&.558 20.558 20.558 Z0°558 20.558 20.858 20.558 20.558 20°55R 20,558 20,558
CPt CAL/IGIIK) O°4281 0*42_3 3._207 0.4194 0._126 O._OR9 0°4067 0.3872 0.3721 0._382 O,J_5I d.3327 0.3313
GAMMA (8) 1,2917 [°2960 I°2983 1.2998 I,3059 L.3096 I°3117 i._327 1,3509 I°4003 1.4054 1.40qb 1°4119
SON VELtM/SEC I52T.l 1428.2 [379°8 1387.3 1257,6 I2II,6 I[B7.0 1004.2 88T.4 571.5 _96.3 411.2 356.4
MACH NUMBER 0 ° I°000 1,251 1.359 1.810 2.013 2.122 2,980 3,620 6,280 7.34_ 8°990 10.451
AE/AT I°0000 1.050_ I°1030 l°5000 l.dO00 2.0000 5.0000 lO.OOC 103o00 200.00 500.00 IO00.O0
CSTARt F//SEC 6617 661T bbll 661l b61T 6617 6817 6817 6617 E817 6617 6617
CF 0.708 0.858 0.914 1.128 1.20g 1.249 1.484 1,593 1.779 t. EO7 1.033 1,8A7
IVAC,LB-SEC/L8 258.0 262.8 266°9 28_._ 295.5 300°3 330.9 346.1 3(2.6 376.6 380.3 382.3
ISPt LB-SEC/LB 145.8 1?6,0 188.1 232._ 298.7 256.8 30S°l 32T.6 3_6.0 511.7 377.0 379.8
HOLE FRA_TI3NS
C 0°00253 CF 0.01983 CF2 0.00593 CF3 0._0004
CH 0.00029 CH2 0.0003[ CN 0.01306 CN2 0.00001
C2 0°0bl3Z C2F2 0.O{?OQ2 CZH 0.00899 C2HF 0,C0041
C2H2 0.0OI48 CZN 0.Db535 C2N2 0.0ObA6 C3 0.00179
C4 0oOUO01 E5 0.ObbOl E 0.08241 FEN 0.00159
F2 0.03001 fl 0.04736 HCN 0.01297 HF 0.6566I
H2 O.OlAIO N 0.00U34 NF O.O0001 NH O.(JO002
N2 O.I2_T
ADDITIONAL PROOUCIS WHICH WERE CUNSIOERE[) 8UI WHOSE HOLE FRACTIONS WERE LESS THAN 0,50000E-05 FOR ALL ASS|DElED CONDITIONS
C(SI CF4 CH3 CH9 CNN E2F4 E2H4 C2H6 NF2 NF3
NH2 NH3 N?H4 N3
NOTE° WEIGHT FRACTION OF FUEL IN TOTAL FUELS ADO OF UXIUANT IN TUTAL OXI)ANTS
TRANSPORT PRIIPERIIES OF ROCKET EXHAUST AoSUMING FROZEN COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
D/F= 2.5000 PERCENT FUEL= 28.5714 E_UIVALENC_ &ATIO= 1.4859 CHAMBER PRESSURE= 60._)46 ATP
TEMP VISCOSITY MONATDMIC INTERNAL FROZEN CP PRANDTL
CONO CO_D CUND FROZ FROZ
,EG K POISE ..... C_L/(ENI(SFC)IK) .... CAL/(GIIK)
A464 143I.K10-6 500.Xl0-b 3S_°Xl'-6 935°XIO-6 0.4281 0.6556
8891 1295. 524. 309° 833. 0.4233 0.6579
2821 9_5. 388. I9_° 587. 0.4081 0.6674
1635 666. 265° 103. 868. D°3796 0.6870
4482 143I. 5d0. 354. 93A. O.4281 0°6556
AA55 I429° 5T9° 354. 933. 0°4280 0.6556
4_38 1425° 578. 352. 930. O,_279 0.6557
4402 1417. 574° 85D° 924. 0°4276 0.6558
434A L403° 8o9. 3_b° 91A. 0,A2TI 0,6560
4168 1362. 551° 331. 883° 0,_25T 0.6567
8993 1320° 534. 3IT. 852. 0.A242 0.8574
3925 1303. 527. 312. R39o 0+4236 0.8577
3867 1259, 5ZI. 307. 829. 0.4231 0°65B0
3626 IZ30. 497. 288. 785. 0,4207 G.659!
3505 I199. 486. Z?8. 762° 0.419A 0°6598
2995 IObT. _30. 233. 668. 0.4127 0.6638
2772 lOOT. 405° 2IS. 618, O°_089 0.6658
2656 974. 392° ZOZ. 5_4. 0.A068 0,6670
187_ 743. 2_7. 12P. 423. 0.3872 D. 6302
144I 601. 239. 83. 822. 0.3721 0.6946
577 264. lOT. l}. 115. 0.3382 0,7741
433 200. T7. o, 88° O.3551 0,8025
297 137. 53. Z° 55° 0.9327 0°8360
222 103° 39° O. 40. G.331A 0.8539
127
Case 123 - Input
REACTBNT$
N 2. H 4o 50. L2050o L_98o15 F |.0036
N 2. H 8. C 2. 50. 12734.8 L298.15 F .7861
F 2. |CC. -3098* C 85.02 O L*BO5
NAHELIST
SIHPT2 KA_E=I23e Hp=TtOF=reMlX=2.Btp=lOOtlQt| t PUNCH=T• _OI)ATA=T $
Case 123 - Output
REACTANTS
N 2.0000 H 6.0000 -O* -0. -O.
N 2.0000 H 8.0000 C 2.0000 -O. -_.











































P l.O000000E÷O2t 1.000000OE*OIv I.O00oO00E*O0, O.
O. , O. , O. , O.
O. , 0. , O. , Oo
O. , O. t 0. t O.
O. O. .
PSIA z Ft HMHG = Ft NSQH = Fo
V O. , O. , O. , O.
O. O. 0. t O.
O. t
RHn I.O000000E*02_ 1.0000000E_01_ 1.00UUOOOE_OOt O°
12050.00 L 298.150 F 1.O0360
12736.80 L 298o150 F O.78610
-3098.00 L 85.020 O 1.50500
[RATIO=
MiX
O. _ o. , o. • o.
o. , o. o. o.
O. • O. , O. , O.
O. t O. ,
Ft OF Tt FPCT = Ft FA Ft
2.5000000E+00• O. i O. _ O.
O. , O. , O. • O.
O. • O. • O.
TP Ft HP = rt SF F• TV F_ UV
KKT F, SHUCK = F• DETN = F_ OtT0 = Ft CR
IONS = Ft IDEBUG= Ot TRACE = O.










PT N H C F
1 -13.1_6 -II.UUZ -6.011 -lg.B&b 10.030
2 -16. b';2 -12.O80 -5.6J_ -_1.Z05 6.000









• O. • O. ,
O. O.
O. • O. e
• O. O. ,
• O. • O. ,
O. O.
• O. • O. •
O. O.
t 0o t O. t
• 0. t O. •
t o. • o. •
• o. o.
F• SV Ft
0. , SO O. , SO
t SIU_ITx F• EUNITS= F,










rHERMODYNANIC EQUILIBRIUM COMBUSTION PROPERTIES AT ASSIGNEO
PRESSURES
CASE NO. 123
WT FRACTION ENERGY SLATE TFMP DENSITY
CHEMICAL FORMULA (SEE NOTE) CAL/MOL DEG K G/CC
FUEL N 2.00000 H 4o00000 O°SOO00 12050.000 L 298°15 1.0036
FUEL N 2.00000 H 8.000U0 C Z.O0000 0.50000 12734.80C L 298.15 0.7851
UXIDANT F 2°00000 l. OdO00 -3098.000 L 85.02 1.5050
O/F= Z.5000 PERCENT FUEL= 28.5714 EOUIVALENCE _ATI3= 1.4859 REACTANT DENSITY= 1.2521
THERMOOYNAMI_ PROPERTIES
Pt ATM 100.00 10.000 1.0000
Tt DEG K 45_. 4118 _733
RHO, G/C_ 5.5_16-3 5.9440-_ 6.3939-5
H, CAL/O 25.8 25.8 _5.8
St CAL/(G)I_) 2.7027 2.9274 3.1582
M, MOL WT 20.658 20.086 19.5B6
IULV/DLP)T -1.03_28 -1.0443A -1.U5_88
IULV/DLT)P 1.5332 1°7670 2.0318
EPt CAL/IGI(K) 1.2639 1°17q7 2._T35
_ANMA IS) i.16gl 1.I48_ 1.1305
SUN VEL,M/SEC 1460o7 1399.2 1338.5
MOLE FRACTIONS
C 0.00228 0.00386 0.00538
CE 0*01984 0.01889 0*01659
CF2 0.00670 0.00325 0.00162
CF3 0.00006 0°00001 0*0U000
CH 0.00026 O.0001T O.0Ooog
CH2 0.0000[ 0,00000 O.OUO00
CH3 U,OOO01 0.00000 0.00000
CN 0.0[270 0.01433 0*01474
CN2 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000
C2 0,00[22 0.00177 O.UDZI3
EZF2 0.00002 O.O000t 0,00000
C2H 0.00882 0.00931 0*008T6
C2HE 0.0034B 0.00020 0*30008
C2H2 0.00163 0.00091 0*00047
C2N 0.00536 0,00501 0,00425
C2N2 0.00051 0.00028 0°00015
C3 0.00158 0.00309 0.00529
C4 0*00001 0.00001 0.00002
CS 0.00001 O.O000l 0.00001
F O*07BB5 0°09876 0°11566
FEN 0.00177 0*00091 0.00047
F2 0.00001 0.00003 0.00000
H 0.04346 0*00588 0.08820
HCN 0.01370 0*00969 0*00655
HF 0*66208 0,62986 0.60034
H2 0,01454 0.01159 0.00837
N 0,00035 0.00030 0.00022
NF 0.00002 0.00000 0.00000
NH 0.00002 0*00001 0=0U000
N2 0.123T2 3.12188 0.12061
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS WHICH WERE CONSIDERED BUT WHOSE MOLE FRACTIUWS WERE LESS THAN 0,50000E-05 FOR ALL ASSIGNED CONDITIONS
C(SI CF4 CH4 CNN C2F4 C2H4 C2H6 NF2 NF3 NH2
HH3 N2H4 N3
NOTE. WEIGHT FRACIION OF FUEL IN TOTAL FUELS AND OF UXIDANT IN TOTAL OXIDANTS
TRANSPURI PROPERTIES AT ASSIGNED PRESSURES
O/E= 2.5000 PERCENT FUEL= 28,5714 EQUIVALENCE R_IIO= 1,4859 ENTHALPY= 25.8 CAL/G
TEMP VISCOSITY MONATOMIC INTERNAL FROZEN REACTION EQUILIBRIUM CP CP PRANDTL PRANOTL LEWIS
CUND CONO CUND CONU CUND FRQZ EO FROZ EQ NUMBER
DEG K POISE" - ................. CAL/(CM|(SEC)IK) ..................
CAL/IGIIK| .... OINENSIONLESS .....
4535 I64B.XIO-6 SBI.X[O-6 363.X10-6 944.X10-6 2772.XIO-6 3716oX10-6 0.4285 1.2628 0.6577 0*6922 1,508B
6118 I3_6, 573. 316. 889. 4068. 495T. 0.4258 1.779| 0.6447 0,_830 1.4402
3733 I2_T. Sbl. 273. 835. 5436. 6269. 0.423l 2*4729 0.6320 0.4919 1.S439
129
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Case679 - Input
REACTANTS _FL|I. 1. HO. $298,15
F 2. .5556 R-30q8* L 85*02 0 1.505
NANELISTS
$1NPT_ KASE=6791 RKI=TvP=IOOOgPS|A=TtIONS=I,TRNSPI=F $































ERATIO = F• OF
NIX = O. •
O* •
O.
TP : Ft HP
RKT = It SHUCK =
IONS = ly IOEBUG=
TRNSPT= F, FR_ZN =
$ END
-0. -O. -0. -0°









































F• SP F• TV
F• OETN = F• OIIO =
O• TRACE = O*
F, PUNCH = F• NODAIA" F•
1.O00O M 0. S 298.150 F -0.













• o. , o.
o. o.
• o. , O.
o. o.
t o. • o.
• o. • o.
F_
, o. • O.
• o. o.
F, UV F, SV F,
F, CR O. , SO
, SIUNIT= Ft EUNITS=
NU INPT2 VALUE GIVEN FUN OFt EQRATt FAt OR FPCT
SPECIES BEING CON$IDCRED IN THIS SYSTEM
L0216! E J 9165 P J12171 F- JI2/60 F2
J blb2 LI(LI J 6162 L| J 316b Lie J12168 LIF(S)




















EQL Tv FROZ = Tt
SUBAR = Oo • O. • O. • O. t O. • 0.
O. O, , O. O. , O. , 0. •
Oo •
SUPAR = O° • Oo • O. • O. e O. t O. •
Oo , O. O. O. , O. O.
Oo •
PCP 3°O000000EeOOt l.O000000E+OXe 3.000UO00E÷01t 6.8065700E÷011 l. O000000E+02t 1.O000000E÷03•
3°0000000E÷031 3.0000000E+041 3.O00OO00E+OSm O. t O. e O. t
O. _ O. t 0. w O. , O. , O. ,











PT LI F E








THE TEMPERATURE= 0.5691E_04 IS OUT OF RANGE FOR POINT 1
2 -I6°576 -20.312 -9°754 6.000
THE TEMPERATURE= 0.5360E+06 18 OUT UF RANGE FUR POINT 2
PC/PT= 1.759168 T = 5360.[5
Z -[6.574 -20.310 -9.752 2.000,
THE TEMPERATURE= 0.5341E÷04 [$ OUT DF RANGE FOR PO[NT 2
PC/PT= 1.785775 T = 8361.50
3 -16.905 -20.677 -10.381 6.000
IHE TEMPERA[L/RE= 0.5036E_04 IS OUT OF RANGE FOR POINT 3
6 -17.758 -21.506 -[I.953 4.000
5 -I8.757 -22.227 -13.760 6.000
6 -19.856 -22.650 -15.650 6.000
T -20.610 -22.760 -16.956 6.000
E -28.682 -22.382 -31o023 6.000
9 -32.28I -22.431 4°000
10 -30.057 -23.151 -61.159 5.000
11 -43o101 -Z4.151 4.000
THEORETICAL ROEKET PERFOR_ANEE ASSURING EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
P_ = 1000.0 PSIA
CASE NO. 679
ROLES ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSITY
CHEMICAL FORMULA CAL/MOL OEG K G/CC
FUEL LI l.O0000 1.00000 O. $ 298.15 -0.
OXIDANT F 2.00000 0.55560 -3098.000 L 85.02 1.5050
D/F= 3.0426 PERCEN[ FUEL= 24.7379 EOUIVALENCE RATIO= 0.8999 REACTANT DENSITY= O.
CHAMBER THRDA[ EXIT _XIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXlr EXIT EXIT
PC/P 1*0000 1.75_8 3.0000 10.000 30.000 68.046 130.00 lO00.O0 3000.00 30000.0 300000.0
P. ArM 08.046 38.755 22.682 b.8066 2.2682 1.0000 0.6805 0.0680 0.0227 0.0023 0.0002
Tt UEG K 5691 5361 5036 4621 3909 3511 3300 2091 180g 1695 1301
RHO, G/CC 3.1975-3 1.9826-3 1.2554-_ 4.4700-4 1.7400-4 8.6917-5 b.3266-5 1.0160-5 6.0263-6 5.2528-7 6.6894-8
Ht CAL/G -61.4 -339.6 -583.3 -lObT.Z -1662._ -1685.9 -1789.7 -2267.0 -2429.9 -2703.9 -2920.2
S_ CAL/(G}(() 2.7098 2.7095 2.7095 2.1095 _o709_ 2.Z095 2.7095 2.7095 2.7095 2.7095 2._095
Hi MOL WT 21._43 22.422 22.870 23.832 24.604 25.040 25.I70 25.614 26.350 28.401 30.536
|DLV/_LP)f -1.08263 -[.07304 -1.06368 -1,06207 -1.02213 -1.00871 -1.00633 -1.01420 -1.03_02 -1.0_732 -1.1L264
(ULVIDLT)P 2.0651 1.9966 1.9164 1.6822 1.4008 1.1699 1.0839 1.2038 1.6699 2. f673 3.6211
CP, CAL/(_)(K| 1.6_97 1.5925 1.5273 1.2939 0.9518 0.6260 0.6909 0.5746 1.1636 2.8527 4.3303
GAMM_ (S) L.180T 1.17_8 L.1699 1.1632 1.1688 1.1973 1.2264 1.2218 1.1593 1.1117 1.0926
SON VEL,MIS_ 1595.6 1525.4 1663.5 1339.5 1262.5 1181.4 1156.3 910.5 813.5 697.4 622.0
MACH NUMI_ER 0. 1.000 1.628 2.166 2.736 3.121 3.289 4.718 5.473 6.742 7.863
AE/AI 1.0000 1.1528 2.332I 5.1126 9.6372 I2.576 69.286 168.72 1226.37 9520.08
CSTARt FT/SEC 7480 7480 1480 7480 7480 7480 7480 7480 7480 7480
EF 0.669 0.917 1.273 1.491 1.617 1.668 1.884 1.953 2.063 2.145
IVACtLB-SECILB 288.0 302.4 3_0.I 386.3 608.Z 4[7.0 454.2 467.0 489.0 506.1













0.00294 0.00237 0.00188 0.00098 0.00036 0.00009 0°00003 O. O* O* O.
0.21151 0.19574 0°18087 0.14865 0°12245 0.10760 0.10329 0.10154 0.10446 0*11258 0.I2105
0.00464 0*00364 0.00284 0°00148 0.00067 0.00028 0.00015 0.00000 O. 0.00000 O.
0°00002 0.00001 0.00001 0.00000 O.O000D 0.00000 0.00000 O,UO000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.12106 0.10422 0.08820 0.05320 0,02455 0.00824 0.00347 0.00000 O. O. O.
0.00758 0°00601 0°00471 0°00243 0*00104 0.00038 0.00019 0.00000 O* O. O.
0.68089 0.68690 0.12056 0.79259 0.85030 0.88273 0.89207 0.88385 0*85238 0.76605 U*67705
0°00028 0.00014 0.00007 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 O. O, O. O.
0.00109 0.00096 0.00088 0.00068 0.00062 0.00068 0.00081 0.01449 0.04246 0.11762 0.19413
O.O00UO 0°00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 O.OO01I O*O00TX 0.00374 0.00777
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS WHICH WERE CONSIDERED BOT WHOSE MOLE FRACTIONS WERE LESS THAN 0.50000E-05 FOR ALL ASSIGNED CONDITIONS
LI(S) LI(L) LIF(S) LIFIL) LIF2-
THFORETICAL ROCKET PERFORMANCE ASSUMIN; FROZEN COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
PC = 1000.0 PSIA
CASE NO. 679
MOLES ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSITY
CHEMICAL FORMULA CAL/MOL CEG K G/CC
FUEL LI 1.00000 l.O0000 O. 8 298.15 -0.
OXIDANT F Z.00000 0.58560 -3098.000 L 85.02 1.5050
O/F = 3.042_ PERCEN[ FUEL= 24.7379 EQUIVALENCE RATIO= 0.8999 REACTANT DENSITY = O,
CHAMBER THROAT EXIT EXIT _XIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT
PCIP 1.0000 1.8444 3.0000 I0.000 30.000 68.046 100.00 1000.00 3000.00 30000.0 30_3000.0
P, ATM 68,046 36.893 22.682 6.8046 2.2682 1.0000 0.6805 0.0680 0.0227 0.0025 0.0002
Tt DEG K 8691 4915 4366 32_5 2448 1984 1796 984 734 388 195
RHUv O/CC 3.1975-3 2.0071-) 1.3892-3 5.6249-4 2,4781-4 1.3480-4 1.0131-4 1.850l-5 8.2678-6 1.5643-6 3.1113-7
H, CAL/G -61.4 -354.9 -559.1 -9T0.7 -1251.7 -1615.4 -16R1.3 -1762.9 -1847.8 -1961.3 -2020.0
S, CAL/(G)(K) _.1095 2.7095 2.7095 2.7095 2.7095 2.7095 2.7095 2.7095 2.7095 2.7095 2.7095
M, MOL WT 21.943 21.943 21.943 21.963 21.943 21.943 21.943 21.943 21.943 21.943 21.943
CP, CAL/(G)(K) U.3823 0.3746 0.3690 0.3894 0.3544 0.3516 0.3803 0.3621 0.3365 0.3159 0.2915
GAMMA (S) 1.3104 1.3188 1.3253 1.3369 1.3632 1,3470 h3487 1,3600 1,3683 1,4019 1.4508
SON VEL,M/SEC 1681,0 1567.3 1480.7 1280.1 1116.1 1006.2 958.1 711,9 616.7 453.8 32(°4
MACH NUMBER O. I.O00 1.378 2.155 2.820 3.345 5.598 5.300 6.269 8.786 12.867
AE/AT 1.0000 1.1095 2.0273 4.0221 6.9325 9.0081 45.060 98._05 504.34 2497.35
CSTAR, FT/SEC 7191 7191 7191 719I 7191 7191 1191 7191 7191 TI91
CF 0.715 0.931 1.259 1.440 1.536 1.873 1.722 1.764 1.819 1.847
IVACtLB-SEC/LB 281.0 290*8 326.6 351.8 366.0 371,6 396.9 401.6 410.3 414*7
iSP, L8-SEC/L8 159.8 208.1 281..3 321,8 343.2 351,5 384.B 394.3 406.6 412.8
MULE FRA_II3NS
E 0.00294 F 0.21151 F- 0.00464 F2 0.00002
LI 0*12106 L|÷ 0.00758 LIF 0.65089 LI2 0.00028
L12F2 0.00109
ADDITIONAL PRODUCIS WHICH MERE CONSIDERED BUT WHOSE MOLE FRACTIONS MERE LESS THAN 0.500008-05 FOR ALL ASSIGNED CONDITIONS




H 2. [00. O. G298.15 F
N 1.561760 .419590AR.OOR324C °000300 lO0. -28.2 G298.[5 0
OMIT C2H¢ C302 H2OIS) CIS)
OMIT C2N2 fl2U(L) C2G C2H2
OMIT H02 H202
OMIT NH2 CH2 CH NH]
OMIT C2N CH3 NO2 CH4
OMIT HC_ C2H C3 N20
OMIT N2C C2 CN HCO
OMIT NZH4 N204 CN2
NAMELISTS
$1NPT2 TP=TvP=°Iy.01 ,ERAT PO= It MiX= 1.5tl,2_ T=3000,2OO01KASE=q50 $
Case 950 - Output
REACTANTS
H 2.0000 -O, -O° -0* -O. tOO.0000
N 1.5618 0 0.4196 AR 0.0093 C 0.0003 -J. 100*0000
OMIT C2H4 C302 H20(SI CIS)
C2N2 HZOIL) C20 C2H2
HOZ H202
NIIZ CH2 CH NH3
C2N CN3 NO2 CH4
HEN C2H C_ NZO








































RKT Ft SHOCK =
IONS = F, IUEBUG=











































O. • O. •
O. Oo
I.O00000OE-02• O. , O.
O. • 0. O.
O° • O° i O.
O. , 0. O.
O.




F, SP = F, IV Ft UV Ft SV
Ft DETN = F• OTTO = F• CR O.
Ot TRACE = Oo • SiONIT=
Ft PUNCH = Ft NODATA= Ft
SPECIES BEING CONSIDERED IN THiS SYSTEM
O. G 298.150 F -0.



























O° t O° i
0. , O.







L 5166 AR J 3/61 C J 3/61 CHZO J 6/66 CNN
J 9165 C02 L 5112 C2Hb J12/69 C4 J12169 C5
J12/70 HNCO J 3163 HNU J 3/61 H2 J 3161 H20
J12/70 NCO J12/71 NH J 6/63 NO J12166 NO3
J12/70 N3 J 6162 O J12/70 OH J 9165 02
OF = 227849901
EFFECTIVE FUEL EFFECTIVE OXIDANT MIXTURE
ENTHALPY HPP(2) HPP(I) HSUR0
(KG-MOLIIOEG K)/KG 0"° -0.48994gI4E÷O0 -0.46960611E÷00
K_-ATONS/KG 8OF(I•2) BOPlltEI 8Oil)
H 0°99209300E+00 O* 0.41597364E-OI
N O. 0°53920039E-01 0.51659231E-01
0 O. 0,14486419E-01 O.I38/q0IgE-0L
AR Oo O.JZIRI2T4E-03 0.3084152qE-03
C O° 0.10357553E-04 O.Rq232720E-05
PT H N 0 AK C
1 -12.567 -15.738 -18.616 -29.654 -_6o22T 17.000 .
2 -11.846 -14.918 -21.829 -28°570 -23.6_9 7.000
3 -I4. tOl -17.003 -19,689 -32°185 -27.408 5.000












THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIES AT ASSIGNED
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
CASE NO. 950
MT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TENP OENSITY
CHEMICAL FORMULA (SEE NOTEI CAL/MOL DEG K G/CC
FUEL H Z.O0000 1.00000 O. G 298.15 -0o
OXIDANT N 1.56176 0 0.61939 RR 0.00932 C 0.00030 l. O0000 -28.200 G 298.15 -0.
O/F= 22.8499 PERCENT FUEL= 4.1929 EQUIVALENCE RATIO= L.5000 REACTANT DENSITY= O.
THERHODYN_R[_ PROPERTIES
P_ ATM 0.1000 0.1000 D.D|O0 0.0100
T, DEG K 3000 20UO 3000 2000
RHDt G/CC 7.1132-6 1o2964-5 5.6618-7 1.2930-6
H, CAL/G 1551.2 -llT.7 3222.6 -103.6
St CAL/(GI(() 3.6980 3.0712 6.5486 3.2936
M, MOL M! 11.510 Zl.2T5 13.93T 21,220
(OLV/OLPIr -1.08647 -1.00060 -1°00691 -1.00193
IDLV/DLT)P 2.0852 1.0172 2o6309 1.0356
CP, CAL/(G)IKI 4.2309 0.4965 4°9243 0.6014
GAMHA (S) 1.1193 h2408 1.1296 1.20Tl














0.00340 O.OOb56 0.00430 0.00634
0.00016 0.00013 0.00013 O.OOOI5
0°00002 0.00006 O.OODO0 O.O000T
0*18202 0.001%6 0*39418 0*00616
0,13549 0.146T5 0.06299 0.14403
0.11209 0.29458 0.01439 0,29282
0.00003 O. O.OOOO8 O.
0.00971 0.00003 0°00767 0.00009
0*44742 0.54952 0.35612 0.54805
0°04229 ODD0000 0.11860 0.00004
0.05061 0.00039 0*03043 0*00122
0.01417 0,00000 O*OIlIO 0°00003
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS MHICH MERE CONSIDERED BUT NHOSE HOLE FRACrIO_S WERE LESS THAN 0.50000E-05 FOR ALL ASSIGNED CONDITIONS
C CH20 CNN C2H6 C4 C5 HNCO HND NCO NH
NO3 N3 03
NOTE. HEIGHT FRACTION OF FUEL IN TOTAL FUELS ANO OF OXIDANT IN T3TAL OXIDANTS
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES AT ASSIGNED TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
O/F z 22°8499 PERCENT FUEL= 4.1929 EQUIVALENCE RATIO= 1.5000 FIRST PRESSURE = 0.100 ArM
TEHP VISCOSITY MONATORIC INTERNAL FRUZE_ REACTION EQUILIBRIUM CP CP
CONO CORD CORD COND C3_D FROZ EQ









EPFECIIVE FUEL EFFECTIVE OXIOANT MIXTURE
ENTHALPY HPP(2) HPP{I) HSUBO
(KG-MOL)(OEG K}/KC 0. -0.48994916E÷00 -0.47606605E÷OO
KG-ATOMS/KG BOP(I*2} BOP(ItI) DO(I)
H 0.99209300E÷00 0° 0.28111739E-01
N O. 0.53920039E-01 O.523921T1E-OI
0 O. 0.14486419E-01 0.14075936E-01
AR O. 0.32|91274E-03 0.31279IOBE-03
C O. 0.10357553E-04 O. lOOb6063E-04
PT H N _ AR C
I -12.808 -15.b69 -18.085 -29.513 -26.456 5.000
2 -13.612 -14.836 -18.557 -20.413 -28.92T 7.000
3 -16._09 -16.920 -19.494 -32.017 -27.442 5.000
4 -14.200 -15.991 -19.315 -30*721 -29.806 _.000
839.XlO-b 563. X10-6 2BS.XlO-b B4B.XIO-b 10172.X10-6 11020.X10-6 0.4838 4.2389 0*4789 0.3227 1.5462
255. 227. 482. 151. 633. 0.4499 0.4963 0.5971 0.5021 3.0156
829. 173. 1003. 10027. 11029. 0.4968 4.9243 0.4003 0.3608 1.1220
258. 226. 484. 675. 939. 0.6501 0.6014 0.5951 0.4014 2.9182
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THERRODYNARIC EQUILIBRIUH PROPERTIES AT ASSIGNED
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
CASE NO. 950
MT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TENP OENSITY
CHENICAL FORMULA ISEE NOTE) _ CAL/NOL DEG K G/GC
FUEL H 2.00000 1.00000 O. G 298.I5 -0.
OXIDANT N t.56176 0 0.41959 AR 0.00932 C O.UO030 IoO0000 -28.200 G 298.15 -0.
O/F= 34.29[1 PERCENT FUEL = 2.8336 EOUIVALE_CE RATIO= 1.0000 REACTANT DENSI[V= O.
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
Pv ATR 0.1000 O.lO00 0.0100 U.OlO0
T, UEG K 3000 2000 3000 2000
RHO, G/CC 0.0798-6 [.4956-5 6.602[-7 1.487T-6
Hw CAL/G 1312.4 -193.6 2659.6 -166.6
Sv GAL/[G)(() 3.3290 2.73¢4 ¢o0132 2.9347
Mt NOL Mr 19,890 24.545 16.252 24.415
(DLV/DLPIT -L.07939 -1.00163 -1.07450 -1.00352
IDLV/DLTIP 2.5496 1.0454 2.408I 1.t093
CP, CAL/IG)(KI 3.4784 0.5174 3.7121 0.6795
GAMMA IS) 1,1202 1.2042 1.1319 1.I681














0.00622 0o0076B 0.00508 0.00764
0.0001T 0.00002 O°DO01b 0.00004
0.00003 0.00023 0.00001 0.00021
0.14373 0°00041 0.32026 0.00186
0.00314 0°00638 0.04158 0,01318
0.09639 0.33736 O.Oll?O 0.32680
0.00003 O. 0.00009 O.
0.01448 0.00077 0.01013 0.00114
0.51378 0.64260 0.42063 0.63900
0.05885 OoO00lO 0.14391 0°00048
0.05514 0.00212 0.03004 0.00453
0.02743 0.00233 0.01640 0.00513
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS MHICH HERE CONSIDERED BUT MHOSE HOLE FRACTIONS NE_E LESS THAN 0.SO000E-O5 FOR ALL ASSIGNED CONDITIONS
C CHZO CNN C2H6 C4 C5 HNCO HNO NCO NH
NO3 N3 03
NOTE. NEIGHY FRACTION OF FUEL IN TOTAL FUELS AND OF OXIDANT IN TOTAL OXIDANTS
TRANSPORT PROPEKTIES AT ASSIGNED TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
O/F= _6o2911 PERCENT FUEL z 2.B336 EQUIVALENCE RATIU= 1.0000 FIRST PRESSL_E= O.lO0 ATN
TENP VISCOSITY NUNATOHIC INTERNAL FRUZEN REACTION _OUILIBRIUM EP CP
CUNO CUNU CONO CONO COND FROZ EQ

















855.X10-6 467.X10-6 240.X10-6 TOT.XXO-6 8287.X10-6 8995.X10-6 0.4271 3.4784 0.5164 0.3307 1.6400
206. 186. 391. 194. 585. 0.3988 0.5174 0.6739 0.5849 1.6634
682. 157. 838. 7227, 8065. 0.4369 3o7121 0.4_26 0.3820 I.I502
208. 186o 394. 507. 90L+ 0.3990 0.6795 0.6686 0.6980 1°8302









PT H N 0 AR C
1 -12.415 -15.802 -18.700 -29o785 -26.048 5.000
Z -11,566 -14.984 -28.522 -28.108 -22.917 T.O00
3 -13.9T6 -IT.OTS -19.854 -32.329 -27.382 5.000
4 -12.T23 -16.I37 -22.515 -31.014 -25.231 8.000
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THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM PR3PERTIES AT ASSIGNED
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
CASE NO. 950
WT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSITY
CHEMICAL FORMULA ISEE NOTEI CAL/MOL DEG K GICC
FUEL H 2.OOOOU l.OOOOO O. G 298.15 -0.
OXIDANT N |.561(o U 0.41959 AR 0°00932 C O,OO03D l. O0000 -28_200 G 298,15 -0,
O/F= 1?.1333 PERCENT FUEL= 5,5147 EQUIVALENCE RATIO= 2.0000 REACTANT DENSITY= O.
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
P, AIM 0.1000 O.IOOO O.OIOD O.OlO0
T, DIG K 3000 2000 3000 2000
RHO, GICC 6.33L1-6 I.i45D-5 4.9731-7 L.L414-6
H, CALIG 1774._ -27.3 3?69o9 -8.9
St CAL/iGIIK) 6.0682 3.3911 5.364B 3.644I
Mt MUL wr IE.5BS 18.790 I2.242 18.732
IDLVlDLPlI -I.0879I -I.OOOT2 -L.0_489 -1.00226
(OLV/DLTIP 2.7367 1.0201 2.1866 1.0636
CP_ CAL/IGI(KI 4,7915 0.5595 6.0360 0.6904
GAMMA IS) k. I199 1.2487 [.1286 1.7071














0.00474 0.00572 0.00372 0,00570
0.00314 0.00015 0.00012 0.00015
0,0000E 0.00003 O.O0000 0.00003
0.21280 0.00259 0.66087 0.00813
0.10358 0.25589 0.08095 0.25266
O.IiA2B 0.25670 0.01589 0.25530
0.00003 O. 0.00008 0.
0,00685 O.OOOUE 0.00605 0.00004
0.39356 0.47864 0.30878 0.67715
0.03183 O.OOOOO 0.10033 0.00002
0.04q15 0.00026 0.02923 O.O008E
0,00802 0.00000 0.00797 O.OOOOI
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS WHICH WERE CONSIDERED BUT WHOSE MOLE FRACTIUNS WERE LESS THAN O.500OOE-O5 FUR ALL ASSIG_EO CONDITIONS
C CH20 CNN C2H6 C4 C5 HNCO HNO NCO NH
NO3 N3 03
NOTE. WEIGHT FRACTION OF FUFL IN TOTAL FUELS AND DF _XIDANT IN TOTAL OXIDANTS
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES AT ASSIGNED TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
O/F= 17.1333 PERCENT FUEL= 5.514T EQUIVALENCE RATIO= 2.0000 FIRST PRESSURE= O. IO0 ATM
TTMP VISCOSITY HUNATOMIC INIERNAL FROZEN REACTION EOUILIBgIUM CP CP
COND COND CUNU COND CONO FROZ EQ




3000 820.X10-6 653.X10-6 325.X10-6 97B.XlO-b 11644.X10-6 12622.X10-6 0.5393 4.7915 0.4524 0.3114 1.5LO3
2000 621. 302. 263. 565. 2OA. 769. 0.4996 0.5595 0.5484 0.6516 3.0043
3000 787. 954. 189. 1143. 12426. 13509. 0.5550 6.0360 0,3822 0.3502 1.1004
2000 62I. 306. 262. 568. 638. L200. 0._999 0.6904 0.5463 0.3552 2.9504
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_q
-L-':'U:._::LI-:LI :U/If. :If ...-ILl.:LI g L(II -il g If 'If
Case 1207 - Input
REACTANTS
H 2. O0 0.050 M G 300.00
0 2. O0 0.050 N G 300.00
ARI. O0 0.900 M G 300.00
NAMELISTS
$INPT2 KASE=I20TjP=I0t20eMMHG=Te SHOCK=T $
$SIIKIN D Ul=LO00tllOOt1200, I250,1300,13SO.1400t1450t1500t INCDEQ=ItlNCDFZ=T $
Case 1207- Output
REACTANT5
H 2.0000 -O. -0. -0. O0 -U. 0.0200 M
D 2.0001) -O. -O. -0. O0 -0. 0.0500 M















O. t O. •
0. t O.
O. i O. •
PSIA = F_ MMHG = TI NSQM = Fj
V O. • 0. . 0.
0. 0. 0.
O. •
RHO 1.000O000C+Olt 2.OOOOOOOE+OI• O.
O. t O. U*
O. _ O. • O.
Oo t O. • O.
O. O. •
ERATIO = Fw UE Fw FPCT = F• FA =
MiX O. O. J O.
O. O. t O.
O. , .0. , O,
TP F• HP Ft SP Fe IV
RKT F• SHOCK = T_ DETN • = F, OTTO =
IONS = F, IDEBUG= O• TRACE = O.
TRNSPT= T• FRUZN = F• PUNCH = Ft NUDATA=
$ END
NO INPTZ VALUE GIVEN FUR OF• EQRAT• FAe OR FPCT





















J 9/65 H J 31b_ HOL























t 0. . O. ,
O. U.
t































O. • O. • O°
O. O. O.
O. , O. , O.
O. O. O.
O. , O. • O.
O. o O. • O°
O. , O. , O.
O. _ 0. O.
= Et SV Ft
= O. , SO O.
SIUNIT= Fv EUNI IS= F•
J 3/61 N2 L11/65 H20(S)
J 6/62 0 Jt2170 OH
L°Z50000OE+03• 1.3000000E+O3t h350COOOE_03_
O. • 0. , O.
0. _ O. • O.
O. O. t O.
T• REFLFZ= Fe AI I*OL)O0000E_OGt







• SO = O*
13"/








SHOCK WAVE PARAMETERS ASSUMING
EQJILIBRIUH COMPOSITION FOR INCIDENT SHOCKED CONDITIONS
MOLES ENERGY STATE TENP DENSITY
CALIMOL DEG K GICC
0°05000 13.478 G 300.00 -C.
0.05000 I2.B92 G 300.00 -0.
0.90000 9.191 G 300.00 -0.
PERCENT FUEL=IOO.OOOO EQUIVALENCE RATIO= O.5OOO REACTANT DENSITY= O.
MACH NO. J.06BO 3.3528 3.6576 3.8100 3.9624 4.1148 4.2672 4.4196 4.5720
U[* M/SE_ IOUO*O0 IlO0*O0 1203*03 1250.00 1300.00 1350.00 1400.00 1450.00 I500.00
P. ATM 0.0132 0.0263 0*3263 0.0263 0*0263 0.U263 0*0263 0.0263 0*0263
I, _EG K 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300
RHD, G/CC 2.0126-5 4.0253-5 4*0253-5 4.3263-5 4.0253-5 4*0253-5 4.0253-5 4.0253-5 4*0253-5
H, CAL/G 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
S* CAL/(31(() 1.2406 1.2041 1.206I 1.2041 1.2041 1.2041 1.204I 1.2041 1.204[
Ht MOL WI 37.654 37.654 37.654 37*654 37*654 37.654 37*656 37*654 37.654
CP, CAL/(G|(K) 0.13T2 0.1372 0.1372 0.1372 0.I372 0.I372 0.1372 0.1372 0.[372
GAMMA (Sl 1.6249 1.6249 1.6249 1.6249 1.6249 1.6249 1.6249 1.6249 1.6249
SON VEL,M/SEC 328*1 328.1 328.l 328*1 328.1 328.1 328.[ 328.1 328.1
DID Nor CONVERGE FOR UI= 1000.00 ANSWERS PROBABLY NOT RELIABLE, SOLUTI3N MAY NOT EXIST
SHOCKED GAS (2)--INC|DENT--EQUILIBRIUR
UZt M/SEC 5T5.88 667.74 576.55 560*68 549.47 540.62 532*79 525.22 517.53
P, ATM 3.I[45 0.2[52 0*3235 D.3686 0.6139 0*4604 0.5086 0*5590 0.6118
T* DEG K 1542 1527 1817 I933 2044 Z153 2259 236[ 2457
RHO, GZCC 3.4949-5 6.6310-5 8.378I-5 8.9742-5 9*5234-5 1.0052-4 1.0577-4 1.1113-4 1.1667-4
H, CAL/G 93.6 91.6 132.6 149.6 166.1 183.1 200.6 218.6 237*[
S, CAL/(GI(g) [.3281 1.2943 1.2979 1.3001 1.3026 1.3052 1.3080 1.3109 1.3139
M, MOL WT 38.619 3B*619 38.614 38*608 38*597 38*580 38.552 38.510 38*453
(DLV/DLP)r -l.O000I -1.00000 -1.00005 -1.03010 -1.00321 -1.00041 -Io00073 -1.00123 -I.00193
(DLV/OLT)# 1.0033 1.0002 1.0018 1.0037 I*OU70 1.0124 1.0208 1.0330 1.0493
CP, CAL/I31(K) 0.1404 O*1401 0.[442 0..1477 0.1530 0.1611 0. I726 0,1882 0*2078
GAMMA IS} 1.5792 1*58D7 1.5582 1.5410 1.5173 1.4865 1.4501 1.4lll 1.3733
SUN VEL,M/SEC 724.0 721.0 780*8 800.8 817.4 830,6 840*6 848.1 854.2
PE/PI 5.915 B*I?B 12,296 14.008 15.729 17.495 19.328 81.243 23*247
T2/T1 4*428 5.092 6*057 6.442 6*B15 7.I78 7.531 7*870 8.19I
ME/N1 1.0256 1.0256 1.0255 1.0253 I*025l 1.0246 1.0238 [.0227 1.0212
RHDE/RHOt 1.T365 1.6473 2.0814 2*2296 2*3659 2.4971 2.6277 2*7607 2.8984











9.2_06-1 9.2306-1 9.2294-1 9.2280-1 9.2255-1 9.2213-1 9.2146-1 9.2047-1 9.1910-1
1.4775-7 r*1348-0 4.3013-6 1.5667-5 4.7564-5 1.2521-4 2.9107-4 6.0405-4 1.1305-3
9.8099-9 1*0364-B 6.TBO4-B 1.2211-7 2.0224-7 3.1325-7 4.5774-7 6.3422-T 8.3714-7
3.0708-6 1,8670-6 3.5421-5 8.9393-5 1.9761-4 3.9339-4 7.1392-4 1.[893-3 1.8303-3
5.1238-2 5.1249-2 5.1028-2 5.0786-2 5.0385-2 4.9758-2 4.8834-2 4.7553-2 4.5891-2
7.212-10 9*I3I-lO 4.464 -9 7.362 -9 1.131 -8 1.642 -8 2.2bT -B 2*984 -8 3*758 -8
3.3010-6 2*0013-6 3.9835-5 [.0212-4 2.2910-4 4.632[-4 8*5569-4 1.4579-3 2.3083-3
7.8598-5 5.9618-5 4.1138-4 7*6735-4 1.2923-3 2.0296-3 2.9976-3 4*1846-3 5.5478-3
2.5621-2 2.5626-2 2.5532-2 2.5439-2 2*5299-2 2.5103-2 2.4848-2 2.4539-2 2.4187-2
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS WHICH WERE CONSIDERED BUT WHOSE MOLE FRACTIO_S WERE LESS THAN Oo5OO00E-08 FOR ALL ASSIGNED CONDITIONS
H20ISI HEOILI 03
O/F= O.
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF THE SHOCKED GAS ASSUMING EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION
PERCENT FOEL=[03.O00C EQUIVALENCE RATIO= 0*5000 FIRST _HOCK PRESSURE_ 0.1145 ATP
[EMP VISCOSITY NONATONIC INTERNAL FROZEN REACTION EQUIL|_RIUM CP CP PRANDTL PRANDTL LEWIS
CONO COND CONO COND C3ND FROZ EO FROZ EQ NUMBER
DEG K POISE .................. CAL/(CMI(SECIIK) .................. EAL/(GIIK) .... DIMENSIONLESS ....
1542 TZ3.XIO-b 140.X10-6 13.X10-6 153.X10-6 I*XIO-6 154.XI0-6 0*1396 0.1404 D.6600 0.658l 1.5041
1527 ?19. 139. 13, I52. l. 153. 0.1395 O.1401 0.6602 0.6590 1.4339
1817 801. 156. lb* 173. 8. 181* 0.1405 0.1442 0,6570 0.6436 l*80&I
1933 842. 163. 18. IOI. I8. 198. 0.1408 0.1477 0*6558 0,6268 1.9897
2044 874. 169. 19. 168. 35* 223. 0*1411 0*I530 0.6545 0.5992 2.I791
2153 906. 176. 20* 196. 65. 261.
2259 936* 182. 21. 203. 113. 316.
2361 965* 188* 82. 211. 182* 393.
2457 992. 195. 23. 218. 274. 492*
0.1413 0.1611 0.6530 0.5595 2.361T
0.1416 0*1726 0.6512 0.5112 2.5206
0.1418 0.1882 0.6488 0,4620 2.639T
0.1420 0.2078 0*6456 0.4187 2.7101
\
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SHOCK WAVE PARAMETERS ASSUMING
FROZEN COMPOSITION FOR INCIDENT SHOCKED CONDITIONS
MOLES ENERGY STATE TENP DENSITY
CAL/MDL OEG K G/CC
O.050OD I3.4T8 G 300.00 -0,
0,05000 12.092 G 300.00 -0.
0.90000 9,191 G 300.00 -0.
PERCENI FUEL=IOO,OOOO EOUIVALENCE RATIO= 0.5000 REACTANT DENSITY= O.
MACH NO. 3.0480 3.352B 3.6578 3.8100 3.9624 4.1|48 4. ZbT2 4.4198 4o5120
U1. H/SEE IODO.00 |lOO°OD L20_.DO [250.00 1300.00 1350.00 1400.00 1430.00 1500o00
Pt ATM O.OlJ2 0.0283 0.3263 0.0263 0°0263 0.0263 0.0Z63 0.0263 0.0263
T, DEG K 500 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300
RHD, G/CC 2.0128-5 4.0253-5 4.0753-5 4.0253-5 4°0253-5 4.0253-5 4.0253-5 4.0253-5 6.0Z53-5
H, CAL/G 3.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 .0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
S. CAL/IGI(KI 1.2406 [.2041 I°Z04I 1°204I 1o204| Lo2061 1.2061 1.2041 1.2041
M, MOL WT 37.654 37°654 3/.654 37.8_6 37.834 37°654 37.654 37°654 37.654
CP, CAL/(G}(K) 0.1372 0°I3;2 0.L372 0°1372 O°L3T2 0.1372 0.[372 0.1372 0.1372
GAMMA IS) L.8249 1.8249 1.6249 [o8249 1.6249 1.6249 1°6269 1.8249 1.6249
SON VEL,M/SE_ 3Z8.1 328.L 528.[ 37B.I 328.I 32B.I 328.1 328.I 328°1
SHOCKED GAS (Z)--[NCIOENT--FRUTEN
UZ_ M/SEC 3[7.25 332,_7 349.41 358°06 366,89 375.88 385,00 394°24 603.59
P, ATM 0o1488 0°3818 0,4518 0.4892 0*5082 0.5487 0.5908 0.6345 0°6797
T, DEC K lOTS [247 1433 1532 1635 1762 _852 1967 2085
RHO* G/CC 6._440-5 t,3308-4 I°3024-4 1.4052-4 L.4263-4 1.4457-4 1.4837-4 1o4805-4 1°4961-4
H, CAL/G I07°7 13L.b 157.7 171.7 IB6.I 2_1.2 216.8 23?,9 249.7
S, CAL/IGII_) 1._892 1.2629 1.2731 1.2781 1.2830 Io2879 Io2927 1.2974 1.3020
M, MOL WT _7.654 37.6_4 37.654 37°634 37.654 37°654 37,654 37.654 37.654
CP, CAL/(G)IKI O.1_gb O.I40D 0.1404 0.I407 0.1409 O°14II 0°1413 0.1415 0.1418
GAMMA (ST 1.6079 I°6050 l.bOZ_ Io8005 1.5990 I°5975 I°5980 I.$945 1.5930
SON VELtM/SEC bL8,l 864.8 712.1 735.9 7_9.8 703.B 807°9 832,1 856.3
P2/PI II.307 13o741 16o409 17.B31 19.312 20°852 22.651 24°II0 25.827
TZ/TI 3.587 • 4°I57 4°T78 5o108 5.450 5°806 6.171 6.555 6°949
H2/MI I.0000 1.0000 l. DO00 1.0000 I°0000 L.O000 I.O000 L°OO00 l.OOOO
RHO2/RHOI _.152| 3.30_6 3.4343 3.4910 3,5433 3.5916 3,6364 3.6779 3.7167
VZIUI-UZ)M/SEC 882.T5 76T._3 85U.59 891,94 933°11 974.12 I015,00 1055.76 1096.41
MDLE FRAC[IONS
H2 _.05000 0°05000 OoDSOOD 0.05000 0.05000 O.OSOOO 0.05000 0.05000 0.05000
02 D.OSO_U 0.05000 0.05000 O.DSDO0 0.05000 O.OSO00 0.05000 0.05000 0,05000
^_ 0.90000 0°90000 0°90000 3.90000 0.90000 0°90000 0.90000 0°90000 0°90000
DIE= O.
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF THE SHOCKED GAS ASSUMING FROZEN COMPOSITION
PERCENT FO_L=IO3,ODOD EQUIVALENCE RATIO= O. SOOO FIRST SHOCK PRESSURE = 0.1488 ATM
TEMP VISCOSIIY MONAIOMIC INTERNAL FROZEN CP PRANDTL
CDND COND COND FRDZ FROZ
OEG K POISE ..... CAL/ICM)(SECIIK) .... CAL/IGI(K)
1076 STO°XIO-6 IZS.XIO-6 14.X10-6 140.X10-6 0°1396 0.5706
1247 b30. 139, [T, 155. O,140O 0.5673
1433 69t. 152, 20, [72, 0.1404 0.5641
1532 722. lS9, 21. 181. 0o1407 0.5625
1635 756. L66. 23. 189, 0. I409 0.5608
174Z 756. 174. 25° I98o O.1411 0.5591
I852 019. 181. 2Z. 208. 0.1413 0.5576
1967 852. |80. 29. 21T, 0.1415 0°5558
2085 B86. 196o 3[. 227° 0,1418 0.5542
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I1 -IJ- ]J.... ....U-U U-I  :U.... U..U g
Case 1565 - Input
REJCTANT$
N 2. 00 *75526 G647.95 0
0 2. O0 .23166 G667.95 0
ARt. O0 .01286 G647.9E 0
C 1, 0 2* O0 *00066 G667°95 0
C 7. H 9. .4 286?. L 298.[5 F
C 8. H 18. o6 -597_0. l 2qE.I5 F
NANELISTS






C 1,0000 0 2.0000
C 7°0000 H 8*0000






























RKT FI SHOCK =
IONS = F• IUE_UG=
TKNSPF= T• FROZN =
-O. -0* O0 -0. 0.7552
-0, -0. O0 -U. 0.2314
-Uo -0. 00 -0. 0,0129
-0. -0. O0 -0, 0*0005
-0. -0. -0. 0.4000



























































O. t O. • O.
O. O. O.
-0. G 647.950 0 -0.
-0. G 647.950 0 -0.
-0. G 647.950 0 -0.
-0. G 647.950 0 -0.
2867.00 L 298.150 F -0.
-59740.00 l 298.[50 F -0.
O* • O. • O.
0. O. O.
• O. _ O* , O,
O. • O. O.
F• F_ F•
• O. , O. t O.
O. O* O.
O.
F• TV F, UV = T• SV F•
F, Ol[O = F• CR = O. , SO
O• TRACE = 1.0800OOOE-LEv SIU_II= F• EUNITS=
Ft PUNCH = F, NODATA= F,





l 5166 &R J 8/61 C{S} J t/61 C J12/67 CH
J 3/61 CH20 J 6169 CH3 J 3/61 CH_ J 6/69 CN
312/70 CN2 J 9/65 CO J 9/65 C02 J12/69 C?
J 3/61 C2H2 J 9/65 82H4 L 5/72 C2H6 J 3467 C2N
J 9/66 C20 JI2/69 C_ J 6/68 C102 J12/69 C4
J 9/65 H L12/69 HCN J12/70 HCO J12170 HNC0
J 3164 H02 J 3/61 H2 LIt/65 H20(S) LIL/65 N20(L)
l 2/69 H202 J 3#61 N JI2170 NCU J[2/TI NH
J 9165 NH3 J 6/63 NO J 9/64 NO2 J12/64 NO3
JI2/6S N2H4 J[2166 N2U J 9164 N20_ JL2170 N3
J[2/TO OH J 9165 U2 J 6161 03
DF = 17.000000
EFFECIIVE FUEL EFFECTIVE OXIDANT MIXTURE
INTERNAL ENERGY HPP(2) HPP(I) HSU80
(KG-MOLI(OEG KI/KG -0.151640438+33 0*Z0t65920E_02 O*IOBIOOIIE_O2
KG-ATOMS/KG BOP(I•2) ftOP(IlI) 80(I)
N 0.. 0.53919')10E-01 0.50924858E-01
O O* 0.14486447E-0L 0.13881644E-01
AR O. 0.32191869E-03 0.304034138-03
C 0.72407449E-01 0.10452t828-0_ 0.40325075E-02
H 0.|29272968_00 O, 0.71818314E-02
PI N 0 AR C H
I -L2.b?6 -15,000 -23.385 -L9.796 -[I.805 14.000






























OXIDANT C l.O0000 U Z.O0000
FUEL C T.O0000 H 8°00000
FUEL C 8.00000 H 18.00000
O/F= 17.0030 PERCENT FUEL= 5.5556
THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM COMBUSTION PROPERTIES AT ASSIGNED
VOLUME
MT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSITY
{SEE NOTE} _CAL/MOL GEG K G/CC
0°75524 I|84.555 G 667.95 -0°
0.23144 1292.515 G 647.95 -0.
0.01286 450.192 G 647.95 -O°
0.00046 -91701.910 G 647.95 -0.
0.40000 2867.000 L 296.15 -0°
O.BO000 -59760.000 L 298.L5 -_.
EQUIVALENCE RATIO= 0.0519 REACTANT OENSITY= O.
THERMODYNAMI_ PROPERTIES
Ut CAL/G 21.48 21°48
Pe ATM 25.578 34.1B1
Tt DEG K 2693 2706
RHO+ G/CC 3.3333-3 4.4397-3
He CAL/G 207.3 207.9
_* CAL/IGIIK) Z.0060 2°0762
Hw MOL WI 28.800 28.820
(OLV/DLP)T -1.00380 -1o00358
(DLV/DLFIP 1.0966 l.OB76
CP, CAL/IG)I_) OobLb4 0.5060
GAMMA IS) 1o1852 [oIBBI




































ADDITIONAl. PRODUCIS WHICH WERE CONSIDERED BUT WHOSE MOLE FRACTIONS WERE LESS THAN O.IODOOE-14 FOR ALL ASSIGNED CONDITIONS
C(S) CH2 CH4 CNq C2 C2H C2H2 C2H6 C2_6 C2N
C2N2 C3 C3U2 C4 C5 H23ISI HZO(L} NZH6 N2C4
NOTE. WEIGHI FRACTION OF FUEL iN TOTAL FUELS AND OF OXIDANT IN TOTAL DXIBANTS
NU TRANSPORT O_TA WAS FOUND FOR THE SPECIES NO2
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES AI ASSIGNED VOLUME
O/F¢ I7.OOOO PERCENT FUEL = 5.5556 C_UIVALENCE RATIO= 0.8519 INFERNAL ENERGY= 21.48 CALIG
TEMP VISCOSITY MUNATOMIC INTERNAL FROZEN REACTION EQUILIBRIUM
COND COND CONO CONO CON8
UEG K POISE ................. CAL/ICMIISECIIKI ..................
CP CP PRANOTL PRANDTL LEWIS
FRUZ EQ FROZ EG NUMBER
CALIIGIIK} .... DIMENSIONLESS ....
2693 8L8.XI0-6 215.X10-6 L89.XID-6 604.X10-6 2TO. XIO-6 67¢.XI0-6 0.3413 0.5166 0.69L3 0.6265 1.3069
NO TRANSPORT OAIA WAS FOUND FUR THE SPECIES H02
2704 821. 215. 190* 605. 250. 655. 0.3414 0.5060 0.6915 0.6317 1*2930
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.+II--g g g- II l[ l[_]i+;LIII+ U, ;[L It.+II .g II.g [
Case 5612 - Input
REACIANTS
N 2. H 4. 80. 12050. L298.15 F 1o0036
BEIo 20. 0.0 $298o15 F 1.85
H 2. 0 2. ]00. -44880. L298.15 0 1.407
INSERT BEO[L)
NAHELISTS
$INPT2 KASE=Sb[2yFPCT=Tt _[X=67t P=|000fSQOfPS]A=Tt RKT=T_ NODATA=T $
$RKIINP PCP=3tlOt3Oe300t FROZ=F $
Case 5612 - Output
REACTANTS
N 2.0000 H 6.0000
81 1o0000 -O.
















-0. -O. -O. 8U.0000
-0. -0. -O. 20°G000




















12050.00 L 298.150 F 1.00360
0. S 298.150 F 1.85000






























t o. t o. t
• o. t o.
• o. t Do t
• o. • o.
P |oO000000E+03t 5.0000000E÷02, O.
0. O. _ O.
O. • O. • O.
O. • O. , O.
o. • 0. •
PSIA = T• NMHG = Fe NSQN = F•
V 0. • 0. , 0. • 0. • 0_ _ O. ,
0. 0. • 0. 0. O. • O.
O. t
RHO t*OOOOOOOE_O3t 5.0000000E+O2t O. • O. • O, • O. t
O. , O. • 0. O. , 0. , O. ,
O. O. 0. t 0. O. 0* v
0. • 0. , 0. • 0. • 0. • O. ,
0. e O. •
F_ OF F, FPCT = T• EA = Ft
6.7000000EtO1e O. • O. • O. O. * O. •
O. • O. O. O. • O. _ O. •
O. , O. , O. ,
TP F• HP F, SP F, rV • Fe UV FI SV Ft
RKT Tt SHOCK w Ft OETN © Fe OTTO z Ft CR 0. • SO De • SO
IONS = Ft IOEBUG= O. 1RACE = O. _ SIUNIT z F. EUNITS = Ft
IRNSPT = [t FROZN = Ft PUNCH = Ft NBDATA= T•
$ END
SPECIES BEING CONSIDERED IN THIS SYSTEM
J 9161 BE(S} J 9161 BE(L) J 9/6[ BE J 3163 BEN J 6/63 BEN
J 6/7i 6EO(S! J 6/71 BEO(S| J 6/71 BE3|L) J 9/63 BEO J 9/63 8EOH
J 3167 BEO2H2 J 9163 BE20 J 9163 8E202 J 9/63 BE303 J 9/63 B_606
J 9/65 H J 3/63 HNO J 3/64 HD2 J 9/61 H2 111/65 H20(S)
LtL/65 H20(L} J 3/61 H20 L 2/69 H202 J 3/61 N J12/71 NH
J12/65 NH2 J 9/65 NH3 J b/63 NO J 9/66 NO2 J12/6_ NO3
J 9/65 N2 Jl2/65 N2H6 J12F64 N20 J 9/64 N206 J12/TO N3
J 6/62 0 J12/70 QH J 9165 02 J 6/61 09
$RKTINP
EOL T* FRUZ = F,
SUBAR = Oo t 0. • O. e O. • O. _ O° •
O. , O. O. _ O. Oo O.
O° t
SUPAR - O° • O. • O. , O. w O° v Oo •
O° 0. O. O° O. O°
O.
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• PCP = 3.0000UOOE+OOt l.O000000E+OIt 3.0000000E÷OI, 3o0000000E÷02• O.
p O. • O. • O. • O.
e O. t O. • O. , OJ






















PT N H BE O
1 -12,759 -8,578 -13,145 -20.2L0 II.O00
2 -12,897 -8.719 -13.764 -20,839 3,000
PC/FT- 1.748578 T = 2844.77
2 -12,897 -8,720 -13,766 -20,541 2,000
PC/PT= 1.751558 T = 2844.I3
3 -13,027 -8,855 -14,461 -2L.526 3,000
3 -13.084 -8.910 -14.166 -21.236 3.000
4 -13,688 -9,517 -14. I69 -21.233 3,000
4 -13.476 -9,311 -15,668 -22,379 4,000
5 -13.730 -9.579 -18.318 -24.378 4.000
5 -13,752 -9.600 -I8. I4l -24,210 3,000












THEORETICAL RUCKET PERFORqANCE ASSUMING EUUILIBRIUN COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
PC = 1000.0 PSIA
CASE NO. 5612
WT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSITY
CHEMICAL FORMULA (SEE NOTE) CAL/MOL DEG K G/CC
FUEL N Z.O0000 H 4,00000 0.80000 I2050.000 L 298.15 1.0036
FUEL BE [.00000 O.2OO00 O. S 295.15 1.8500
OXIDANT H Z.O000U O 2.00000 1.00000 -44880.000 L 298.15 1.4070
O/E= 0.4925 PERCENT FUEL= 67.0000 EOUIVALENCE RATIO= 2.9904 REACTANT DENSITY= 1.1890
CHAMBER THROAT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT
PC/P 1_0000 1.7516 3.0000 10.000 30.000 300.00
Pt ATM 68.046 38.849 22.682 6.8046 2.2682 0.2258
T• DEG K 3068 2844 2721 2423 2071 1402
RHO• G/CC 4.4700-3 2.7624-3 1.6078-3 5.7008-4 2,227|-4 3.2936-5
H, CAL/G -233.9 -432.6 -610.0 -907.[ -1282.2 -1753.7
St CAL/(G}|() 3.4110 3._t10 3.4110 3.4110 3.4110 3.4110
M, MOL wr 16.536 16.595 I6.612 16.654 16.608 16.700
(DLV/DLP}[ -|.00511 -I.00378 -1.00273 -l. OUl4I -1.00036 -1.00001
(ULV/OLTIP 1.0924 1.0633 O. 1.0317 1.0093 l.O001
CP, CAL/iG}IK) 0.9094 0.9257 O. 0.E36I 0.7515 0.6703
GAMMA iS} 1.1625 1.I660 0.9973 1.1777 1.1920 1.2159
SUN VEL,M/SEC 1339.I 1289.4 1165.3 1193.5 II09.I 921.1
MACH NUMBER O. l.OOO 1.522 2.104 2.671 3.872
AE/AT I.O000 1.1895 2.4888 5.4000 30,326
CSTAR, FT/SEC 6351 6351 635t 6351 6351
CF 0.666 0,917 1.297 1,530 1,842
IVACtLB-SEC/LB 244.2 2S9.2 305.1 337.6 383.6


















0.00003 O.OOOOl 0.OOOO0 0.00OO0 0. O.
0.00001 0.OOOO0 0.00000 O.OB000 O. O.
O. 0. O. D. U.19872 0.1989I
0. O. O.OTOTI 0.I9809 D. O.
0.19539 0.19660 0.12632 O. O. O.
0.00032 0.00013 0.00008 0.00001 U.O0000 O,
0.00207 0.00149 0.00120 0.00047 0.00010 0.00000
0.01490 0.00974 0.00821 0.00433 0.0011I O.ODOOI
0.50639 0.51002 0.51105 0.51362 0.51586 0.51665
0.05765 0.05853 0.05902 8.05999 0.06052 0.06066
0.00002 0.00001 O.OOO01 O.O0000 0.00000 O.
O.O00IO 0.00006 0.00004 O.O00OP U.O0001 0.00000
0.00004 0.00002 0.00001 0.00000 O.O0000 O.
0.22247 0.22295 0.22307 0.22337 U.22366 0.22376
0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 O.OOO00 u. O0000 O.
0.00060 0.00033 0.00025 0.00009 O.0000I 0.00000
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS WHICH WERE CONSIDERED BUT WHUSE MULE FRACTIONS WERE LESS THAN 0.500001-05 FOR ALL ASSIGNED CONOITIONS
bcIS) BE(L) 8EN BE3 8E20 R1202 8E303 8E404 HNO H02
H20)S) H20|L} H2U2 N NH NO2 NO3 N2H4 N20 N204
?_3 02 03
NUTE. WEIGHT FRACIIUN UF FUEL IN TOTAL FUELS AND OF OXIUANT I_ TOTAL OXIDANTS
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TRANSPORT PRUPEREIES OF RUCKET EXHAUST ASSURING EQUILIBRIUH COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
O/F= 0.4925 PERCE_[ FUEL = 67.0000 EQUIVALENCE HATID = 2.9904 CHAMBER PRESSURE= 68.066 AIM
TEHP VISCOSITY MONATOMIC INTERNAL FROZEN REACTIUN EQUILIBRIUM CP CP
CONU CONO CO_D COND C3_0 FROZ EQ









688.X10-6 7bB.XiO-6 673.X10-6 1439.X10-6 1165.X10-6 2603.X10-6 0.8782 1.1951 0.4200 0.3159 2.2428
651. 718. 620. 1338, 823. 2161. 0.8691 1.1033 0.4224 0.3321 2.2818
630. 694. 590. 1284. 727. 2010. 0.8634 1.0763 0.4236 0.3371 2.2963
579, 534, 516, ll50, 433, 1583. 0,8478 0,9850 0,4266 0,3601 2,3260
518. 564. 428. 993. 131. 1123. 0.8251 0.8716 0.4304 0.4018 2.3350
1402 397. 434. 266. 700,
PT N H BE 0
i -13.091 -8.912 -13.214 -20.255 3.000
2 -13.233 -9.05T -13.817 -20.809 3.000
PC/PT= 1.745202 T = 2828.07
2 -13.233 -9.058 -13.819 -28.891 2.000
PC/PT = 1.769179 T = 2827.63
3 -13.368 -9.[96 -16.699 -21.502 3.000
3 -13.432 -9.259 -14.167 -21.235 3.000
4 -14.037 -9.869 -14,171 -21.23_ 3.000
4 -13.818 -9.654 -15,709 -22.408 4,000
5 -14. U77 -9.926 -18.316 -24,370 4.000
5 -14.099 -9.947 -18.142 -26.210 3.000
6 -14.626 -lO.50B -26.862 -30.651 4.000
TOZ. 0.7677 0.7683 0.4348 0.4344 2.2061
THEORETICAL ROCKET PER_ORHANCE ASSURING EQUILIBRIUH COHPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
PC = 500,0 PSIA
CASE NO. 5612
WT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSITY
LHEHICAL FORMULA (SEE NOTE) CAL/HOL DEG K G/CC
FUEL N 2,00000 H 4,UO00D 0,80000 12050,000 L 298,15 1,0036
FUEL BE 1,00000 0,20000 O, S 298,15 1,8500
OXIDANT H 2,00000 0 2°00080 1,00000 -44880°000 L 298,15 1,4020
O/F= 0.4925 PERCENT FUEL= 67.0000 EOUIVALENCE RATI3 = 2.9906 REACTANT DENSITY = 1.1890
CHAMBER THROAT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT
PC/P 1.0000 1.7492 3.0000 I0.000 30.000 300.00
Pt ATM 34.023 19,651 11.341 3._023 1,1341 0.1134
T, OEG K 3041 2827 2721 2416 207[ 1404
RHOt G/CC 2,2475-3 1,3882-3 8,4200-4 2,8556-6 1,1133-4 1,6465-5
Hv CAL/G -233.9 -431.1 -608.9 -985.6 -1280.4 -1752.3
St CAL/(G)(K) 3.4945 3.4945 3.4965 _.4945 3.4945 3.4945
HI MOL WT 16.685 16.559 16.578 16.637 16.683 16.700
iDLV/DLP)T -1.00656 -1.00430 -1.00380 -1.00191 -1.00050 -1.00001
IOLV/OLT)P 1.1213 1.0846 O. 1.0435 1.0131 1o0003
CPt CAL/iG)(K) L.0570 0,9780 O, 0.8663 0,7636 0,6707
GAMMA iS) 1.1588 1.1629 0.9962 1.1740 1.1899 1,2158
SON VELtH/SEC /333,0 1284,9 1166,0 1190.5 1108,3 921,7
0. 1.000 1.519 2.107 2.670 3.867
l. OOO0 1.1958 2.4908 5.4142 30.428
6341 6341 6341 6341 6341
0,665 0,917 1,298 1.533 1,846
263.7 259.2 304.8 337.3 383.5






















0.00005 0.00001 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 O.
O.O00Dl 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0. O.
O. O. O. O. 0.19868 0.19891
O. O, 0,08351 0.19793 O, O_
0.19488 0.19626 0.11314 O. 0. O.
0.000_0 0.00016 0,00011 0.00002 0.00000 O.
0.00198 0.00144 0.00120 O.O006B 0.00010 0.00000
0.01942 0.01297 0.01159 0.00592 0.00156 0.00001
0.50298 0,50760 0,50853 0.512"42 0,51552 0,51665
0,05742 0,05846 0,05882 0,05992 0,06050 O.ObObB
0,00002 0.00001 O.UOOOO 0.00000 0,00000 O.
0,00005 0.00003 0°00002 O.O0001 0.00000 0.00000
0.00006 0.00003 0.00002 0.00001 0.00000 O.
0,22194 0,22258 0,22269 0.22319 U,22361 0,22376
0 0.00002 0.00001 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 O.
_N 0.00076 0.00043 0.00035 0.00013 0.00002 O.O0000
ADDITIONAL _RODUCTS WHICH HERE CONSIDERED BUT _HOSE MOLE FRACTIONS WERE LESS THAN O.80000E-05 FOR ALL ASSIGNED CONDITIONS
BE(S) BELL) BEN BE3 BE20 BE202 8E303 8E404 HNO H02
H20{S) H20(L) H202 N NH ND2 NO3 N2H4 N20 N204
N3 02 03
NOTE. WEIOHT FRACTION OF FUEL IN TOTAL FUELS AND OF OXIDANT IN TOTAL OXIDANTS
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[RANSPURT PKOPERF[_S UF RUC_ET EXHAUST ASSUH[NG EQU|LIBR[UH CUMPOS|TION OURING EXPANS[O_
O/F= _o4925 PERCENI FJEL= 67.0000 EUUIVALE_CE RATID= 2°9904 C_ANfiER PRESSURE= 34,023 AT_
TENP VISCOSITY MI_NAIDMIC INTERNAL FRUZE_ _EACTION EQUILI_R|UM CP CP PR_NDTL _KANDTL LEWIS
_Ol_U CUN_ COCO CnNU C3_D FROZ EQ FROZ EQ NUNSER
CAL/(_}(K) .... DIMENS[ONLES_ .....
DE_ K POISE .................. CAL/|CH)(SEC||K) ..................
304l $3_.XlO-b 7_8°_10-b 663°X10-_ 14J2°XlO-b 1529°XlO-b 79bL°X[O-6 0.8773 L°2974 0°4193 0*2999 2.?294
Z82_ b_B° 720° _[4o [3_4° 1LO[° 243b° 0.8585 1°1841 0o4219 O°_LS1 2°_TIT
2721 530° bg_° 588° 12BT° 1024° Z31L° 0._636 1.1646 0°4229 t_._175 2°7842
Z_I6 578° b_4° 514° 1Z4_° 59_o 17_2, 0o8_75 1°0363 0o_263 0°3437 Zo3208
_OT[ 51_° _b_° 4Z_o 99_° IRS° |L78° O°_ZSl 0o_908 0°4303 0o3918 2o_341





H 2. lOO. -2154. C 20.27 F .O709
0 2. I00. -3102, L90,|8 0 1*149
NAHELIST
SINAI2 KASE=6666_ P=3000, PSIA=It FPCT=TI MIX=Z0p RKT=T $
SRKIINP SUPAR=I.5_2oSt4._ PCP=2.St3_AtlO_30t SUBAR=2t3_I0_ NFZ=4_ $
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0, TRACE = O,
Ft _{IDATA =
SPECIES 8_ING CONSIDERED IN THIS SYSTEM
J 9/55 H J 3/64 HO2
J 3161 H20 L 2169 H202
J 6161 03
SRKTINP
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• 0. , O.
O. t O.
t 0° _ O. •
O° t O. i
D O, t O. * O.
O. 0. 0.
t 0. • O. 0.
O. 0. , O°
O. • O. 0.
0. t O. p 0.
Fr
O. , O. • O.
O. O. O.
i
Ft OV F* SV F,
F• CR O* , SO O.
SIUNII= F• EUNITS= F_
FI
J 31hi H2 LII/65 H20IS) LI|I65 H2OILI
J 6/62 0 JIZIT0 OH J 9165 02
SUBAR = Z.O000006E÷00• 3.0OOOOOUE÷O0• I°0000000E*OXt O. • O. _ O.
O. * 0. _ 0. • 0. 0. 0.
0.
SUPAR = 1.500UuOUF_OOt 2.5000000E÷O3t _.O000000E_OU• 0. • O. • O.
O. t 0. t 0. t 0. 0. O.
O.
2.5003030_÷0U_ 3.00UOOOOE+OO• A.00O0000E+OO• 1.0OOO000E_0tt 3.0000000E÷OI, O.
O. t O. • 0. t 0. _ 0. i 0,
O. 0. 0. 0. 0. O.















1 -8.I06 -18.242 9°000
2 -8oZ74 -I9.064 3.000
PC/P)= 1.77_715 T = 2719.66
2 -8.225 -19.UTO 2.000
PC/PT= 1o777559 T = 2717°89
Z -Bo2_5 -19.070 1o000
PC/FT- 1.177525 T = 2717o86
3 -8°293 -19.634 3.000
4 -8°329 -19.961 3.000
5 -B°386 -20.5L3 3°000
6 -8.563 -22.618 3°000
? -8°714 -25.980 3.000
8 -8.[16 -18.30_ 8°000
8 -8°118 -L8.J[8 2.000
8 -8.[18 -[8°320 2.000
B -8.1[8 -18o320 l°O00
9 -8°110 -18.270 2°000
9 ~8°l[1 -18o276 2.000
9 -8,111 -L8.275 l°O00
lO -8°lOb -18.247 2°000
lO -8°1O6 -18o244 2.000
|0 -8.108 -[B.245 1°000
10 -8°106 -18.248 1°000
IU -8.106 -18o245 l,O00
ll -8°4_8 -21°072 4°000
I! -8°439 -ZI.OB3 2°000
12 -8°599 -23.125 3°000
[2 -8°601 -23*148 [°DO0
[3 -8°742 -25°405 3°000







THEORETICAL ROCKET PERFOR_ANC_ ASSUMING EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
PC = 3000°0 P$1A
CASE NO° 6666
WT FRACTION ENERGY STATE TEMP DENSITY
CHEMICAL FORMULA (SEE NOTE) CAL/NOL DEG K G/CC
FUEL H 2.08000 [°00000 -2L54o000 L 20°27 0.0709
OXIDANT U 2°00000 l.O0000 -3102.000 L 90.18 1.1490
O/F= 4.0000 PERCENT FUEL= 20.0000 EQUIVALENCE RATIO= 1°98_1 REACTANT DENSIIY= 0.2843
CHAMBER THROAT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT
PC/P [.0000 1.7776 2.5000 3°0000 4.0000 lO.O00 3_.OOO h060l 1.0247 1.002l 5.2560 L2.183 24,655
Pt ATM 20_°14 [14.84 81.655" 6d.046 51°034 20°414 6.8046 192.56 199.21 203.71 38°839 [6.756 8.2797
Tt DEG K 2988 2718 2563 2482 2357 1984 1593 2960 2977 2987 2241 [909 [658
RHO, G/C_ 8o3498-3 5.1773-3 3.9076-3 3.3640-3 2°6681-_ 1.26J9-3 5°2480-4 7.953L-3 8.1813-3 8,335l-3 2oi276-3 1.0781-3 6ol339-4
H* CAL/G -29[°2 -6[5.9 -793.8 -884*6 -1021°9 -1413.8 -1799*7 -325*6 -305.7 -292.5 -[145o7 -1489o2 -1736.8
St CAL/(_llX) 4.9111 4,9111 4o9111 4.9111 4.91I[ 4,9II1 4o9111 4°9111 4o9111 4o91[I 4.911[ 4°9111 4.9li1
M* MOL Nr 10°029 10.054 I0.064 I0°068 10.U72 L0*078 lO°080 10°032 10.031 10°029 10.075 10*079 10.080
IDLV/DLP)T -1.0025l -1o00126 -1°00078 -1°00059 -1o00037 -l.00006 -I.O0000 -l.00236 -1°00245 -1.00251 -1.00023 -1.00004 -l°0OOOl
(OLV/DLTIP 1.0495 1.0270 Io0176 l._138 Io0090 l.OOIT I.O00l [°0468 [°0484 1.0494 1.0058 I°0011 I°0002
CP, CAL/IGI(KI /.2974 1.1978 1.[491 [.1263 i.0945 [.0199 0.9569 1°2864 1.2928 1.2970 1.0686 [.0074 0.9674
_AMMA (SI [.1986 1.2088 1.2153 1*2188 [.2242 /*2406 l*2595 1.[996 1.1990 1.1987 1._293 1*2440 1°256l
SON VELtMISEC _T23°I [648.3 1604.1 15B0.5 1543.2 [424.9 1286°_ 1715°5 1719°9 1722.9 1507.9 I399.6 1310.7
MACH NUMBER U* loOOO [.278 1o410 1,602 2.151 2.762 0°313 0*202 0*060 1.773 2°262 2°654
AE/AT l. OOOO 1o0650 1.1385 [*2984 2°2034 4*5769 2*0000 3.0000 lO.OOO 1o5000 2.5000 4*0000
CSTAR, FT/SEC 195Z _952 7952 7952_ 1952 7952 7952 7952 1952 7952 7952 7952
CE 0°680 0.846 0°919 1.020' [°264 1,466 0.221 0°163 0,042 1°103 [*306 1o435
IVACtLB-SECILB 307.1 314.4 321°0 332.4 366°9 _O0oO 521o0 759°0 2466°9 343°2 373°6 394.8
[8P* LB-SEC/LB 168.1 209.1 221.2 252.1 312.5 362.3 p4.7 35.8 zo.5 272.7 322._ 354.7
MULE FRACII3NS
H 0.007_3 0*00396 0°00255 0°00197 0°00|26 0.00023 0.00001 0°00701 O°OOTE5 0.00741 0.00080 0°00015 0°00002
H2 0.49109 0°493_0 0°49424 0.49463 0.49511 0.49583 0°49899 0.49135 0°49120 0.49110 0.49543 0.49589 0°49598
H20 0o49895 0°50168 0°50264 0°50300 Uo50341 0°50392 0.50400 0°49930 0oA9910 0*49896 0°80365 0.50395 8.50400
0 0°00002 O.O0001 O°OOO00 D°OOO00 0.00000 O° O° 0°00002 0°00002 0.00002 0°00000 Oo O°
OH 0.00249 OoOOl05 0.00057 0.30040 0°00022 0.00002 0°00000 0.00230 0o00241 0.00248 0°00012 0.0000[ 0.00000
02 0°00001 O.O000O OoO0000 0.00000 0°00000 U° O° 8*00001 0o00001 0°0000| C°O0000 O. O°
AOOITIUNAL PRODUCTS WHICH N_RE CONSIDERED BUr WHOSE MOLE FRACTIONS _ERE LESS THAN 0.5000BE-05 FOR ALL ASSIGNED CONDITIONS
_102 H20($l H_OIL) HED2 03
NOTE. WEIGHT FRACTION OF FUEL IN TOTAL FUELS AND DF UXIOANT |N TOTAL OXIDANTS
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TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF ROCXET EXHAUST ASSUNING EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
DIP" _.OOOO PERCENT FUEL= 20.0000 EQUIVALENCE RATI3= 1.9841 CHAMBER PRESSURE= 204.137 ATM
TEMP VISCOSITY MONATOMIC INTERNAL FROZEN REACTION EQUILIBRIUM CP CP PRANDTL PRANDTL LEWIS
COND COND CORD COND CUND FROZ EQ FROZ EQ NUMBER
DEC K P31SE .................. CAL/iCH)ISECIIKI .................. CALIiGIIKI .... DIMENSIONLESS .....
2988 854.XlO-6 790. X10-6 892,X10-6 lbB2,XIO-b 542.XI0-6 22_4.X10-6 1.I019 1.2974 0.5596 0.4982 1.8171
27IB 795. 734, 803. 1837, 1848. 1.0826 1,1978 0.5608 0.5158 1,9025311.
2563 761, 702. 751. 1453. 210. 1662.
2482 743. 685. 723, 1408. 166. 1574,
2357 Zl_. o60. 679. 1339. ill. 145D.
L984 62_. 582. 346. 1128. 23. 1152.
1593 524. 498. 409. 90T. 2. 909.
2960 848. 784. 883. 166T. 515, 2182°
2977 BSZ. 787. 888° 1675. 531° 2206.
2987 854° 790. 892. 1681. 841. 22_2.
224I 687, b3b, 638. 1274. 7_° 1347.
1909 605. 566. 520° 1086o 15. 1102o
1658 542° 513, 432. 944. 3. 947.
1.0700 1.1491 0.5607 0.5262 1.9517
1.0629 1.1263 0.5607 0.5314 1.9773
1.051[ 1.0945 0.5606 0°5389 2.0162
1.0102 1.0199 0.5590 0.5530 2.1195
0.9561 0,9569 0.8525 0.5520 2.[732
l,lOOI 1.2864 0.5597 0.4999 1.8258
l.lOI2 1.2928 0.5596 0.4990 1.9207
I.I019 1.2970 0.5596 0.4983 1.8174
1o0394 1.0686 0.5604 0.5448 2.0512
I.0008 I.0074 0.5581 &.5840 2.1350
0.9660 0,9614 0.5540 0.5581 2.1696
THEORETICAL ROCKET PERFORMANCE ASSUMING FROZEN COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
AFTER POINT 4
PC = 3000.0 PSIA
CASE NO. 6666
WT FRACTION ENERGY SIATE FEMP DENSITY
CHEMICAL FORMULA ISLE NOTE) CAL/MOL DEG K G/CC
FUEL H Z.O000U 1.00000 -2184.000 L 20.27 0.0709
UXIDANT 0 2.00000 I°O0000 -3102.000 L 90.18 1.[490
DIE= 4.0030 PERCENT FUEL= 20.0000 EQUIVALENCE RAIIO= 1,9841 REACTANT DENSITY= 0.284]
CMAMBER THROAT EXIT FXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT EXIT
PC/P L.OOOO 1.7776 _.5000 3.0000 4°0000 IO.OOO 3O°OOO 5,2795 12.257 24,810
P, ATM 204.14 114.84 81.655 58.046 51.034 20.414 6.8046 38.566 16.655 8.2280
I, OEG K 2988 2118 2563 2482 2352 1973 1582 2232 1896 1645
RHOw G/CC 8,3498-3 5,1773-3 3°9375-3 3.3540-3 2°6622-3 1.2693-3 8.2765-4 2,1256-3 1.0778-3 6.I357-4
H* CAL/G -291o2 -615.9 -T93.8 -884.6 -lOZI°B -I412.1 -1196.5 -1147.3 -1489,8 -1736.0
S, CAL/IG)IK) 4.9111 4.9111 4.9111 4.9111 4.9111 4.9111 4.911! 4.9111 4.91ii 4.9111
M, MOL WT lO.BZ9 I0°054 I0.064 I0.068 10.068 10.058 10.068 10°068 I0.068 10.068
CP, CAL/IGIIKI 1.2974 1.1978 1.149I 1.1263 1.0507 1.0090 0,9547 1.0385 0.9993 0°9643
GAMMA IS) L*lBb 1.2088 1,2153 l._IRB I°2313 I.2432 1.2606 1.234T 1.2461 1.2573
50N VEL,M/SEC 1723.I 1648.5 1604.1 1580.5 1546.5 1428.R I283.4 1508.5 1396.8 1307.1
MACH NUMBER O. I°000 1.278 1.410 1.599 2.152 2.765 l. TT4 2°267 2.660
AE/A[ I,O00O 1.0650 1,1385 L.2965 2.1953 4.5571 loSO00 2,5000 4,UOOO
CSTAR* FT/SEC 7952 1952 ?952 7952 1952 7952 7952 7952 7952
CF 0.680 0.846 0°919 1.020 1.264 1.464 I.IO4 1.307 1.434
IVAC*LB-SEC/L8 307.1 314.4 3ZI°O 332.2 366.6 399.4 343,1 373.4 394,4
ISPt EB-SEC/LB I6B,l 209.I 227.2 252.I 312°3 36I*9 272°9 322,9 354,6
MOLE FRACTIONS
H 0.00197 H2 0.49463 H20 0.50300 OH 0.00040
ADDITIONAL R_DDUCIS WHICH WERE CONSIDERED BUT WHOSE MOLE FRACTIONS WERE LESS THAN O.5OOOOE-O5 FOR ALL ASSIGNEO CONDITIONS
HO2 H20I$) HZOIL) H202 03
NOIE. WE|GHI FRACTION OF FUEL IN TOTAL FUELS AND OF OXIDANT IN TOTAL OXIDANTS
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF RUCKET EXHAUST A53UMINS FROZEN COMPOSITION DURING EXPANSION
FROZEN AFIERPDINT 4
01_= 4.0000 PERCENT FUEL= 20.0000 EQUIVALENCE RATIO= 1.9841 CHAMBER PRESSURE= 204.[37 ATM
IEMP VISCDSIIY WONATQBIC [HTERNAL FROZEN CP PRANDTL
COND CD_D COND FROZ FRUZ
OEG R POISE ..... CALZICMIISEC)(R) .... CAL/IGIIKI
2988 854.X10-6 790.XlO-b 892.X10-6 1682.X10-5 1,1019 0.5596
2718 796. 734. 803. 1537. 1.0826 0.5605
2563 761. 702. 75I. I453. 1.0700 O. SbO7
2482 743. 685, 723. 14OB, 1.0629 0,5607
2352 713. 659, 671, 1336. 1.0507 0.5605
1973 622. 581. 542. I128. l°OOgO 0.5585
1582 52I. 497. 405. 902. 0.9547 0.5519
2232 684, 655. 534. 1269. 1.0385 0.5601
1896 602. 565. 515. [080. 0.9993 0,5576
1545 538, 511. 427. 938, 0°9543 0.5533
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TABLE I. - FORMAT OF THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT DATA










Temperature ranges for two sets of coefficients: 3F 10.3
lowest T, common T, and highest T
Species name
Date
Atomic symbols and formula




Coefficients ai(i--I to 5) in equations (3) to (5)
(forupper temperature interval)
Integer 2
Coefficients in equations (3) to (5) (a 6 and a 7 for
upper temperature interval and al, a2, and a 3
for lower)
Integer 3
Coefficients in equations (3) to (5) (a4, a5, a6,






3A4 1 to 12
2A3 19 to 24
4(A2, F3.0) 25 to 44
A1 45








Repeat cards numbered 1 to 4 in card column
80 for each species








aGaseous species and condensed species with only one condensed phase can be
in any order. However, the sets for two or more condensed phases of the
same species must be adjacent. H there are more than two condensed
phases of a species, their sets must be either in increasing or decreasing
order according to their temperature intervals.
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FORMAT OF THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT DATA
(b)TRANSPORT data
Content a
Identification of interaction: chemical formula of species 1,
chemical formula of species 2, number of temperatures in
table (NTP), code to indicate type of data (1 for transport and
2 for relaxation), and number of rotational degrees of freedom
Tables of data: either transport data (temperature, viscosity
cross section, A*, and B* )or relaxation data (temperature,
rotational collision number, vibrational collision number,
and dimensionless vibrational heat capacity (Crib/R))
End card to indicate end of transport data; LAST written in A4







4F 10.4 1 to 40
lto 4
aIdentification of interaction is done by giving chemical formula of particular species in-
volved, whether they are the same or different. They may be specified in either order,
inasmuch as the program assumes interaction A-B to be same as B-A. The number of
rotational degrees of freedom is meaningful only for data of a pure species (interaction
of the type A-A). The temperature schedule is arbitrary, provided the number of tem-
peratures is not more than the maximum of 20. In addition, the data should be ordered
in either an increasing or decreasing function of temperature, in order that interpolation
within the table be meaningful. As a matter of input convenience, the Hirschfelder-
Eucken approximation is denoted by setting the collision number equal to 0.0. If the
vibrational heat capacity is not speci.fied (Cvib/R = 0), the program will calculate a
value assuming that the electronic heat capacity is zero and that the rotational heat
capacity is classical. For polar molecules A* should be corrected for resonant ex-
change of internal energy. See the main-text section TRANSPORT PROPERTY
EQUATIONS for an explanation.



















MIX (1 to 15)








(additional namelist input is given
in table on the right)















and volume or density (U-V}




















V(1 to 26) or
RRO(1 to 26)
UV = .TRUE.
V(1 to 26) or
RBO(I to 26)
SV = .TRUE.






SHOCK = . TRUE
P(1 to 13) (initial
T(1 to 13) gas)
Variables
Optional
NSQM, PSIA, or MMHG
NSQM, PSIA, or MMHG
NSQM, PSIA, or MMHG
T(I to 52)(initial gas);
NSQM, PSIA, or MMHG
NSQM, PSIA, or MMHG
UI(1 to 13) or INCDEQ = . FALSE. or
MACH1 (1 to 13) INCDFZ =. FALSE.
RKT = . TRUE.
P(1 to 26) (cham.
ber pressures)
T(1 to 52) (chamber);
NSQM, PSIA, or MMHG















One card for each reactant species (maximum, 15).
Each card contains
(1) Atomic symbols and formula numbers
Format Card
column
3A4 1 to 9
5(A2, F7.5) 1 to 45
(maximum, five sets) a
(2) Relative weight b or number of moles FT. 5 46 to 52
(3) Blank if (2) is relative weight, or M if (2) A1 53
is number of moles
(4) Enthalpy or internal energy a, cal/mole Fg. 5 54 to 62
(5) State: S, L, or G for solid, liquid, or gas, A1 63
respectively
(6) Temperature associated with enthalpy in (4) F8.5 64 to 71
(7) F if fuel, or O if oxidant A1 72
(8) Density in g/cm 3 (optional) F8.5 73 to 80
Last Blank
aprogram will calculate the enthalpy or internal energy (4) for species in the
THERMO data at the temperature (6) if zeros are punched in card columns
37 and 38.
bRelative weight of fuel in total fuels or oxidant in total oxidants. All reactants
must be given either all in relative weights or all in number of moles. This
number must never be zero.
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Chemical formula (card columns 1 to 45) Percent
(cc 46-52)
C 2. H 3. N 1. 100.
C 2. H 2. 100.
N 1.561760 . 41959 AR. 00093240 . 000300 100.
AL 1. 100.
N 1. H 3. 100.
N 1. H 3. 100.
N 1. H4. CL1. O4. _ 100.
C 6. H 7. N 1. 100.
AR1. 100.
C 6. H 6. 100.
BE 1. 100.
C 4. H 10. 100.
C 4. H 8. 100.
C L2. 100.
CL2. 100.
CL1. F 3. 100.
CL1. F 3. 100.
C 2. N 2. 100.
C 2. N 2. 100.
B 2. H 6. 100.
C 2. H 6. 100.
C 2. H 6. O 1. 100.
C 2. H 4 100.
C 2. H 4. O 1. 100.





C 7. H 16. 100.
N 2. H 4. 100.
aphase: S, solid; L, liquid; G, gas.
bFuel, F; oxidant, O.
Assigned (a) Temper- (b) Density,
enthalpy, attire, g/cm 3
cal/mole K (cc 73-80)
(cc 54-62) (cc 64-71)
12800. L 298.15 F .7857
49270. L 192.60 F .610
-28.2 G 298.15 O
0. S 298.15 F 2.702
-10970 G 298.15 F
-17090 L 239.72 F .676
-70690 S 298.15 F 1.95
7100. L 298.15 F 1.02173
0.0 G 298.15 F
11718. L 298.15 F .8737
0.0 S 298.15 F 1.85
-36080. L 272.65 F .6012
-5800 L 266.9 F .6263
0. G 298.15 O
-5391. L 239.09 O 1.56
-39000. G 298.15 O
-45680. L 284.55 O 1.8517
73840. G 298.15 F
67655. L 252.01 F .9537
4970. L 180.59 F .4371
-25008. L 184.52 F .5464
-66370. L 298.15 F .7893
8100. L 169.44 F .5688
-18840. L 283.72 F .8824
-6100. S 298.15 F .935
0. G 298.15 O
-3098. L 85.02 O 1.505
0. S 298.15 F 2.25
0. G 298.15 F
-53630. L 298.15 F .67951
12100. L 298.15 F 1.0036
CBased on the following molar percents: N 2 = 78.0881, 0 2 = 20.9495, Ar = 0.9324, CO 2 = 0.0300.
dEstimate based on paraffin hydrocarbon series.
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aphase: S, solid; L, liquid; G,
bFuel, F; oxidant, O.




H 1. 57216N 1.629450 4. 69505F . 02499
Percent
(cc 46-52)
C 1. H 1.9185
C 1. H 1.9423
LI1.
LI1.


















CL1. O 3. F 1.
C 3. H8.



































Assigned i(a) Temper- (b) Density,
enthalpy, ature, g/cm3
cal/mole K (cc 73-80)
(cc 54-62) (cc 64-71)
0. G 298.15 F
-2154. L 20.27 F .0709
-44880. L 298.15 O 1. 407
-64860. L 298.15 O 1.48
-5300. L 298. 15 F .807
-5430. L 298.15 F .773
1714.1 L 453.69 F .512
0. S 298.15 F .534
-90880. S 298.15 O 2.43
-17895. G 298.15 F
-21390. L 111.66 F .4239
-57040. L 298.15 F .78659
12900. L 298.15 F .874
-41460. L 298.15 O 1. 5027
0.0 G 298.15 F
-2939. L 77.35 F .808
-4680. L 298.15 O 1.431
-34100. L 144.14 O 1. 531
-27030. L 298.15 F 1. 1371
-59740. L 298.15 F .69849
0.0 G 298.15 O
-3102. L 90.18 O 1. 149
1869. L 127.88 O 1. 521
34100. G 298.15 O
30310. L 162.64 O 1. 449
7740. L 298.15 F .6183
-11350. L 226.48 O 1.392
-30372. L 231.08 F .5808
-51270. L 298.15 F 1. 0538
2867. L 298.15 F .86230
11900. L 298.15 F . 783
eInhibited red fuming nitric acid based on following weight percents: HNO3(/)= 83.5, N204(/) = 14, H20(/)= 2, HF(g) = 0.5.
fTypical jet fuel having following properties: H/C weight ratio = 0. 161, heat of combustion = 18 600 Btu/lb.
gTypical jet fuel having following properties: H/C weight ratio = 0. 163, heat of combustion = 18 640 Btu/lb.
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KASE I I INDX
P 2_ R POINTS
NSQM 1 L ..........
PSIA 1 L ..........
MMHG 1 L ..........
V 26 R POINTS
RHO 26 R POINTSa(p)
T 26 R POINTS
MIX 15 R MISCa(OXF)
E RATIO i L MISC
OF I L MISC
FPCT i L MISC
FA I L ..........
T RAC E 1 R MISC
IONS 1 L INDX
]DEBUG 1 I INDX
TP 1 L INDX
HP 1 L INDX
SP 1 L INDX
SO 1 R MISC
TV 1 L INDX
UV 1 L INDX
SV I L INDX
RKT 1 L ..........
DETN 1 L ..........
SHOCK 1 L INDX
TRNSPT 1 L CONTRL
PUNCH 1 L CONTRL
NODATA 1 L CONTRL



































aEquivalenced to variable given in parentheses.
bIf variable is set to be TRUE.
Definition and comments
Optional assigned number associated with case
Assigned pressures: chamber pressures for
rocket problems; values in arm unless PSIA,
NSQM, or MMHG = T (see below)
Values in P array in N/m 2 b
Values in P array in psia units b




Values of equivalence ratios if ERATIO = T;
oxidant-to-fuel weight ratio if OF = T; per-
cent fuel by weight if FPCT = T; and fuel-to-
air weigh t ratio if FA = T
Equivalence ratios given in MIX b
Oxidant-to-fuel weight ratios given in MIX b
Percent fuel by weight given in MIX b
Fuel-to-air weight ratios given in MIX b
Option to print mole fractions -> TRACE in
special E-format
Consider ionic species b
Print intermediate output for all points
indexed -> integer value
Assigned temperature and pressure problem b
Assigned enthalpy and pressure problem b
Assigned entropy (SO) and pressure problem b
Assigned entropy, cal/(g)(K)
Assigned temperature and volume (or density)
problem b
Assigned internal energy and volume (or
density) problem b





Transport properties included with the cal-
culations b
Punched cards of calculations included with
output b
Message concerning missing transport data
not printed b
Frozen transport properties calculated for






EQL 1 L PERF
FROZ 1 L PERF
NFZ 1 I PERF
PCP 26 R PERF
- VARIABLES IN RKTINP NAMELIST a
Value Definition and comments
before
read
TRUE Calculate rocket performance
assuming equilibrium com-
position during expansion b
TRUE Calculate rocket performance
assuming frozen composi-
tion during expansion b
1 Freezing point; must be -<13
0 Ratio of chamber pressure to
exit pressure; list should
not include values for the
chamber and throat; stor-
age allows for 22 values
0 Subsonic area ratios
0 Supersonic area ratios
SUBAR 13 R PERF
SUPAR 13 R PERF
aRequired for rocket problems only.
bset variable to be FALSE if these calculations are not desired.
Variable Dimen- Type Value
sion before
read
TABLE VII. - VARIABLES IN SHKINP NAMELIST a
Definition and comments
INCDEQ 1 L TRUE
INCDFZ 1 L TRUE
REFLEQ 1 L FALSE
REFLFZ 1 L FALSE
U1 13 R 0
MACH1 13 R 0
Calculate incident shock parameters assuming
equilibrium compositions b
Calculate incident shock parameters assuming
frozen compositions b
Calculate reflected shock parameters assum-
ing equilibrium composition c
Calculate reflected shock parameters assum-
ing composition frozen at incident composi-
tion c
Shock velocity in m/sec (not required if values
of Machl are listed}
Ratio of shock velocity to the velocity of sound
in the unshocked gas (not required if values
of U1 are listed}
aRequired for shock problems only.
bset variable to be FALSE if these calculations are not desired.









































































1000 to 10 000
200 to 5000

































































1000 to 10 000
1000 to 10 000
2000 to 10 000
1000 to 10 000
1000 to 10 000
200 to 5000
200 to I0 000
300 to 5000























































1500 to I0 000
I000 to 10 000
1000 to 8000
1000 to 10 000
1000 to 10 000
200 to 5000
1















































































I000 to I0 000
200 to 10 000
1000 to 10 000



















aMethods used to obtain transport data:
1. Lennard-Jones (12=6) potential. Parameters were
taken from reference 33.
2. Stockmayer (12-6-3) potential. Parameters were
obtained from reference 29. Equations for res-
onant correction were obtained from reference 20.
3. Same as previous method, except that parameters
were obtained from reference 84.
4. Reference 35. Data were extended to lower tem-
peratures in some cases by using the potential
energy parameters of reference 35.
5. Reference 36. Data were extended to lower tem-
peratures for H 2-H 2 by using the potential energy
parameters of reference 36.
6. Reference 37.
7. Reference 25. Data were extended to lower tem-
peratures in some cases by using the potential




























8. Lennard-Jones (12-6) potential. Parameters were
obtained from reference 38.
9. Cross-section data for interactions of the type
CO-X were assumed to be the same as those for
interactions of the type N2-X.
10. Data were obtained directly from the available
transport property measurements. The cross
sections were selected in order to adequately
reproduce both the viscosity and thermal con-
ductivity data. At higher temperatures the
cross-section data were smoothed into the re-
suits obtained from molecular beam scattering
measurements (ref. 39).
11. Reference 40. Data were extended to lower tem-
peratures in some cases by using the potential
energy parameters of reference 40.








SiF 4 -SiF 4





200 to 10 000











13. Lennard-Jones (12-6) potential. Parameters were
taken from reference 41.
14. Lennard-Jones (12-6) potential. Parameters were
taken from reference 42.
15. Lennard-Jones (12-6) potential. Parameters were
taken from reference 43.
16. Exponential-6 potential. Parameters were taken
from reference 28. Experimental diffusion data
(ref. 44) and molecular beam scattering meas-
urements (ref. 45) were used.





21. Reference 50. Method 10 was used at higher tem-
peratures.
22. Reference 51.
TABLE IX. - ROTATIONAL COLLISION NUMBERS




























































Atom with no rotational energy modes




Obtained by fitting thermal conductivity data
Equation (44) using Zrot(N 2) as a reference
Obtained by fitting thermal conductivity data
Atom with no rotational energy modes




Obtained by fitting thermal conductivity data
Atom with no rotational energy modes
Reference 29 b
Equation (44) using Zrot(I 2) as a reference
aHE refers to Hirschfelder-Eucken approximation.
bCalculations of theoretical collision numbers were extended to cover
the temperature range shown in table "CIR.
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TABLE IX. - Concluded. ROTATIONAL COLLISION NUMBERS

































Obtained by fitting thermal conductivity data
Reference 29 b
Reference 29 b
Atom with no rotational energy modes
_Obtained by fitting thermal conductivity data

















Obtained by fitting thermal conductivity data
Equation (44) using Zrot(NO 2) as a reference
Atom with no rotational energy modes
Atom with no rotational energy modes
Atom with no rotational energy modes
Estimated
Obtained by fitting thermal conductivity data
Atom with no rotational energy modes
Obtained by fitting thermal conductivity data
Reference 29 b
Obtained by fitting thermal conductivity data
Equation (44) using Zrot(CH 4) as a reference
Equation (44) using Zrot(SF 6) as a reference
Atom with no rotational energy modes
aHE refers to Hirschfelder-Eucken approximation.
bCalculations of theoretical collision numbers were extended to










































Figure 1. - Overlay structure of TRAN72computerprogram for IBM 7094.
Precedingpageblank








/(control for reading and processing\
/input. Calls appropriate subroutine\
'=\ (ROCKET,DETON,SHCK, or THERMP) /:
\for thermodynamic calculations for /
















No . No ,_ No
ENTRY
ROCKTI " t DETONI tSHCKI 5 tTHERM1
ISu rou ,nel Su rou ,ne, u routine,ISu rou ine,ROCKET / DETON \ / SHCK \ THERMP \(rocketcal- ¢_ (detonation) _ (shock ) (thermodynamic}culations for \ calculations / \ calculations / calculations for/
Oto 13 points) \for Oto 13points/ \for 0 to 13 pointsV Oto 13points) /
1 1 1 1
Figure 2. - Main program LINK.
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voL*.T. _ / Subroutine\ I
/ 1P, HP \ . / THERMP • I
VL(i)=P(i)=V(i)=I/RHO(i) r.-_SP, TV,UV, o_ (controlfor TP,HP,)_
(volumein cm3/g) I _ by / _ SP,TV.... / T
.NP I "%/ _ prob,ems)I ITPTV, HP_UV, SPSV
T(iPTemperaturein K, i=I,...NT _1 / Subroutine
l / DETN _ DETON
OXF(iPMIX(i)=OIFvalues'i=I""NOF I I _ ? / _ (controlforDETN / -I,
If (IONS)add E to elements I _ \ problems) / I
r48_ _ / Subroutine \/ subrout,ne\
...." RKT_ ROCKET__,
/ REACTANTS_ Yes / SEARCH ? / \ (controlfor RKT /cardsbeen read /_:-:-:--_._(pull THERMOdata)
\ (NEWR=.T.)/ _ fromtape4) / _
_? / \ (NEWR=.F.) /
No _ / Subroutine \SHOCK _ SHCK ___,
_ -_(controlfor SHOCK/ -
Set initial estimates:
ENN=.1,ENNL=-2. 3025851




IUSE(J)<0 for other con-
densedphases)
J=l,... NS (number of species)










I EN>TES_I I I
/s_cies_hesame_ NO /=liF_.i,_1_e_z_ Yes / ReadTABLE/
as first species _ _=._".':,_,_¢P_"..'_._ from logical I
I Store /Is_ / ReadTABLE /
information _ it L_ST_ from logical (








ID card identifies the
interaction for the transport
(or relaxation) data which
follow immediately.
TABLErefers to the table of
transport (or relaxation) data








































































































/ _ J Add missing I
Finished _,..._ element to J
_a.?r_/- 1 A array I
1Y Put answ"-_ersJ JSet (j, i)terms
JYes in _(2,2) _ equalto
1 A*,B* I I (i'j)terms
Pickout major gaseous species: 211,,_
,_,,o(1) First NLM are the elements %
(2) Maximum of 20 species /dA_,= \'_e_ Yes II PUtinanSwers
m
(3) Omit liquids and solids _relaxation/_"---_ Zrot'
81 _ ' Zvib'Cvibr






I Initialize Search relaxation J
relaxation and transport No
-- and transport data in core, •
datato O.0 interaction by
interaction
Figure 5. - Subroutine INPUT.
r
Set up chemical equations
from A array: Then rewrite
I equations to eliminate eachl
























[1 ig_ :11 ii -iLI:.IU_I_EI._]_ I_..U
\
11/,iIL[-./I1 II 1I g _E .:
























Solve reaction for the
trace species. Substitute
into all succeeding reactions
which include the trace
species, thereby eliminating






K=I, NM 82 t
I STC(J,I)=STCF(J,I)




























Figure 6. - Rewriteequationsto eliminatetrace speciessectionin subroutineINPUT.
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Write output for all
points which are

















Set up data for printout I



























Figure 7. - Subroutine OUT.
lf problem has more than
points, write output
r
For problems of more than
13 points - savethe transport
No calculations if the current
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